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PREFACE
The Vcddntalalpalatikd by Madhusudana Sarasvati is a

well-known Sanskrit manual embracing all important

topics relating to Vedfinta philosophy. It is most probably

the first work written by the author who all the same thinks

highly of it, as is clear from the ambitious title bestowed

upon it.

The aim of the writer is to show how the non-Advaita

philosophic doctrines fail to give a true evaluation of the

ultimate Reality which must be admitted to be Nirvisesa

and Nirdharmaka, if one is to do proper justice to both

Sruti and Tarka.

A detailed summary in English of the work is given in

the Introduction, for the benefit of the reader.

I have to thank Prof. R. N. Dandekar ( Poona Univer-

sity ) for many useful suggestions. Thanks are also due to

Prof. Dr. Sulochana Nachane, m. a., ph. d. (Baroda Univer.

sity ), Dr. Shilavati Oke, m. a., rh. d., Miss Vimal Thakar,

m. a. and other Research workers of the Post-Graduate

Department, Shri G. N. Shrigondekar, Librarian, and

Shri S. N. Savadi of the Manuscript Department for help

in various ways.

Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute,

Rsiparlcami,

4th September, 1962

R. D. Karmarkar
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INTRODUCTION7

I Vcdantakalpalatibd : Text

The present text of the Vedantakalpalatikd is based

upon a collation of two manuscripts ( one from the India

Office Library— I.O., and the other from the Anandasraina,

Poona — A ) and the printed edition of the work edited by

Ganganath Jha and Gopinath Kaviraja ( Banaras 1920).

This printed work is itself based upon a collation of two

manuscripts as is pointed out by the editors. We have

designated this printed edition as A.

Details about the manuscripts I. 0. and A consulted by

us are as follows :

—

_ No. 539_
India Office Library [ I. 0.1 T. OTLib.

E 2399

Size — 9£"x3f

Extent — 43 leaves ; 9-10 lines to a page ; 42 letters to

a line.

(foil. 8, 9, 10 missing)

Description — Country paper ; Devanagarl characters
;

handwriting clear, legible and uniform ; red pigment

occasionally used ; the MS. is in a bound book along

with two other works viz. : ( 1 ) Krsnamrtamaharnava

and ( 2 ) Tattvasara. Foil. 8, 9, 10 missing. The MS.
has been described in the India Office catalogue Vol. 1,

pt, IV, pp. 768-769.

Age — Appears to be old.
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Author — Madhusudana Sarasvati.

Subject — " A treatise on Moksa by Madhusudana Saras-

vati wherein the author refutes the views of Jaimini,

Kapila, Kanada, Aksapada and others and follows those

of Vyasa, Sankara and Suresvara " — Colebrooke.

Begins— %tt5RTT w&3t gsrcfa^r

Ends — %fci ^T^cro^^fcT^Tqf ^^^ter^^^^^Wcft^iFrf sapsrarr-

In Bengali characters —

No, 7175

A
Anandasrama ( 5.

)

Size — llf x3f

Extent — 50 leaves ; 8 lines to a page ; 42 letters to a

line.

Description— Thick country paper ; Devanagari characters
;

handwriting beautiful, clear, legible and uniform ; red

pigment used for marking certain portion of the text
and yellow used for corrections ; modern paper with
watermarks used for the last two folios ; complete.

1st Stabaka only.

Age — Not very old.



Subject — Yedanta.

Begins — fol. I
6

Ends— fol. 50

^Fctwfcr qwg^JR in^RirRs?!

$q 55tr^ ^ft" gsfSrc: *?t3rwr <£* IM II

The important variants have been given in the foot-

notes ; these do not materially involve any change in the

many passages concerned. We have taken the I. 0. text

as authoritative ; in two or three places, however, it was

found desirable to admit readings from A or A to make the

meaning clearer.

IT. THE AUTHOR : DATE AX1) WORKS

Madhusudana Sarasvatl is generally accepted to have

been born and bred in Bengal. The following facts about

his genealogy can be cited as follows :
—
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Prainada( Pramodana )purandaracarya

.1 i i i

Srinatha Yadavananda Kamalaja- Vagl^a-

Cudamani Nyayacarya nayana Gosvainin

( Madhusudana

Sarasvati

)

Kamalajanayana spent his days at Banaras and became a

Samnyasin, changing his name to Madhusudana Sarasvati.

The famous Hindi poet TulasTdasa was his contemporary.

He had been invited to his court by Emperor Akbar, and

the Pundits at the court praised him for his scholarship,
1

* Madhusudana Sarasvati knows the bounds of the Goddess

of Learning ; the Goddess of Learning knows the bounds

of Madhusudana Sarasvati \ Madhusudana was a contem-

porary of Gadadharabhatta also.

Madhusudana Sarasvati appears to have studied under

more than one preceptor. He mentions Srirama, Vi^vesvara-

sarasvati and MadhavasarasvatI as his Gurus in his Gudhdr-

thadlpikd2 (one Sripada is also mentioned as his Guru).
Balabhadra, Purusottamasarasvati and Sesa Govinda ( author

of Sarvasiddhdntarahasyaiivarana ) are described as his

pupils.

Date

Madhusudana is generally taken to have lived about

1540-1647 A. D.1
Shri S. L. Katre 2

has, however, shown

3 P. C. Divanji — Introduction to Siddhtintabindu GOS.

f CJanganafch Jha Research Institute Journal p. 181, Vol. VII, parts 2 and 4
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that the Veddntakalpalatikd and Siddhdntabindu must have

been written before 1500 A. D., on the strength of a con-

temporary Ms. of the Mahimnastotra-tlkd copied in 1593

A. D. Dr. Miss Nachane takes the verse

which occurs after the colophon in the Anandas'rama Ms. of

the Veddntahalpalatikd, as having been written by Madhu-
sudana himself.

Shri S. L. Katre shows more or less convincingly that

the year 1717 in the above verse can only be of the Saka
era and that the verse in question could have been written

only by the copyist and not by Madhustidana, the author.1

Works

The following works ( alphabetically arranged ) can be
definitely attributed to Madhusudana.

( 1 ) Advaitaratnaraksana — It is a criticism of Bhedaratna

( of Sankarami^ra ), and contains references to Advaitc^

siddhi and V. L. ( Veddntakalpalatikd
)

.

( 2 ) Advaitasiddhi— A voluminous work, refuting the
Nydydmrta ( of Vyasarajasvamin, a Dvaita )

.

( 3 ) Bhagavadbhaktirasdyana ( Bhaktisdmdnyanirupana )—
Referred to in V. L. and in Gudhdrthadlpikd and Para-
mahamsapriyd.

( 4 ) Gudhdrthadlpikd — A commentary on the Bhagavad-
gitd from the point of view of Sankara.

( 5 ) Ilarilildmrtatlkd — A commentary on Harilildmrta of

1 Poona Oricntalitt, Vol. XIII, Noa. 3 and 4.
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Vopadeva ( 12th century). It refers to his work

Pararnaham sapriyd.

( 6 ) Mahimnastotrafihl

( 7 ) Paramcdiamsapriyd — A commentary on the first verse

of the Bhdgavaktpnrona.

( 8 ) Prasthdnalheda.

( 9 ) Sarhk&epugdrirakafikd — A commentary on the Sarhk&c-

pa$driral:a of Sarvajilutman.

(10) Siddhdnta( taiiva, jbiralu — A commentary on Sankara's

Dasatilola. Kefers to V. L. twice and is itself referred

to in V. L.

( 11 ) Veddr<talalpfdahl:d — The Mss. mention this work as

srsm: ?SR3-: ^N'Wrif^tf ^w. It is referred to frequent-

ly in the other works.
i/

Madhusiidana is also credited with having been the

author of the following works,-commentaries on ( 1 ) Atm%-

bodha, ( 2 ) Vedcustv-ti and ( 3 ) Sdnd'fiymutrjs.

Anarulamanddkira, Krmahitrdialttndtaka and Pdjndm

Pratibodhah are also ascribed to him.

The V. L., 5. B. and J/". S. T. are most probably his

-earliest works. Some Mss. describe the V. L. as a Stabaka

( of the Kalpalata ), but the work is obviously complete in

itself and no Ms. describes any other work as a Stabaka. It

appears that both the F. L. and S. B. are intended to give

the reader Madhusiidana s ideas about the Advaita-Vedanta

in a nutshell, and the other works are just expositions of

these in greater detail. Similarly the Mahimnastotrhtikd

explains Madhusudana's views on Bhakti in general.

Taking all this into consideration, we have come to the

conclusion that the name Veddntakalpalatikd for the present

work is a misnomer ; all the works of Madhusudana can be
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jointly considered as Vedantakalpalatika with many Sta-

bakas. In that case the present work may better be styled

Sasdxlhamqmvixrg&nirupoina.

HI. A SUMMARY OF TIIE YEDA^TAKALPALATIKA

( L ) Madhusudana gives his aim in writing his work

—

( 1 ) Explaining the Sastra correctly ( this could be

done due to the grace of his teacher Vi-ve>vara ).

( 2 ) Refutation of the views of Jaimini, Patafijali,

Gautama, Kanada, Kapila, Saiva etc., in accor-

dance with the interpretation given by Vyasa,

Saiikara and Suresvara.

( Madhusudana fervently salutes Sankara who, in

his opinion, has correctly interpreted the Upa-

nisads, and shows how the views of the Mimamsa-

vadins are fallacious.

)

( 3 ) Explaining the true nature of Moksa and the

means thereof, and pointing out the fallacies in

the views of the opponents.

( 2 ) Philosophers ( both Xastika and Astika ) hold different

views about the nature of Moksa, and the means of securing

Moksa. Thus —

( 1 ) The Carvakas do not admit any Caitanya apart

from the body, and admit only Direct perception

as a means of proof. So, there is no question of

any eternal thing like Moksa being admitted in

their system.

( 2 ) A section of the Carvakas admits the sense-organs

(individually or collectively), mind or Prana as

the Cetana element. (They are no better than

Carvakas referred to in ( 1 ) above.

)
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( 3 ) The Vijnanavadins ( Bauddhas ) regard Vijiiana-

santana as momentary, and its total extinction as

Moksa,

( 4 ) The Madhyamikas ( Bauddhas ) describe ' void

'

( Sunyabhava ) as Moksa.

( 5 ) The Jamas ( Arhatas ) regard Moksa as the ascent

of the Jiva upwards, when freed from the clutches

of the eight-fold Karman-bondage.

( 6 ) The Vai'esikas regard Moksa as the realisation

of the Atman as freed from his special qualities.

( 7 ) The Naiyayikas regard Moksa as the extinction

of the twenty-one divisions of Duhkha, due to

the coming to an end of the Karman, as a result

of the disappearance of Raga, Dvesa and Moha,

caused by the realisation of the two-fold Atman.

( 8 ) Others regard Moksa as the extinction of all

Karman in the present birth, due to the proper

observance of the Nitya and Naimittika Karmans,

and the avoiding of the prohibited and Kamya
Karmans.

( 9 ) The Prabhakara Miruaihsakas regard Moksa as

the total extinction of Dharma and Adharma
which are connected with the body and sense-

organs, through the absence of the Vedic Karmans

enjoined, preceded by the ordained knowledge of

the Atman.

( 10 ) The Bhatta Mimainsakas regard Moksa as arising

from the combination of Jfiana and Karman,

Moksa is the manifestation of eternal bliss.

( 11 ) Some Mimamsakas regard Moksa as the mani-
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festation of bliss or absence of misery through

mental realisation.

(12) The Saiikhyas regard Moksa as the realisation

of the Purusa as quite apart from the Prakrti.

( 13 ) The Piltafijalas regard Moksa as the attainment

to the highest Sainfidhi, through the complete

restraint of the five-fold mental tendencies by

following the Yogic practices.

( 14 ) The Tridandins regard Moksa as the merging of

the Jlva into Brahman, through Jfiana and

Karman.

( 15 ) Some Tridandins regard Moksa as the attainment

to the Highest Lord.

(18) Some regard Moksa as the attainment to the

changless state of Brahman, by giving up the

state subject to change, through the combination

of Jfiana and Karman.

( 17 ) According to the Pib?upatas, Moksa is to be

always near Pa^upati.

( 18 ) According to the devotees of Visnu, Moksa is to

stay in the world of Visnu, through devotion to

Visnu.

( 19 ) According to the devotees of Hiranyagarbha,

Moksa is attainment to Hiranyagarbha, through

the devoted observance of the Five-fire-Vidya

etc.

( 20 ) Others hold similar views about Moksa that are

opposed to Sruti and reasoning.

( 21 ) The followers of the Upanisads, who are graced

by Nfirayana, hold 5-tman alone with the Avidya
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gone away, constituted of limitless bliss and

enlightenment, to be Moksa,

The last view is the most reasonable one, because

Avidya is the cause of all misery ; with its disappearance

all misery vanishes.

Mok§a, being just the true nature of Atman, stands in

no need for any means to secure it. We talk of means only

metaphorically, when we say that Moksa is due to the rea-

lisation of the nature of Atman, freed from the four obsta-

cles — ( 1 ) the Vasanas for enjoyment of the objects of

senses, ( 2, 3 ) wrong notions about the means of proof and

the object of knowledge and ( 4 )
perverted conceptions.

The practice of Sama, Dama etc., ( which lead to the

proper Sravana ), Sravana, Manana, and Nididhyasana re-

move respectively the above four obstacles, and the Brahma-

siitras of Badarayana help in the removing of these

obstacles.

( 3 ) In short, the Upanis^d view is that one desirous of

salvation, practising Sama etc., should approach a duly quali-

fied teacher and under his direction should revolve upon the

Vedanta-passages in the Brahmasutras till his purpose is

achieved, viz. the removal of obstacles for the realisation of

the one-ness of Brahman and Atman, which ensures

salvation.

( 4 ) It is necessary first to have a clear idea of the nature

of Moksa, before a desire arises to secure Moksa ; then

the question of the proper means could be properly consi-

dered.

( 5 ) Excepting the followers of the Upanisads, other philo-

sophers propound views not supported by the means of

proof. Thus, amongst the Nastika philosophers —
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( 1 ) The Carvakas admit no permanent entity which

can survive the body etc., and so there can be no

question of Moksa, according to them.

( 2 ) The Bauddhas regard everything to be momen-
tary ; their Moksa can thus be only the destruc-

tion of Atman ( People committing suicide at

Prayaga for securing Moksa, no doubt destroy

themselves in popular parlance, but they actually

believe in a permanent imperishable enjoyer ).

( 3 ) The Vijnaaavadi-Bauddhas who admit a stream

( Santana ) of Vijfiana fare no better ; the San-

tana can not be separated from its members, and

it must come to an end when the members are

no more.

( 4 ) The Sunyavadins can not even dream of Moksa.

( 5 ) According to the Jainas, risii)g upwards (sr#tjrr)

is Moksa, but that being a Kriya must be im-

permanent. Secondly, the Jiva being screened

by the eight Karmans, can not be proved. Thirdly,

the Jiva has a fluctuating dimension which means

that the Jiva is liable to destruction, and lastly

the Jain idea of Moksa, attaining to heaven ,etc,

can not be the highest human purpose in life.

So, the above Nastika systems ( not believing in any

permanent entity ) can be ruled out of consideration with-

out much ado.

( 6 ) But the different Astika systems can not be so

summarily dismissed; for, a desire for securing

Moksa can arise there :

—

All these systems admit the existence of the

Atman, eternal, all-pervading and apart from the

body, sense-organs; thus—
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( i ) Recognition in the form ' I who perceived

my parents in my childhood, am now per-

ceiving my grand-sons ' — this shows that

the Atrium must not be a momentary entity.

( ii ) A child newly-born is able to suck the breasts

of the mother— this shows that the Stman
remembers the impressions in the previous

birth.

Anumana— Buddhi, Sukha etc., are Gu$as; they must

have a Gunin ; that is the Stman.

An object of enjoyment must have an enjoyer ; the

body is Bhoga; it must have a Bhoktr, viz. the Stman.

Atman can have no prior existing cause and so is not

liable to destruction.

£ruti — The Sruti passages, all of them describe Stman
as imperishable.

Such an Atman can only be atomic or Vibhu. As the

effect of Atman is seen everywhere, Atman should be con-

sidered to be Vibhu as his nature is not different from that

of Brahman.

Vaisesikas, Naiyayikas, and Prabhakaras ( Mimam-
sakas ) — They admit the nine Visesagunas, Buddhi etc.,

due to the contact of the mind, as existing in the Atman in

the Samsara state. Moksa is the simultaneous disappea-

rance of these. Thus, for the sake of the absolute cessation

of pain, desire for Moksa does arise in the case of the

thinking people.

The refutation of the above views would be as follows :

—

( 1 ) As long as the Dharaiin ( Atman ) exists, the des-

truction of the natural Dharmas is impossible. Both Dhar-
mas and Dharmin must disappear together. This means
that there would be no Atman !
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( 2 ) There is no proof to show that Xtman can exist

even when the Vis'esa-Gunas are no more.

( 3 ) The absence of pain which cannot be known can

not be the human purpose in life.

( 4 ) The Sruti can be no help here, as it deals with

the Atman who is bereft of the Dehabhimana.

( 5 ) Again if one Duhkha is destroyed, there is no

guarantee that a fresh Duhkha would not arise.

( 6 ) The suggestion that as Duhkhapragabhava is res-

ponsible for Duhkha ( in the sense that the destruction of

Duhkhapragabhava is due to Duhkha ) why should not

Duhkha cease to exist if there is no Duhkhapragabhava at

all ? The answer is :— How many Duhkhapragabhavas are

you going to eliminate and when and how ? They can not

be eliminated all at once and the elimination can not be

effected by any human effort. What use then can one have

for Sravana, Manana etc., which involve Pravrtti which

surely does produce Duhkha ? Actually this view shows no

prospect of Sukha being achieved, involves the elimination

of Sukha of every kind and deserves to be kept at arm's

length ; who would indeed like to stay on like a dried piece

of wood ?

( 7 ) The view of the author of bhe NyayabfaUya that

the absence of all Duhkha should be the Puru§artha is also

objectionable. Dhhkhabhava can only be acceptable if it

leads to Sukha. One enjoying a little Sukha craves for

more ; Sukha is not Duhkhabhava ; at the Dissolution

and in Deep sleep, there is no Sukha when Duhkhabhava is

there. So, it is better to say that one yearns for positive

Sukha, not merely for Duhkhabhava.

( 8 ) The view of Kumarila, viz. Mok?a is the mani-

festation of permanent Sukha is also not acceptable. If we
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analyse the view, we would find that if the Sukha is differ-

ent -from Atman and is to be produced, no one would

desire for such an impermanent Sukha. If it is not differ-

ent from Atman, how can it be known or experienced ?

There being no connection with the mind and sense-organs

in Moksa, such a Sukha cannot be experienced. If the

mind and sense-organs persist in Moksa also, what difference

is there between Samsara and Moksa ? If itman is des-

cribed to be enveloped by some covering element, which is

neither Sat, nor Asat, and indescribable, then this is exactly

the view of the Brahmavadin. That is why the Neo-
Mimamsakas having given up the view about Sukha being
not different from Atman who is always uncovered and the
same at all times, have preached Moksa to be only negation
of Duhkha; but as has already been pointed out, this view
cannot stand, as Atman cannot have any Vikriya in himself
to get rid of the Duhkha resorting to him.

( 9 ) The view of Sankhya and Yoga, which ad-

mits Atman to be Asanga and Duhkha to be a dharma of

the Buddhi — it is true — rules out of order Atman being
exterminated, and further Atman being self-illuminating, is

able to work consciously — this view also fares no better.

Because if Duhkha is Sat, it cannot be destroyed, and what
exists not cannot be produced either. So, the Samsara and
Moksa according to the Saiikhyas who are Satkaryavadins
are hardly different from each other. ( The Vai^esikas are

more honest when they say that an Asafc thing can be pro-

duced and destroyed
! ) To say that production and destruc-

tion are just manifestation and non-manifestation would also

not help; for they are just Sattva and not different from
Sattva. If they are admitted to be Anirvacanlya, that
would be admitting the Brahmavadin s view,

( 10 ) It would thus be seen that all the above views
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cannot get rid of the basic objection viz., Moksa, whether

described as an entity or negation, is an adventitious thing

and is non- eternal, being regarded as a product. Even ad-

mitting some Dharxna residing in the counter-entity, makes

no difference, because that Dharma also is perishable.

Moksa can never be regarded as Utpadya, Apya, Vika-

rya or Samskarya ; for, that would make it perishable ( This

has been very well explained by Sankaracarya in his Bhasya
on Bra. Su. I. 1. 4.

)

The view that there is both Bheda and Abheda in the

case of Moksa is most absurd, being opposed to all means of

proof. A real Bheda cannot be removed by Jnana ( which

can remove only non-knowledge or ignorance ) . If both

Bheda and Abheda are regarded to be known from the

Veda, they would persist in the Moksa-state as well 1

Limiting the respective spheres of action such as, —
from Jnana comes the cessation of false knowledge, and from

Karman, of Bheda— also does not stand. For, if once

you admit Bheda and also Abheda, everything would be

Prama and false Jnana cannot be singled out ; nowhere

again is ever seen the disappearance of Bheda by Karman.

The combination of Jnana and Karman is opposed to the

Sruti which preaches Advaita, and the attainment to the

Nirvi^esa Brahman would be an impossibility, if such a

combination of Jnana and Karman is admitted.

The Bauddhas talk about the four-fold Bhavana
(
per-

taining to individuality, momentariness, grief and 'void
7

)

as the means of salvation. But there is no proof fur this,

beyond the word of Buddha, and this is opposed to the

Sruti, and the Bbavanas are just illusion.

Likewise, the Jaina doctrine is not proved by any

proof, and the means of salvation spoken of by them cannot

be acceptable,
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Thus, there is no proof whatsoever to show that the
Jiiana of the six Padarthas ( of the Vaisesikas ) or of the
sixteen Padarthas ( of the Naiyayikas ) leads to Moksa, the
knowledge of which could be had only through the Scrip-
tures. A mere statement about Moksa by some sage like

rmada can not be held to be authoritative ; in that case,

there would be no necessity for the definition, examination
etc., of any statement. The Sruti of course never counte-

nances this. Further a knowledge of the Padarthas, whe-
ther in a general way or in their characteristics, cannot
produce Moksa. A general knowledge everybody has ; it

is impossible to know the special features of all Padarthas
;

to understand the Padarthas as merely being Dravya is

both obvious and useless.

( Some who hold that Karman gives its fruit in the

present one birth only, hardly deserve any consideration.

)

Similarly, the knowledge of the discrimination between
Purusa and Prakrti is of no use, whether . general or parti-

cular. The knowledge of Atman only, in a general way, is

patent to everyone, as one is conscious of the same when
one says ' I know \ That such a knowledge gets rid of the

false Vasana, after practising l hearing ' etc., by producing

another knowledge is also untenable ; for, in that case the

direct knowledge of Atman, which is not illusion, would

appear superfluous.

The followers of Prabhakara who do not admit illusion

are in a worse position. For, the knowledge of lieality

does not help at all. It cannot destroy the Karman, as

such a knowledge is always there; so, the question of the

destruction of Karman does not arise. The very idea that

Jiiana could be enjoiii&l to achieve something is ridiculous.

Again, the nature of Atman, untramelied in any way can

alone be Moksa. The Sruti referring to the destruction of
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Karnian, does not refer to any direct destruction, but
through the destruction of false knowledge removable by
the realisation of the Atman.

Self-realisation is impossible for the Siiiikhyas who
regard Atman to be always inferable, and so, indirect know-
ledge being always there, it cannot be means for realisation.

Yogic practices help only in intensifying the indirect know-
ledge ; they cannot bring about realisation.

The objector says that Kfunana cannot arise in the

Upanisadic scheme of things either. Thus —

( 1 ) Kamana can arise in respect of an entity to be

established or known. But Atman is neither Heya nor

Upadeya, and is always Siddha.

( 2 ) There cannot be any desire for something already

established.

( 3 ) It cannot be said thai Atman in the Samsiira

state is enveloped by Avidya, and so a desire for th* remo-

val of Avidya can arise, because the removal of Avidya is

difficult to envisage, whether it is; different from or not

different from Atman.

The Siddhantin replies —

( 1 ) Simply because an entity is Asiddha, it is no cause

for the absence of Kamana.

( 2 ) Alter all, what is meant by being Siddha ?

( i ) It cannot be 'really existing'; for, in that case,

the removal of the illusory serpent on the rope

would not be concerned with a Siddha entity.

A Siddha thing forgotten for the time being is

Asiddha.

4
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( ii ) It cannot be ' being known '; for that cannot be

produced by desire, A desire can arise about

something known in a way.

( iii ) It cannot be the object of unobstructed reali-

sation ; for, in the present case, the obstruct-

ions are there which prevent the realisation.

A person suffering from biliousness cannot

realise the sweetness of sugar. Further, one

desires for a thing, which is

( A ) actually not secured,

( B ) though secured, is associated with illusion.

Likewise a thing to be avoided is

( C ) something which really exists and which has

to be avoided ( like a big trench on the way

)

( D ) which, already avoided and not existing ( the

serpent on the rope ) but as good as not

avoided owing to illusion.

Now, as regards A and C, some Kriya or action is

necessary, before A is secured and C is avoided. B and D
can only be accomplished through direct realisation ; that

is why the highest purpose in life. Moksa, is said to have

nothing to do with Kriya.

A desire for Atman who is always Siddha arises as the

attainment to the highest bliss and cessation of Avidya are

Asiddha owing to illusion.

The removal of Avidya cannot be described as impos-
sible to demonstrate. It is true that Avidya ( and i t

Karya ) cannot be described as ( 1 ) Sat, ( 2 ) Asat, or ( 3
)

Sadasat ; and so usually it is described as ( i ) Anirvacaniya

;

but owing to this position, while Avidya becomes identical

with anirvacaniya, its Nivrtti and Pratiyogin ( counter-
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entity ) cannot be regarded as identical with it ; so a fifth

method viz. Anirvacanlya-vilaksana, should be accepted to

describe Avidya. ( Actually, the Advaita-Sruti concerns it-,

self with the Sad-Advaita only. ) In this way the Atman
could be described as free from the Bheda idea, whether

homogenous or heterogenous. Thus the Advitlya Sruti ( as

also the Asthuladi Sruti ) could be properly explained.

This is the view of the author of Istasidclhi, and others.

Really speaking, the Anirvacanlya-vailaksanya method is

unhelpful in cognising Abhava. Abhava, after all, must be

connected with some Caitanya ; if it is just imaginary, it is

rooted in Avidya.

The Sruti-passages, Asthula etc., ( describing the

Atman
)
point out to Atman's nature being different from

Sthula etc., and nob their Abhava ; because both Bhava
and Abhava natures of imaginary things are nothing but

the nature of their Adhi§thana. For instance —
A conch-shell, not cognised properly, can be said to be

possessed of the Bhava of the silver ; but when cognised

it is known to be constituted of the Abhava of the silver.

In the same way the Atman, not realised properly, is

constituted of all Dvaita ; but when realised he is known
to be constituted of the Abhava of Dvaita.

This is not a novel view at all. The followers of

Prabhakara. admit the nature of the ^gs& as giving us the

idea of any Abhava ( as ^ptfto^ HJI^O . The logicians also

explain srer*TR as ^st ^ *T3TcT, and do not admit any ^vrra-SRFT

as any counter-entity for the Abhava. All this shows that

tjd.^4 itself is competent to give the idea of Abhava.

Thus Atman who is Sat, Caitanya, Advitlya and entire

perfect Bliss, is spoken of as ' the cessation of Avidya ' when

realised.
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The objector says —
When the expression strt sttcJTT is used, str particularises

Siman and that means Moksa is particularised by *tr ;
if

^H is not there, Moksa also would disappear. fH, therefore,

must be taken to be just an accidental characteristic ( OT-

55g*r) in which case, Moksa would be there even before the

realisation.

The answer is :— An ^qr^^r can not affect the object

in question. When we say ' Devad'itta's house is the one

on which a crow is sitting ' that does not mean that Deva-

datta's house was not there before the crow came in the

scene. An ^t^sr, therefore, performs its function after it

is there. The case is similar here. Avidyfi being begin-

ningless does not function again, like the antecedent nega-

tion, when the right knowledge is secured.

Now, what is the nature of Jfiana involved in the ex-

pression 5rRr-3TR*rT, which removes Avidyfi or the Ajnana ?

It cannot be —

( 1 ) Merely Sentiency, because that being always

there, Avidyfi would always be not existing, with the result

that Sarhsara based upon Avidya would not be there and all

Sastra would be without any job ! Further, there would

arise contradiction with actual experience !

( 2 ) It cannot be any functioning on the part of

Xtman—
( A ) If the functioning is real, its cause, the Avidyfi

in the mind, must also be real, with the result

that the functioning could not possibly remove
the cause and there would be the uselessness

of all Vedimta.

( B ) If the functioning is unreal, how could any-
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thing unreal remove the Ajiiana ? In that

ease, even the knowledge in a dream can be

effective ! Our experience is that only the

real knowledge of the rope can remove the

illusory knowledge of the serpent.

( 3 ) This Jfiana, whether it is *mk+ or ftssrara*, is im-

potent to achieve its object —
( A ) A snrarc^* is useless to tackle the ftui<hR«F

Brahman in any way, as it is sprarf.

If it is srsn*?, there would be no Advaita left.

( B ) A f^rarc^tf' is nowhere seen to remove Ajiiana.

^tr can remove that Ajiiana onh^ which has

SfflH 3TP-T2T, srarc and raw with the Jfiana. Other-

wise, even a general knowledge, like c A sub-

stance is knowledge' would enable us to remove

the Ajiiana about a jar !

( 4 ) Further, if this sTR is indirect, it cannot remove

the Ajfiana which is the cause of direct superimposition ;

otherwise, an inferential knowledge about whiteness of the

conch-shell would remove the illusion about the yellowness

on the shell.

The Jfiana cannot be direct, as^ can only give us in-

direct knowledge which is the *tr^t: . Even in the case of

expressions like ' You are the tenth '

( where the speaker

who had forgotten to count himself is reminded of that

fact ), there is first the indirect knowledge and later the

direct knowledge is produced in the mind.

In the present case about Brahman, there is no other

*W than the Yedanta to cognise Brahman ( Ordinary *I*<WH

cannot have any power to produce knowledge about any

supersensuous entity )

.
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It is true that Vedanta passages like q& gR*H*a w&

although producing indirect knowledge are not productive

of illusion, because they do not refer to any other entity

than Brahman. But our Siddhanta is that direct knowledge

is identical with the Praruatr himself; if it were not so,

the knowledgo of Brahman ( as being apart from the Pra-

matr ) would be unauthoritative ! No other Karana can

function in the case of Brahman without a second ; from

Sabda no direct knowledge can proceed and so no Moksa

from Sabda-jnana.

It cannot be argued that the beginningless Ajnana of a

positive form can be removed by the Sabda-jnana, because a

beginningless entity, like the Atman is invariably associated

with indestructibility ; otherwise Atman also being an

entity would be destructible like a jar. It cannot be

argued that the comparison with Atman is misleading,

because in the case of the Atman, it is not the beginning-

lessness of the Atman that is the cause of his being eternal

but his real or self illumining nature, — the answer is — No
similar instance can be produced owing to no highest Reality

other than Atman being admitted. Further, if Ajnana is the

object of the means of proof, it cannot be removable by the

means of proof which cannot remove its own object ; if it is

not the object of the means of proof, it would be just like

the horn of a hare ( as it is not admitted to be self-illumin-

ing ) unable to produce anything. Again, Ajnana cannot be

removed by itself (no one can remove oneself); otherwise it

would be just momentary ; nor by another Jfiana which
would require another Jfiana to remove itself and so on,

there would be the fault of endlessness. It is further im-

possible to find any resort for this Jfiana; it cannot be

Atman who is without any Dharmas ; it cannot be the
mind, for the Jnana in the mind cannot remove the Ajnana
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in the Atman. Ajfiana cannot be resorting to the mind, as

Ajfiana exists prior to it and all agree in holding that
Caitanya alone can be the resort. Further, what is the

sphere of activity of tins Ajflana? It cannot be the High-
est Brahman, for, no proof to that effect can exist. The
mind cannot do anything in the matter, for, it itself is not

self-proven, being merely a co-worker ( and in addition, this

concept would be contrary to the Sruti ) . Manas ( mind )

can only tackle particularised entities, never any Auvaita.

The mind polished and strengthened by Sravana, Manana
etc., can do this, but the real means in that case is the

Vedauta-passages themselves.

In this connection it is necessary to clarify our ideas

about what the Vedauta-passages actually do in the

matter —
( I ) Are they ( the Yedanta-vakyas ) the actual means

of proof for Brahman ?

( 2 ) Is the Jflana produced by them Direct, or

( 3 ) Is the Jiiana produced in the mind dependent on

the knowledge of the Vedanta-passages ?

As regards No. I, no Vakya can have any authoritative

nature as regards any ft*w*M*i . In the case of ft^B

Brahman, Direct perception is impossible, as Brahman is

not possessed of *ny Kiipa etc., Anumana is impossible,

there being no Lmga and Vyapti, possible ; Upamana also

is impossible, there being no resemblance with anything

;

similarly Arthapatti is impossible as also Abhava ( as

Brahman has a positive form ) . Sastra cannot help, as it

deals with possible Dharmas denoted by the words —
To explain the same in detail —
Different views are held as regards the function of a

word for giving its meaning—
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( 1 ) The Logicians hold that it is God's will that ena-

bles a word to give its conventional meaning pointing to a

particularised individual entity.

This view is untenable as God's will must be supposed

to be one only, and so all words would have only one mean-

ing, or there would be as many meanings as there are

limiting adjuncts. Synonymous words are necessarily taken

to have different Sakfcis to denote their meanings. If the

Will is regarded as related to the different objects, it would

mean that its denotation is merely formal and there would

be no scope left for a metaphorical meaning. There is no

point in associating Sakti along with God's will for which
there is no proof. The natural Sakti of words cannot be

questioned on the ground that it is not included in the six

categories admitted. Sakti can be described as playing the
same role as the Samavaya admitted by the Vaisesikas.

Laksana or metaphor can still function as it is regarded
merely as the cause of the remembrance of the object; it

cannot denote anything.
( The Anvitabhidhanavadins hold

that words in a sentence denote their object, being already
grammatically connected with one another.

)

The Abhihitanvayavadins hold that the words are gra-

mmatically connected after they have denoted their mean-
ing.

It is, therefore, better to hold that Sakti is concerned
with merely the Samanya as the Mlmamsakas declare.
There is no necessity of holding that Samavaya as a separate
relation should be admitted ; for, that purpose is secured
by admitting the Tadatmya relation.

As the Vedantins regard Atman as the only Sat, it

matters very little, if the Sakti refers to Vyakti or Vyakti
particularised by some Upadhi. The Sakti ( or, denotative
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power of words ) is two-fold- Conventional or Etymological

;

of these Conventional meaning is the more important.

The Xaiyilyikas and Bhattas combine the above two
and regard Etymology-convention as the primary power of

the word.

The Priibhakaras and Vedantins contest the above

view, declaring that in that case, one cannot possibly have

the sense ' the bank of the Ganges ' from the expression *TWRTT

^\m , if etymology and convention aie to prevail everywhere.

Though a word may have more than one meaning, the fre-

quency with which a word is found used in a particular

sense, enable 5 one easily to find out the proper meaning.

However, it does not matter much if Etymology-con-

vention is regarded as an independent function.

The Subordinate functioning is twofold :

—

( i ) Indication ( where there is actually possible the

connection with the primary sense, e. g. iiFPri ^fan,

where the indicated sense of JTwr, viz. efft is actual-

ly connected with the primary sense ^WI 5^. )

( ii ) Qualitative (where the primary sense is connect-

ed with the 3*ts of the indicated entity, e. g.

Some regard Metaphor ( ^q^rrc ) as a separate ?ra, dis-

tinguishing it from «stjtt as follows — In «TqR, the connec-

tion between the primary sense and the indicated sense is

occasional, e. g. in *f%r- ( T^P-IT ^I®5^ ) ^rqrf^T ; while in ssmT

it is permanent ( e. g. iwr^m and *rw,"3TC )

But it is unnecessary to multiply such divisions. A
possible connection between the primary sense and the

indicated sense is surely to be met with in both ^qrT and

5
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The grammarian? give a six-fold division, but it can be

easily shown that ^5, qr^ and ztt*rr* can be included in gw
ffrr; and &\qim% ztn^fcz and m*i in ^re^TT.

The Rhetoricians believe in s^rsprprr, b:ised upon ^rfe,

sjgmr and sjjjrt ; but this is also unnecessary. It can be

included in arsrigfrr ; Even if it is regarded as a separate ?r%,

we do not mind at all.

Laksana is three-fold —
(I) aRf^^pjTi — where the primary sense in retained,

e. g. 5BT%vqt ^fa ^praT*j, where Wt means c a crow and others

capable of injuring Dadhi \

( sfaft wrTO, where w*i means a red horse, is not an

example of this type of Lak§ana; there is the ciT^Tc^-r relation

involved here. The remark of the st^wm-tr, ^jstft 5T*^RT

irim: ( enft, jpr, fe&i and ?:3r } also shows that no c^ror is pos-

sible here. Tf however, *tcfr relation is admitted, then,

this might be taken as an instance of st^sftt where the
primary sense is totally given up.

)

( 2 ) ^T^^rmf — e. g. ^rs5T ka^n: , where a part of the
primary sense is given up (sra^ftrgins given up); also called

( 3 ) STfc^TRT— e. g. TTWPri *tW: .

This three-fold vqmi is more powerful than the *r>ft

(based on the Gunas). In this way we have listed the
various ways in which a word can give its meaning in the
particular context.

It is now pointed out that not one of these is in a posi-
tion to make us know the Brahman without a second, which
is without any Dharmas.

( 1 ) *ft, which is the outcome of u^hr^ and can only
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be associated with a tangible object, is powerless to inform
us about Brahman

;

( 2 ) so also, Anumana based upon the connection with
a tangible object.

( 3 ) Upamana, based upon ^t^T with a tangible object,

or knowledge based upon a dissimilar object.

( 4 ) Aptavakya is actually the matter under dispute

and so cannot help.

( 5 ) Being in the same case with a well-known word is

also impossible in the case of the Nirvikalpa Brahman.

Similarly ^re^s, both fofwr and f$^<t are of no avail

as they cannot point out to the ftffer Brahman. * Yoga

'

also based upon the ^r^^rf^ of the word is practically

based upon ^f%. The etymology of Atrnan also cannot take

us to the Nirvikalpa Brahman.

Laksana, with its three divisions, based upon connec-

tion with the primary sense, is equally impotent. Vyanjana

is not supported by any means of proof.

Thus, none of the available means being helpful in find-

ing the import of Atman, the objector says that the descrip-

tion of salvation as 3?i%^rf^gq?5%r 3flc*TT cannot be sustained.

The Siddhantin's reply is —
$>

First of all, the objector's obsession that only sr^rwr ?R
is capable of being effective must be removed. The Logi-

cians admit the imaginary Akasa ( bounded by the hollow of

the ear ) as capable of perceiving the Sound ; the Mimaiii-

sakas admit the imaginary shortness or length of the

syllables for their thesis. The knowledge in a dream is

not contradicted as long as the dream lasts, though it is

certainly Mithya. In short, it is possible to have the reali-
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sation of Brahman even from the Mithya-jnana. Again, it

must not be forgotten that we admit the Anirvacanlya-

khyati and Vyavaharika-satta.

Similarly Nisprakara oan also remove Ajfiana, as it is

the right knowledge ( Prama ) of the Adhi§tbana, that

really removes the Ajfiana. According to the different

circumstances this Praam may be Nisprakara and Saprakara.

This does not mean that we accept a twofold Karya-
kfiranabhava. For, what really matters is the Adhisthana.

This is not to suggest that even a general Prama like ' A
substance is that which is capable of being known ' would
give the knowledge of everything. A possible solution

that we should accept a particularised causal relation is no
good in the case of Brahman, as the right knowledge about
Brahman can remove the ignorance about Brahman, with-
out imagining any additional Brahraa-prakara.

This view must not be confused with the Nirvikalpa
idea of the Logicinns. For, the Logicians do admit the
Jnana of the Vises-ma as the cause of the particularised

knowledge. Actually the Nirvikalpaka is inferable accord-
ing to the Logicians, — according to our view it is directly

realised by the Witness,

So, all this means that directly realisable right know-
ledge is the proper Prama and it cannot be one overlapping
the Nirvikalpaka that is inferable.

The argument, that Brahman being void of Dharmas,
cannot likewise be the object of any knowledge involving
Karman, otherwise it would be non-sentient like a jar,
cannot be upheld, as it would mean that all the Vedantas
would be regarded as unauthoritative. Brahman cannot be
said to be metaphorically an object of knowledge, because
nothing is known to remove Ajnana merely by having that
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as its object. — This can be answered as follows —
Brahman is not the object of knowledge, but Jfiima can

have Brahman as its object. Jilana is a dharma of the

Antahkarana and so a Dravya, hav.ng a form conforming

to the different objects. The difference of forms is actually

perceived and that cannot be questioned. Even if being

the object is imagined in respect of Brahman, that would

not make Brahman non-sentient. Or, we might say being

the object of sentiency is the cause of non-sentiency, but

that does not make it the object of functioning. The word

Phala used in this connection in the Sruti refers only to the

Caitanya, and not to the functioning.

The objector asks — Just as you admit the imaginary

object, why not admit also an imaginary mode? That
would put an end to any awkward positions. The .reply is

that in that case, the object of knowledge would be a parti-

cularised one, and the mode could not be removed by the

Jnana which is incapable of removing its object. So, only

the Nisprakiira Jnana can have Brahman for its object.

When Adhyasa of various kinds is removed, nothing stands

in the way of Moksa.

The objector says — There can be no removal of

Ajnana by the knowledge of the identity of Brahman and

Atman ; nowhere is it seen that Jnana causes the removal

of Ajnana. In believing this, you secure neither Jnana, nor

the removal of Ajnana.

The answer is — When we talk of the removal of

dream-knowledge by the knowledge of the waking state, we

presume that the original Ajnana is possessed of wonderful

powers and so if one power is removed, other powers pro-

ducing other dream-knowledges exist. But when the root-

Aj liana is removed, there cannot be any further manifesta-

tions of Ajnilna.
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Jnana is, it is true, a function of the Antahkarana, but

as the Ant*J,k?mii;w is super-imposed upon the Caitanya, no

objection need be taken. Even the Logicians have no

objection to admit the perception of sound resorting to the

!Mahfika4a by being intimately connected with the ear-

hollow.

We hold that Brahmajfiftna is able to remove the

Ajfiaua not on the strength of any inference, but on the

strength of the Sruti, and the presumption based on Sruti.

Both Sruti aud Sinrti declare Ajfiana as the obstacle for

Moksa.

• It is ridiculous for the objector to doubt the removal of

Ajfiana, which is so patent to everybody, by the Jnana
purified by the worship of the Lord of the Nlla-mountain.

If the removal of the Ajfiuna is not effected sometime, it

must be due to some unknown obstacle.

It cannot be argued that Ajfiana having the nature of

an entity which is beginningless cannot be removed, because
in the first place that inference is not warranted by the
Sruti and Smrti, and secondly whatever you understand by
the nature of Shava, it cannot produce indestructibility.

Bhavatva cannot mean Sattva as it is not proven in the case
of Ajfiana which is neither Sat nor Asat ; it cannot bo
Abhavatva which must be discarded, as no favourable
inference is available and unfavourable inference can be
produced. Further only Sattva can prove the non-destruc-
tibility of Atman. There being no Sattva other than
Atman, no Vyapti is possible in the case of Ajfiana. The
Sruti again and again points out to the destructib lity of
Ajfiana whichJs established in the form 'I am ignorant

7

.

Further the Sruti is interested in describing Brahman, not
in establishing Ajfiana which can very well be proved by
inference.
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Thus, Ajuana is but something superimposed upon the

Atman and can be removed by the knowledge of the nature

of Atman.

This JiiiTna is direct, Sabda-jnfma by nature gives

indirect knowledge, and in respect of Atman no means of

knowledge is possible.

( 1 ) Some hold that Sabda gives indirect knowledge

and direct knowledge arises from the mind assisted by

Bhavana.

( 2 ) Others hold that Sabda to start with gives in-

direct knowledge alone, but later on assisted by hearing,

thinking etc., direct knowledge arises, like recognition

from the sense-organs assisted by the impressions.

The first vie\v is wrong because Jfiilna arising from

Bhavana c«n never be authoritative, like the realisation of

the absent lady, revolved in the mind by some lover.

The objector argues— Being produced by Bhavana is

not the cause of the unauthoritative nature, but having its

object contradicted. In this case of Brahman which is

always uncontradicted, the knowledge produced by Bhavana

must be,, regarded as authoritative.

The answer would be — Any Bhavana based upon in-

direct knowledge cannot produce direct realisation. Infer-

ential knowledge about fire, even though repeated a thou-

sand times cannot make one directly realise the fire.

Likewise the mind cannot be authoritative, whether it

is assisted by Bhavana ( in which case the blemishes pointed

out above would be there ) or alone by itself ( in which case,

there would always be realisation of Brahman as Brahman

is always there.) This would also mean that Sabda cannot

be regarded as authoritative, if it is dependent upon some-
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thing else. Again Sruti describes Brahman as capable of

being thought by the mind. The Sruti *r jth#t aTTcfTT means
that the Atman is fit to be associated with the Upadhi,
Manas, not that it can be realised by the mind. srINtjj-

£go^ really means that Atman is not the doer, not that the
mind is the instrument. The Sruti $pr, wr$y etc., shows
that Manas is the ^f^to^ of these qualities, Atman is

Nirguna, is the Drastr and the Drsyadharmas cannot belong
to him ; they are just super-imposed on him.

%R 3RT cfg^ does not speak of f^rn as an instrument,
but as being over and above the sense-organs.

The case of Sabda can not be similar to that of recogni-
tion

( Pratyabhijnana
) because the eye cannot produce the

<mfar ( in 3tar ) and sr«if%r gives direct knowledge ; and
remembrance is admitted to produce the firrrer which is

produced by the impressions, while the eye is not known
to be dependent upon the impressions.

It is better, therefore, to say that Sabdai tself is res-
ponsible for the realisation directly. Anyway the mind does
not come into the picture. The Sabda alone is the cause
of Saksatkara. This does not mean that the sense-organs
have no function to perform. The eye and the impressions
though intended to produce Jnana having a different genus
are found to produce the same type of Jnana in the case of
recognition.

We find the mind producing direct or indirect know-
ledge somewhere or other, so the same can be postulated
in the case of Sabda also. It is unnecessary to imagine in
the case of Sabda, two kinds of characteristics producing
direct and indirect knowledge.

^

Sabda (or Vakya) can be shown by the law of Pre-
sence and Absence, to ward off the illusion and another
mental cognition for that purpose is redundant.
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The objector says that just as in the case of the six

sense-organs, eye and others, it is usual to admit another

sense-organ which may be said to be the general cause, so

in the case of Sabda we may allow a genera] cause. Even if

this is done, Sabda cannot function like a sense-organ for

the purpose of the popular dealings. The Sruti makes a

distinction between the ten Prima s and the eleventh

Atman. The detailed description in this context given in

the Sfmkhya philosophy makes it clear that a sense-organ

is the material cause of the Sfittvika Ahamkara.

It could not be argued that a sense-oi'gan not concern-

ed with the eleven ( ten Fran as and Atman ) is quite

useless. An Indriva is that which is the Upadana of the

five elements not mixed up five-fold. The Sruti-passages

like ^far^TT 3fR5 do not mean that Yak is made of Tejas. This

is dealt with in detail in the Parieadati.

Anyway Sabda cannot be called a sense-organ, even

though it produces direct knowledge.

This does not mean that there would be a commixture

of direct and indirect knowledges, for such a commixture

like that of Upadhis, does not cause any flaw in the argu-

ment.

It must not be forgotten that direct perception asso-

ciated with Caitanya is not anything apart from its nature.

Direct knowledge is produced by the Sabda pointing out to

the identity of the Para with the Tvam-entity properly

understood.

Even with all this, the question still remains. —Where
does the Vicara ( consideration ) come in, as the Sabda is

capable of producing the direct knowledge even before the

Vicara? The answer is— Vicara gets rid of the obstacles

in the way of the Direct knowledge to be produced. The

procedure is as follows —
(5
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( 1 ) Instruction about Brahmavidya, accompanied by

the proper performance of the proscribed duties, gets rid of

the Citta-dosa which obstructs the discrimination between

Nitya and Anitya entities.

(2) The Nityanitya-viveka gets rid of the Cittadosa

coming in the way of aversion to enjoyments here and there

hereafter.

( 3 ) Then by the Yisaya-vuitrsnya is got rid of the

Cittadosa obstructing 3a ma, Daiuu etc.

( 4 ) Then is got rid of, the Cittadosa causing improper

activity, by the practice of Sama. Dama etc.

( 5-7 ) Then is got rid of, the Cittadosa which believes

in the unauthoritative nature of the Vedanta preaching the

oneness of Brahman and Atman, by means of Sravana,

Manana, Nididhvasana in succession.

( 8 ) Thus, ultimately the idea about the real purport
of the Vedanta passages gets firm root in- the Citta cleansed

of all blemishes, and drives away Ajfiana and its effects

automatically.

It would be seen that the Viciira of the Vedanta-
Vakyas plays a very important part in removing the
blemishes in the Citta; Vicara does not produce any positive
result

; thus the Svatah-pramanya ( self-authoritative nature
)

of the Vedantas remains unaffected.

Moksa, therefore, is Atman himself from whom Avidya
has disappeared, and that can be secured by the realisation
of the oneness of Brahman and Atman from the proper
scrutiny of the Vedanta passages.

So, a person, removing the world and turning a recluse
intent upon securing salvation, should approach a properly
qualified teacher and indulge in consideration of the
Mimamsa Sutras and passages, till the fruit is achieved.
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IU. A CRITICAL AITUECIATIOX

The Vedfintakcdp'datika, as has been pointed out, is

probably the author's first work and contains jottings or

important points for detailed exposition later ou, bearing

on the Advaita doctrine in the TJpanisads.

Madhusudana first of all brieily refers to the ideas

about Moksa in the different systems of philosophy ( both

Astika and Xfistika ) and weeds out the N astika systems

( of the Materialists, Bauddhas and Jamas, with their sub-

sects ) as not deserving any consideration, because they do

not admit any changeless, permanent entity which could

experience the state of Moksa which likewise must not be

undergoing any change.

There could not exist even a desire for securing

Moksa among the Carvakas ( who believe that with the

extinction of the- body, nothing is left behind ) or the

Bauddhas ( who regard everything as momentary) or the

Jainas ( according to whom Moksa is the going up higher

and higher, thus involving some Kriya ).

In the case of the Astika systems, a desire for Mok§a

can arise, but according to these systems, Moksa is either

something to be newly attained or reached or produced

or improved, and certain Sadhanas are mentioned for

securing this end. But sucli a Moksa would necessarily be

transient or non-eternal as it is bound to be after all adven-

titious. Whether Moksa is described as absence of misery,

or aquisition of new qualities or removal of blemishes, the

result is the same.

According to the followers of the Upani§ads, Moksa is

Atman himself realised in his proper nature as being with-

out any Dharmas.

The Bauddhas, Jainas, Naiyayikas, Vaisesikas mention

certain Sadhanas as leading to salvation ; so also the

Sankhyas speak of as Sadhana for Moksa, the discrimination
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between Prakrti and Purusa ; the Mlmamsakas denounce

Jnana as a means for Moksa, ' Bat all these agree in re-

garding Moksa as something to be produced, and hence

their views are unacceptable.

It might be argued that as Moksa ( Atman ) is always

Siddha, there cannot arise a desire for the same ; possibly

the removal of Avidya may be said to be the desired end,

but Avidya itself can hardly be described in an intelligible

manner, whether it is regarded as different or non-different

from Atman. This objection can easily be answered as

follows — It cannot be a rule that only an Asiddha entity

can produce Kamana for it. A Siddha entity, if it be for-

gotten or misunderstood on account of illusion or if there is

some obstructing agency, can certainly produce the nece-

ssary Kamana. The removal of Avidya can be demonstrated
as being something peculiarly Anirvacanlya. When Atman
is spoken of as Advitiya, we do understand that there is the
-negation of any second entity and this in no way affects the
Advaita idea. Actually there is no necessity for going
about in this round about way. The notion of Abhiiva is

also based upon Avidya and so Anirvacanlya can very well
express the correct position and no Anirvacanlya vailak-

sanya need be admitted.

The Highest
( Atman, Brahman ) is void of any Dhar-

mas and so there can not be any particularised knowledge
of the same. The well-known Pramanas,-Pratyaksa, Anu-
mana, Upamana, Arthapatti etc.,-cannot help in realising
Brahman as they are unable to tackle an entity that is not
tangible. The Vedanta-passages ( Sabda-Pramfma ) are
helpful, but not in the ordinary way. The well-known
powers of Sabda, — Denotation, Indication and Suggestion
with their accepted divisions according to the Naiyayikas
and Rhetoricians are useless for the purpose of knowing a
Nirdharmaka entity, so also Convention and Etymology.
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In short, Brahman cannot be the object of Jiifma, but

Jfifma can certainly lead to Brahman. JiYma and Ajnfma
have different resorts, so Jfifma cannot possibly demolish

Ajiiiina —this objection can be met with by admitting the

superimposition of the Antahkarana on the Caitanya. The
Sruti in so many words assures us that Ajiiiina can be re-

moved by J nana, and that is also a matter of actual expe-

rience^ Avidya is got rid of by the Jinuia of the nature of

the Atman. The Sabda produces direct Jiifma. When
Atman is described in the Sruti as Manaslna, there it is

not meant that the Manas is the Karana ; but Kartrtva is

attributed to the Manas. Sabdajfifma cannot be equated

with Pratyabhijfia which is indirect, and the sense-organ

(eye) there cannot directly perceive the Tattfim.^a ( the

portion not directly present ).^ Sabda is not to be confused

with any Indriya. Though Sabda produces direct know-

ledge, consideration of the Vedanta-passages is necessary,

and this gradually removes the blemishes in the Citta which,

when it is cleansed of all blemishes is, with the grace of

God, able to realise the Atman, with the removal of

Avidyfu

Madhusudana, like all Advaitins, is interested in point-

ing out that Moksa can never be described as a product, as

that would make Moksa impermanent. At the same time

he wishes to keep in tact the invulnerable nature of the

Sruti-passages. He himself is greatly influenced by devo-

tional fervour and so tries to show that while Moksa

requires no Karana for its realisation, the Vicara of Sruti-

passages, devotion, instruction from a qualified teacher-all

help in preparing the back-ground for the realisation of

Atman, and in removing the Ajiiiina, by ensuring all

round purity of the Citta, automatically bring about the

Realisation or Moksa.
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Sri

VEDANTAKALPALATIKA
§ _

( Composed by Sri Madhusudanasarasvati )

[ I ] ( 1 ) A bow to that divine wonderful Sankara, by

whom, with the fruit, immortality, the Upanisad brought

under control through fraud by the ( Purva- ) Mlmamsa
( Karmakanda ) was rescued, as by Garuda with the securing

of nectar Vinata, made a slave by ( Kadrti ) the mother

of serpents.

( 2 ) Although by me with confused ( soiled ) intellect

is not possible to comprehend the meaning of the Sastras

difficult to arrive at oven by wise persons striving for it

continuously, still ( I hope that ) I, sprinkled over by the

auspicious showers of nectar from the lotus-like feet of the
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Revered Visyesvara ( Brahmadeva— the Lord of the uni-

verse; the name of the author's teacher), would not be

somehow or other deficient ( empty )

.

( 3 ) This ' Vedantakalpalatika ' should be respectfully

taken to by the persons of great talents, —growing on the
heavenly tree in the form of the true nature of the indivi-

dual Soul, exhibiting the highest glory by the heaps of

flowers in the form of excellent logical reasonings, ( and ) by
the fruit in the form of devotion to the illumining knowledge
of the highest Stman.

(4) Having shaken off the statements of Jaimini
( Purva-mimamsa

) , Patanjali ( Yoga ) , Gautama ( Nyaya )

and the views of Kanada ( Vaise§ika ), Kapila ( Sankhya ),
Siva

( Pasupata ) etc. , I am going to propound dearly in

measured words the true sense indicated by bri Vyasa,
Sankara and Suresvara.

( 5 ) I am going to speak of salvation, with the means
thereof, by refuting the views of the other parties, for the
purpose of removing the obstacles in the prescribed acti-
vities of those desirous of salvation.
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[ 2 ] Now, in the matter of salvation and the means thereof,

wise men hold different contradictory views :

—

( 1 ) There to begin with, the Laukayatikas ( Materia-

lists ) following ( the views of) the man in the street (prdk-

fta), holding the aggregate itself of the four elements

particularised by the nature of man etc., as the Sentient

principle, of perverse mind, deny the Sentient sharing in

bondage and salvation, distinct from the body etc., although

well-established by various Agamas ( Sastras ) , Puranas,

and other means of proof such as inference etc., foolishly

proclaiming ' what is not directly perceived, cannot be the

means of proof \ In that case, how can there be any hope

of salvation for any one ?

( 2 ) Followers of a sect of them ( Materialists ) also,

taking the sense-organs, the mind or the vital air severally

and jointly as the Sentient, are but cheats in the same way.

( 3 ) The followers of the Vijuana-vada as well, holding

the momentary Vijiiana-aggregate distinct from the body,



sense-organs etc., as being the Atman, consider salvation to

be the complete cessation of the Vijfifma continuity along

with the impediments of that ( Vijfiana-skandha ) or its in-

clusion within the all-knowing continuity without any impe-
diments, on account of the concept of the four-fold state of

being void of Atman.

( 4 ) The Madhyamikas as well, holding the A"truan to
be mere Void, and as there is no reality of any kind, speak
of salvation as just the void-nature, from the metaphysical
knowledge extending over the full development of the
concept of Void.

( 5 ) The followers of the Arhat ( i. e. the Jainas ) as
well, admitting the Atman to be of the measure of the
body, distinct from the body, sense-organs etc., speak of
salvation as the constantly going-high-up, or, not-going-to-
the-Lokiikasa (the region meant for the unliberated beings)
on the part of the Atman, having uniform bliss, freed from
the covering knowledge, when there comes about the total

? A marital*?. => A otto;, .ra>. a THJTKRit.
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destruction of the eight-fold bondage for him enveloped by

the Puryastaka and the eight-fold Karnian on account of

penance prescribed in the S.rhata-£astras, and by the_culnui-

nation of concentration on the unique form of the Atman,

like the freedom of a parrot confined in a cage, when the

cage is broken; and this very freedom is well-known as

salvation.

( 6 ) The followers of Kanada ( the Vai^esikas ), again,

imagining the all-pervading Atman, distinct from the body,

sense-organs etc., as the resort of the nine Visesa-quMiities

(Icchd, Dvesa etc ), prattle on:— What the veal knowledge

of the six Padarthas ( categories ) — Dravya ( substance ),

Guna
(
quality ), Karman ( action ), Sfunanya (generality ),

Vi>esa (particularity), Samavaya (intimate relation),

owing to the similarity and dis-similarity— from the realisa-

tion of the nature of Atman, preceded by the above (
know-

ledge ), together with the worship of Isvara, ( the resulting

)

destruction itself of the Atman not staying with the ante-

cedent negation of the nine Gunas admitted by the Yaise-

sikas, is salvation.
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( 7 ) The followers of Nyaya as well imagine that when
there is the realisation of the two Atmans by the proper

appraisal of the twelve -fold Prameyas called Soul, body,

sense-organ, object ( or categories ), cognition, mind, activity,

defect, trans-migration, fruit ( or result of deeds ), pain and

salvation — by the enumeration, definition and examination

of proof, object of knowledge, doubt, motive, instance, tenet

(or, demonstrated truth), member of syllogism, hypothe-

tical reasoning, conclusion, discussion, wrangling, cavilling,

fallacy, perversion, futility and ground for confutation ; and
when there is the turning away of the false knowledge with
the Vasanas, there is the turning away of passion, hatred
and infatuation, the products of that ; and then of Dharma
and Adharma, preceded by activity regarding the products
of them,—then there comes about the non-production of

another body on account of the destruction of Karmans done
in previous birth, by the enjoyment preceded by the body-
array

; and thereupon the total freedom from misery with
twentyone-fold variety, causing obstruction, which is the
salvation.



( 8 ) Others again say: —There is no production of

future Karman on account of the non-performance of the

prohibited and voluntary Karmans and by the performance

of the compulsory and occasional Karmans, even without

the knowledge of Atauan, confining to what happens in one

birth; and the present Karman being destroyed by the

enjoyment, they speak of Salvation as characterised by the

destruction of the entire Karman.

( 9 ) The followers of Prabhakara (
Purvamimamsa )

also, consider Salvation, characterised by the most complete

annihilation ( of Karman ), due to the destruction of Dhirma

and Adharma associated with the body, sense-organs etc.

,

through the right performance of Karmans prescribed by the

Veda,°preceded by the knowledge of the Atmun as ordained.

(10) The followers of Bhatia ( Kurnarila ). again,

say: — Only through the combination of knowledge and

Karman, there arises eternal knowledge and eternal bliss

for the Atman steeped in the knowledge of non-sentient

objects; therebv afterwards, there is the Salvation,— the

manifestation of eternal bliss, by the eternal realisation,

owing to its being not dependent upon particular objects.
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(11) Some belonging to the same ( Bhatta school

)

( think ) Salvation ( which ) is, through .mental realisation,

to be either the manifest ition of eternal bliss or merely the

absence of misery.

(12) The followers of Sfmkhya ( Kapila ), again,

say :— When the beginningless non-discrimination is turned

away by the discrimination between Purusa and Prakrti,

there is not again activity for the sake of the enjoyment
( by Purusa ) of the Prakrti that had been lording it over
in respect of the Purusa — so, the unreserved total obstruc-

tion to the three -fold misery alone, is the Salvation of the
Puru?a, although quite unattached

(
Tcevala ) by his very

nature.

( 13 ) The followers of Patafijali ( the Yoga school

)

think thus :— Owing to the maturity of passionlessness by
practice, due to the discrimination between Puru?a and
Prakrti, preceded by the

( proper observance of) Yama
( restraint), Xiyama (regulations), Asana ( Yogic-posture

),

Pranayama
( breath-control ), Pratyahara ( continuity ),

1 A 5:sT*mm m n * A gT%-, raft. A gf^ft.
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Dharana ( contemplation ), Dhyana ( meditation ), and Sam-

prajfiata-Sarniidhi
(
particularised deep concentration )

,

there ( arises ) Salvation, through the restraint alone of the

five-fold mental tendencies, effected by the grace of the

Highest Lord, due to the Asamprajnata-Samadhi ( deep

concentration, distinctionless ) called Dharma-Megha.

(14 ) The three-staff Ascetics, again, admitting differ-

ence-cum-non-difference between the Jlva and Brahman,

say that Salvation is through the constant combination

alone of Knowledge and Karman, the cessation ( merging)

of the part differentiated along with Karman and Vasana,

of the Jiva as the Effect, in Brahman constituted as the

( one ) Cause.

( 15 ) Others ( belonging to the same Tridandin-order

speak of Salvation ) as the attainment of the Highest Lord.

( 16 ) Others ( of the same Order ), having imagined

two states of Brahman, in the forms—changing and change-

less, like the two-fold state of the sea, due to the distinction

of being with waves, and being without waves, speak of Sal-

vation, as the attainment of the changeless state by the



abandonment of the changing state through the constant

combination of Knowledge and Karman alone.

(17) The followers of PaSupati ( Siva, the Saivas
)

speak of Salvation as going near Pagupati, without any

return therefrom, through the observance of the Dharmas
of the Pasupatas as ordained.

( 18 ) The followers ( or devotees ) of Visnu, likewise

( say ) that Salvation ( is
)
going to the world of Vi?nu, by

the observance of the Bhakti-ritual as ordained.

( 19 ) The followers of Hiranyagarbha ( the Golden
Egg, say ) :— Salvation ( is

) just the attainment of Hiranya-
garbha by the path, ' Arcih etc.,

J

through the devoted
observance of the Five-fire Vidya etc.

( 20 ) Thus, others also prattle in various ways, what
is conceived by themselves, contrary to the Sruti ( meaning

)

and reasoning.

( 21 ) The followers of the Upanisads, on the other

< A omits ^pfoR; a irfftir* * a «n*<T*rfo.
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hand, graced by Narayana, the divine Lord of the Nfla

mountain, speak of Salvation as the Atman alone, consti-

tuted of limitless bliss and enlightenment, characterised by

the cessation of beginningless Avidya ( Nescience )

.

And as Avidya is the material ( cause ) of all misery,

when that is removed, the total cessation of misery duly

follows. And although the nature of that ( Salvation ) stands

in no need of any means, the realisation itself of its nature,

freed from the four-fold impediment ( and ) caused by

the ' Great sentence ' manifesting it is metaphorically

spoken of as the means of Salvation. The four-fold impedi-

ment is:— the Vasana for the enjoyment of the objects

of senses ; the wrong conception in respect of the means

of proof; the wrong conception in respect of the objects

of knowledge, and contradictory conception.

There Sama ( control ), Dama ( restraint ) etc. , which

form part of the ' hearing '

(
Sravana ) are the removers of

the attachment to the objects of sense ; Sravana is the

* A jSr^RnCTTTOf- * A omits ^ * A **twt*riw
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remover of the wrong conception in respect of the means of

proof; meditation ( is the remover ) of the wrong conception

in respect of the object of knowledge ; and contemplation is

the remover of the contradictory conception. Therefore,

( the Sastra of ) Mlmamsa dealing with the embodied soul,

consisting of four Adhyfiyas ( Lahsana ), has been composed

bv the Kevercd Bfidaravana for the destruction of the im-

pediments — wrong conception etc. , by taking to Sravana

etc. And one desirous of salvation is the proper ( autho-

rised
)
person for (the study of) this ( Uttaua-mlmamsa ) ;

because ( the Sutra ) being based upon the injunctions with

their consideration augmented by control, etc. , mentioned
in the Sruti

(
passages ), such as

' Having become controlled, restrained, inactive, enduring ( and)
full of laith, one should behold the Atman within the Atman him-

self. (Br. IV. 4. 23)

in the Sutra

c Now theu the desire to know Brahman ' (B.S.Ll.1)

* A H^vf ft^T^ t A omits srfrcpvf



by the word Atha, one alone desirous of salvation, chara-

cterised by ( the possession of the qualities ) control etc.,

has been referred to.

[ 3 ] Thus this is the sense ultimately conveyed— By
one desirous of salvation, endowed with ( the qualities of

)

control etc. , approaching ( studying under ) a teacher, the

consideration of the Vedfmta-passages by the Miniamsa of

four Adhyayas is to be repeatedly gone through till the

removal of the impediments, for the purpose of the removal

of the wrong conception etc., standing in the way of the

realisation of the oneness of Brahman and Atman, which

is the means of salvation.

[ 4 ] There, so long as the nature of salvation is not

definitely ascertained specifically, in whom could any desire

for that rise up ? Even when desire is produced by the

ascertainment of only its nature, it is only when there is the

ascertainment of specific means ( that ) the activity of one

desirous of salvation is possible in that behalf,— so, by the

refutation of ( the wrong idea of) apparent salvation and

its means admitted by the various disputants, salvation in its

3 A s^cf gjpp^* atffr
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true nature and the means thereof are definitely ascertained

after ( due ) consideration.

[ 5 ] There, a desire for its means does not deserve

to rise in respect of the views, other than the view of the

followers of the Upanisads, on account of the modes of

salvation admitted by the various disputants being not sup-

ported by the right means of proof and being opposed to

the means of proof. Thus

—

( 1 ) Apropos the Carvaka-system, for the matter of

that, on account of the nature of salvation itself not being
admitted, on account of admitting the perishable nature of

the body and of the sense-organs, vital airs and the mind,
because they are constituted of the material elements, and
on account of their being themselves by nature constituted
of misery and being the cause of misery, there is no scope
either at the time of their removal or during the period of
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existence, for sharing in the fruit ( salvation ) constituted of

the removal of the misery.

( 2 ) Hence too the Buddha-doctrine is also cast away.

Even there, on account of the momentary VijMna being

constituted of every ( kind of ) misery, owing to being full

of impediments, and when that is removed, for whom would

there be the scope for salvation on account of the absence of

himself? Surely, nobody favours one's own destruction, on

account of (oneself) being the target of unequivocal love.

A miserable life is preferable to one's own destruction. As
to the statement about death at ( the holy Tlrtha ) Prayaga

etc., through the desire to secure the highest bliss, and

elsewhere also in respect of those completely affected by

leprosy etc. — this cannot be an illustrative instance, be-

cause it points out to the existence itself of an imperishable

enjoy er.

{ 3 ) By this ( above argument ) is cast away the view

advocating the inclusion of an omniscient stream, on account

of the all-knower having the form of the entire knowledge

% A drops 3TcT *3 * A ^faffifa^rW^TR^ 3s A fl4^T 5^^^
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with impediments, being made of extreme misery, as com-

pared to the continuity of one associated with the worldly

existence, on account of the greater degree of the impedi-

ments and on account of the impropriety of another thing

being included in another. Otherwise, there would be the

undesirable result of admitting the doctrine of World-Ad-

vaita, on account of the (qualities), blue, white, being

looked upon as similar and even the all-knower stream

would have a perishable nature on occount of the continuity

not being different from one associated with continuity, or

there would be the undesirable contingency of stability

( being admitted ) , if the continuity is not possessed of a

perishable nature — thu3 these perverse views deserve to

be ignored.

( 4 ) Apropos the doctrine of the Void, however, what

( and ) by whom can be desired, on account of one possessed
of desire, not being in existence in all the three times (past,
present and future ) ?

( 5 ) Even according to the view of the Arhatas
( Jainas ) on account of ( the Atman ) always going up, re-

siding in the Alokakasa and as involved in action, being of a
perishable nature, there is no object for the desire of salva-

* A ^^ci^rfrTrcft * A 3^=CTe&rg»FR^
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tion, characterised by a non-return ; or, if happiness is admit-

ted to have the form of salvation there would be the same

aforesaid defect, as that would be a product. Even if ( it is

held that ) it is not originated, the same defect remains on

account of there being no distinction between the released

Soul and one continuing in the Samsara. If it is argued

that the happiness is veiled by the eight-fold Karman in the

state of Samsara, but when the eight-fold Karman ceases

that is without any veil,— ( our answer is )—No, on account

of the nature of having a veil in respect of the Karmans

not being seen anywhere. We shall be speaking of that

being impossible later on, on the strength of the nature

of the Stman and his being distinct from that etc., as well.

And further, by admitting the size of the body for the

Stman, and that the bodies are possessed of dimensions not

fixed up, and by the acceptance of ( the theory of) the in-

crease and decrease of parts in respect of the bodies, of an

elephant, a mosquito etc., it will have to be said that the

Stman is possessed of dimensions not fixed. And accordingly

when there is the change of dimension, the destruction of
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Atman would perforce be there, like that of the lamp etc.,

on account of the change of the dimension not being reason-

able without a change in substance. Even though the sta-

bility of a thing is admitted so long as the recognition takes

place, there cannot be the sharing of the fruit— the im-

perishable salvation— on account of the perishable nature

being certain owing to its being possessed of parts ; and
there cannot be that nature of salvation — the very highest

human purpose — owing to the perishable fruit being in-

cluded in heaven etc.,— so enough of this great prolixity I

[ 6 ] I say ( says the objector ) — Let there be no
desire for salvation in heretical theories, on account of the

fruit and the enjoyer of the fruit ( being both
)
perishable.

That blemish does not exist in the orthodox view. And so,

that (desire for salvation) properly fits in there. To explain

the same —
It has been established, for the matter of that, by all

means of proof, that the Atman is eternal, all-pervading,

distinct from the body, sense-organs etc. Regarding this

( tatra), Direct perception, for the matter of that, is of the
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nature of recognition in the form, ' That I, who noted ( my )

parents in childhood, in old age am noting great-grandsons \

( that perception ) not proven otherwise and uncontradicted

having for its province the one same continuous perceiver,

even though in childhood and old age the body has become

different, refers to a permanent Atman definitely over and

above that ( body etc. ) . And it is void of any previous

contact ( i. e. beginning), on account of the rule of the

relation of cause and effect, because there being no other

way to explain reasonably the activity towards the purpose*

drinking the milk from the breast etc., in his case, when

born, having no experience whatsoever in this birth and

being invariably the resort of the experience of the remem-

brance of the desirable means of that type, of the impres-

sions producing that, and of those producing the same, and

that same ( state of things ) being admitted ( to exist ) even

prior to that, and because of the previous experience,

impressions, remembrance, desire-etc, having the same re-

sort and referring to the same object. To the same effect

is the Sutra of the great sage —

* A qfe* «(R% fi^TCls 3T*5nj^ r A Wtf 35W;
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c Desire, hatred, mental effort, pleasure, pain, knowledge— these

are the logical mark ( to prove the existence ) of the Atman.

'

(Nya.Su. I. 1.10)

As the aggregate of objects is for the sake of another, it is

seen that the non-sentient object of enjoyment— the bed,

seat etc., is for the sake of the enjoyer. Thus in the case of

the body also, it is ( intended ) for the sake of the enjoyer

as it is of no different nature than ( other ) objects of enjoy-

ment. And he who is the enjoyer, himself keeping apart,

is proved to have his own purpose, otherwise he would not

be staying there. Similarly his establishment ( is proved )

also on account of his being the perceiver of the non-

sentient class of objects. And such being the case, there

is in his case even the absence of the other end ( i. e. des-

truction ), owing to his having no prior existing cause and

owing to the impossibility of any cause of destruction, and

on account of the Sruti-passage

1 O dear, this Atman is, verily, imperishable ' ( Brha. IV. 5. 14 )
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and others. Thus, on account of that ( Atman ) being proved
to have a permanent nature by ( the means of proof).

Direct perception, Inference and Word, and on account of

the impossibility of his being possessed of the nature of

having parts and middle dimension, being pervaded by the

non-eternal nature opposed to that — when it is conclud-

ed that 5.tman is without parts, there being the doubt

whether ( the Xtman ) is atomic or of the highest dimen-

sion, it is concluded {that he is of the highest dimension,

on account of his activity being seen everywhere and on

account of the Sruti-passage such as

' Like SkaSa, all-pervading and eternal \

Even according to the view of his being atomic, prima facie,

though the desire for salvation can be regarded as reason-

able owing to the possibility of his possession of the eternal

nature, still, as a result of serious pondering, we shall state

its unreasonableness ( impossibility ) on account of the non-

establishment of salvation as having the nature of not being

different from Brahman of the highest dimension.

t A c«r is dropped
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[ 7 ] Thus then, in common with all orthodox systems,

the Enjoyer, apart from the body and the sense-organs

sharing in Bondage and Salvation, being established as

eternal, the Vai^esikas, the followers of Nyaya and the

followers of Prabhakara ( Pfirva-Mlmamsa ) attribute to

him nine particular qualities, — cognition, pleasure, pain,

desire, aversion, activity, merit, demerit, Bhavana ( mental

impression ) — as being produced by the contact with the

mind. The rise of the nine particular qualities in him is

Sarhsara, and salvation is the simultaneous destruction ( of

them ) . To the same effect is the Sutra of the great sage —
' On the passing away in succession of pain, birth, acti-

vity, blemish, false knowledge, there is the salvation due to

their absolute absence.

'

( Xyii. Su. 1.1.2)

Therefore, owing to the absolute cessation of pain, owing to

its imperishable nature, owing to its denoting the highest

human purpose, reasonably enough is produced the desire

for this here in the case of the discriminating persons —
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( The Siddhantin replies )— ( Do ) not ( say ) so, owing

to the impossibility of destruction of the natural qualities,

when the entity possessing the qualities is in existence, as

when the jar is there, it is not perceived that there is the

absence ( or, turning away ) of the entire partisular ( or,

special )
qualities in it. To the same effect has been stated

in the Vartika —
' If the Stman has the nature of the doer etc., then

expect not (his) release from that; for, not indeed does

the nature of entities turn away, like heat from the Sun.

"

( Brha. Va. Ka. 55-56 )

Consequently, the turning away of them ( the special quali-

ties )
, verily, along with the entity itself possessing the

qualities has to be admitted — which would bring forth the

( undesirable ) contingency of ( accepting ) the theory of

Atman-less-ness spoken of before. That is spoken of by the

revered author of Brahmasiddhi—
' Salvation having the characteristic of the turning

away of the special quality, ^ijfiana etc., is not different

from the theory of extinction. Xot indeed is the total
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absence of perception in the case of an entity although exist-

ing, different from negation; and who indeed would be

hankering after the absence of the Atman dear ( to him ) in

all respects ? — thus salvation would be serving no human
purpose.

'

( Bra. Si. Bra. Ka. )

Because there is the absence of any means of proof in

regard to the Atman characterised by the turning away of

all special qualities, and because the absence of pain not

known, serves no human purpose, there is the invariable

concomitance with the non-existing nature, like dancing in

darkness. ( Even if it is argued that ) there wo^ld be the

human purpose served in the case of something not known by

its very nature, ( the answer is ) — No ; the non-establish-

ment of its own nature on account of the absence of means of

proof has been ( already ) stated, on account of the inferences

taken as favouring the existence of means of proof in their

case being mere fallacies. If it be said that the Sruti itself,

8 The agreeable and the dis-agreeable, verily, touch not

him without a body ",
( Cha. VIII. 12. 1

)



is the proof, (the reply is)—No. Because that (Sruti pass-

age ) is concerned with postulating the absence of connec-

tion with pleasure and pain in the case of one bereft of

egoism about the body although he is living, and there

is the absence of anything to measure the special state

bereft of the nine particular qualities, and also the absence

of any word postulating that. And further, the destruction

of pain cannot be the human purpose, owing to the possibi-

lity of the rise of another pain again, like the destruction of

pain obtaining at the present moment.

[ 8 ] Now, if the idea is favoured viz. as the antecedent

negation of pain is the cause of pain ; when that is removed

there would be the non-production of another pain — ( our

reply is ) — No. Even if some antecedent negations be re-

moved, there would be the possibility of the existence of

others owing to the absence of any proof regarding the

removal of all ( antecedent negations ) once for all ; owing

to the removal of antecedent negation not being capable of

being accomplished by human effort, there the continuous

study of the Sastras such t\s Pancddhydyl and others, and

t A «r^r ...
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efforts for that ( as involved in ) hearing, thinking, medita-

tion etc., are bound to result in being fruitless, and further

there would be the undesirable contingency of activity

being meant for the purpose of production of pain itself.

Actually the feeling of hatred itself being proper here on

account of the removal of every kind of pleasure, which is

the highest human purpose, who possibly would desire to

remain like a dry piece of wood, by the removal of every

kind of pleasure ?

[ 9 ] As to what has been said by the author of the

Nydya-bhdsya

1 Tranquil, verily, is this Salvation—the detachment

from all, the cessation of all. A lot of difficult, terrible

sin is wiped off in it—what talented person would not

like this Salvation, -the uprooting of all pain and the

non-cognition of all pain ? It is like this—as food mixed

up with honey and poison should not be taken, so pleasure

mixed up with pain is unacceptable.
'

( Nya. Bha. I. 1. 2

)

* A tncrti * A qjfi^r.
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— ( Our reply is ) — That is not ( so ) . On account of the

absence of any proof for postulating two independent human
purposes of life, as even the negation of pain, being sub-

ordinated to pleasure, is a human purpose of life, on account

of the negation of pain being there as a rule at the time

of ( experiencing )
pleasure, and on account of the absence

even of pleasure in the states of deep sleep, Dissolution etc.,

at the time of the absence of pain, there cannot be

the conception of pleasure as the human purpose of life,

as conveying the negation of pain, owing to the violation

( of the concomitance between ' Sukha ' and ' Duhkha-

bhava ' ) . However, indifference towards pleasure in a

small measure is proper with a desire for more pleasure, but

not merely for the sake of negation of pain — this is the

way of ( argument of ) those who act after proper scrutiny.

[ 10 ] Well then, let ( Salvation ) be the manifestation

of permanent pleasure,-the view of Bhattacarya (Kumarila),

on account of the impossibility there of the blemishes

spoken of before. ( Our reply is )—No ; because that would

not allow any alternatives — is that permanent pleasure

different from Atman or not different ? And in respect of

* A pT^Tjgi^Tmsqf^jgf^:



even the first, is it produced or not produced ? Apropos

the first, as what is produced is as a rule perishable, how
could it be the object of desire for the imperishable

human purpose of life ? For, one desirous of salvation is

spoken of as one having no longing for the pleasure ending

in the Brahmaloka ; and that absence of longing ( arises ),

verily, because of its being perishable, on account of its be-

ing produced. Apropos even the last view, some agency

for making it known should be stated, on account of the

impossibility of its being self-illumining and on account of

this not being admitted. Further, there being the absence

of the connection between the mind and the organs of know-

ledge in salvation, that same viz. not being the human

purpose in life, would be the (undesirable ) result on account

of its not being comprehended. For, pleasure not capable

of being comprehended cannot be the human purpose in life
;

otherwise, the pleasure of another also would have perforce

to be ( treated ) like that. If the sense-organs etc., are

admitted ( to function in salvation
)

, there would be no

distinction from the state of worldly existence and further

in that case you will have to state ( some ) cause for its

comprehension in the Samsara-state. If some enveloping

factor be admitted, there would be the undesirable contin-

gency ( from your point of view ) of the admission of the
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indescribable Maya, on account of the impossibility of pon-

dering, with its nature being different from existence and

non-existence ; but in that case you would be admitting the

entire view-point of the Brahmavadins. For this very

reason, ( the view ) that pleasure is not different from

5.tman is dismissed, because the form of Atman being always

uncovered, the pleasure not different from it would per-

force be comprehended, ( an undesirable contingency ), even

in the state of Samsara. On account of this very impropriety,

the N eo-Mimamsakas have admitted merely the negation

of pain. But that stands, verily, dismissed ; because

without activity in the Stman, there would not be any

chance of the removal of pain, resorting to him, on account

of the followers of Bhatta having admitted the identity of

cause and effect, and on account of the removal of the effect

being seen in the world by the removal of the material

cause itself.

[11] Well then, ( let us ) accept the view of the foll-

owers of Samkhya and Yoga. For, there on account of

Atman, who is without any attachment, being bereft of

f
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any particularity, and the admission of pain being the

quality of Buddhi, there is no possibility of the extinction

of the Atman even though it is admitted that the removal

of pain has for its cause the destruction of the constituent

cause of pain. And on account of ( the Atman himself

)

being self-illumining there cannot be any comparison with

the dancing in darkness— (Our reply is)— No. Apropos

even this view there is the impossibility of destruction

of pain having the sat-nuture, and the impossibility of

the origination of the destruction having the asat-nature,

on account of the Smrti-passuge

' There cannot be the existence of what is asafc, nor

is there the non-existence of what is sat.

'

( Gita II. 16 )

On account of the impossibility of any distinction of

the slightest degree in the case of salvation from Sarhsara

—

its not being the human purpose in life remains there

equally. It is better ( to admit ) that according to the

Vai^esika view, the destruction of pain even though not

existing is possible, and the origination of the non-existing
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destruction is possible,— As compared to that view, this

doctrine of the effect being always sat
(
satkaryavdda ) is

absolutely without any substance. If it be argued that

appearance and disappearance can exist even in an existing

nature, (our reply is)—No; even those two are not distinct

from the existing nature. If some other thing is> imagined

even there, there would be ( the fault of ) Endlessness,

which strikes at the very root ( of the doctrine ) . On the

other hand, if the two are admitted to be possessed of the

characteristic of being different from sat and asat, that

would be ( tantamount to ) the acceptance of indescribable

nature for them ; so, there would be the undesirable con-

tingency ( from your point of view ) of accepting the view of

the Brahmavadins. Therefore, salvation is quite impossible

according to this view.

[ 12 ] According to all these views, salvation being

admitted to be an adventitious thing — whether it is possess-

ed of a positive nature or a negative nature, there is bound

to be the perishable nature on account of its being some-

thing produced, because merely being something produced

becomes straight away the cause of perishable nature.
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Whether is admitted the destruction of some peculiar special

feature residing in the counter-entity which is perishable

and possessed of a positive nature itself, or whether a non-

entity over and above the basic resort is not admitted,

—

nothing can come in the way of destruction. Because the

apprehension—The jar is destroyed-whether as resorting

to the destruction or as resorting to the nature of its

counter-entity, it involves the jar as the object of know-

ledge, because at that time, the jar being not in existence

there cannot be any apprehension of a quality without any

resort. As regards ( the statement )
* the destruction of

the jar ' relating to the meaning of the genitive,— that is

welcome to us like the statement, the head of Rahu ( who
was headless ), and thus there cannot be the establishment

of the destruction without any reference to the counter-

entity as admitted by the Logicians. If it be argued that

even at the time of the destruction, there would be the

perception of the jar as before, on account of its existent

nature, — (our reply is )
— No. Because even without

direct perception, the existence of something screened by

* A flTfW*gWafa*5Tf^Hffi ..
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the fencing etc. , is taken for granted ; because that cannot

be obtained through the existent nature not in invariable

concomitance with direct perception, and the screening

objects can be inferred only by the result thereof, the

impossibility otherwise of the destruction alone causes the

screening things of a different nature like fencing etc. to be

comprehended- so, there is no blemish ( on our side ). (You

cannot argue that ) if that is the case, then there would be

the undesirable result of the blemishes being there spoken

of in connection with the satkaryavada, on account of the

removal of the blemishes stated by both the parties by the

admission of the unique state of being neither sat nor asat.

We shall propound this further in detail.

And further likewise, apropos some particular^ distinc-

tion called the absence of pain in the case of the Atrcan

—

you have to state whether it is characterised by the addi-

tion of good qualities, or characterised by the wiping away

of the blemishes. According to even both of these views

there ( would result ) its impermanent nature surely, because

even the four-fold results of action characterised by origina-

tion, attainment, transformation and polish are as a rule

possessed of a perishable nature and the imperishable nature
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of salvation is admitted by all the disputants. To the same

effect has been stated by the venerable author of the

Vartika—
c Origination, attainment, transformation ana polish

—

that is the result of action. Salvation is different from
these. Therefore, injunction serves no purpose here.

'

( Brha. Va. Ka. 2S6 )

And by the venerable commentator ( Sankara ) has this

been propounded in great detail in the topic Samanvaya

( harmonising )

.

[ 13 ] For this very reason, there is no scope for the
view of those who partially agree ( with the above

) , on
account of difference-cum-non-difterenee being opposed to all

means of proof, and on account of real difference not admit-
ting removal. What, again, can be its remover ? If you say
( it is ) the knowledge of Reality, ( we further ask)— Does
that refer to the different and the non-different, or does it-

refer only to the non-different ? In respect of the first ( alter-
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native ), that cannot possibly be the remover of difference

because knowledge cannot be associated with the nature of

the remover in respect of its own object. In the case of

the second ( alternative ), the difference being removable

by the knowledge, it will have to be admitted as being

imaginary, because as a rule only an imaginary thing is

removable by knowledge. If it is argued that there is vio-

lation ( of the above rule ) in the removal of sin etc. by the

sight of Purusottama, (our reply is)—No. For, there exists

the nature of the remover of sin etc. by the very distinctive

prescribed rite. Here, on the other hand, the nature of

knowledge is definitely intended as being restricted to the

remover-nature, because that is seen in respect of dream,

the Gandharva-city, conch-shell and silver, etc. As has

been said by the venerable author of Pancapddikd—
' Because the knowledge is the remover of non-know-

ledge '. ( Panca. )

We shall describe further on, the Ajnana as being super-

imposed on the Sentient without a second, on account of its

being the constituent cause of the world-illusion. When
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only the non-difterent ( knowledge of Reality ) is the thing

to be known from the Yeans, how can the difference-portion

be in accordance with the Sastras ? If different as well as

non-different (knowledge of Reality) is the thing to be

known from the Vodas, it would be exactly the same even

in the state of salvation, on account of there being no means

of proof regarding that as different— enough of this killing

a dead person !

The removal of the fidse knowledge is due to Jfiana,

the removal of difference is due to Karman, — this ( argu-

ment ) also is extremely flimsy, on account of the nature

of the false knowledge being difficult to point out according

to the view of those who advocate the ' difference-cuni-non-

difterence ' view, (and) on account of the possibility of

every kind of apprehension everywhere indeed, by ( resort-

ing to the view of ) Bhediibheda. And regarding the

Karnians, nowhere indeed is seen or heard their nature as

the remover of difference. And we have already spoken

of the impermanent nature of what is produced by Karman.
If it is argued that inference about returning again i8

contradicted by the Sruti-passage

< He does not return a^aiu ' ( Nira. XXXIII : Xa. Pa. IX. 22,

Kii. Ku. )
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( our answer is )
— Xo, on account of the absence of contra-

diction. We say ( in this connection ) it is not that when

one reaches the Brahinaloka, he returns again at the very

time. Further, the Sruti-passage-does not return—points

out to non-return obtaining at the present time. We say

that the idea ( that this means ) would not be returning, is

opposed to the inference about its perishable nature,

because it is artificial. The injunction about the worship

being laudatory, no other means of proof contradicts this,

and there is the Sruti-passage

Just as the world secured by Karman perishes, in the

same way, verily, hereafter the world secured by merit

perishes.'

*

( Cha. VIII. 3.6)

And on account of being produced by mere Karman only,

there is no difference if (it is regarded as) produced by

Jniina and Karman. There is no scopejor ( such a ) combi-

nation on account of the Jiiana of the Atman being beyond

hunger etc. and on account of its being opposed to all

Karman. And the attainment of Brahman free from all

changes and states — all this would become unreasonable,

on account of there being no means of proof, on account of
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the contradiction with the Sruti-passages advocating non-

duality and on account of its being steeped in the host of

blemishes spoken of— let this stand .over for the matter

of that.

[ 14 ] In the case of the apparent means spoken of in

the Buddhist and other ( systems
) , there is not even the

possibility of their being the means of salvation, on account

of their very nature, not supported by means of proof. To
explain the same — There is not the slighest prooi (about

the contention ) here viz. the four Bhilvamis — the Bhavana
in respect of the individual, the Bhavana about the moment-
ariness, the Bhavana about pain, the Bhavana about the

void — are the cause of salvation; and there is also the

contradiction of the Scriptural passage such as

s Having, verily, known that ( Atman), one goes beyond

death
'

( Vn. Sa. XXXI. 18; gveta. JJ1. 8, VI. 15 )

and further on account of the Buddhistic Scriptures being

composed by human agency, being unauthoritative as they



are wanting in the basic means of proof; and on account of

the Bhavanas about the individual etc. being just illusion as

regarding the permanent means of happiness, constituting

the sat-nature, associated with the parapharnelia of name,

genus etc. How it is so, we shall describe ( later on )

.

For this very reason, the Arhata-Sastra ( Jaina-Sastra

)

being unauthritative, the moans mentioned there are indeed

not fit for acceptance.

[ 15 ] Thus, there is not the slightest proof to regard

the knowledge of the six categories or the knowledge of

the sixteen types, as the cause ( of salvation ), on account

of the nature of the means for ( securing ) the non-mundane

fruit being fit to be known only from the Scriptures. Nor

should it be said that the statements themselves of the

great sages Knnada and others are the authority here like

the statements of Manu and others, on account of there

beintf no authoritative nature in them in accordance with

the statement in the Scriptures, on the strength of logical

reasoning. Otherwise, if an entity is established merely

by an authoritative statement, nobody would be taking
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the trouble about enumeration, definition, examination etc.

And further, this is opposed to the Sruti-passages such as

'Those who know rhis. tlicy become immortal — and

others get sunk into pain alone. ' ( Katho. VI. 9, XIII. 4. 17;

Sveta. III. 10

)

1 E'rom death to death he goes, who perceives here as

though manifold. ' ( Katho. IV. 10; Brha. IV. 4. 19: A. Pra. 1

)

Of what nature, again, is the real knowledge of entity as

the cause of salvation — is it in its general form, or in a

particular form? Apropos the first ( alternative ) , there

does exist that knowledge in the form of being the object

of knowledge etc., in the case of all. Apropos the second

(alternative), the knowledge of all entities in their

different forms is impossible even in the case of Brahma-

deva, because they are infinite. If it be argued that the

knowledge as characterised by the nature of the substance

etc., is the cause, then that is secured by the statement of

that division alone Its expositiun in the form of the nature

of earth etc., is useless, rlow there is the unauthoritative
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nature of these two, we shall explain in a special ( detailed

)

manner ( later on )

.

[ 16 ] The refutation of the doctrine of those who

believe only in one life, only brings on a sense of shame for

one who refutes ! It is ignored, being just completely void

of reasoning !

[ 17 ] Thus also would be the process of thought ( or

the alternatives ) in respect of the discrimination bet*

ween Purusa and Prakrti. Therein also, knowledge in a

general form is extremely easy to have, but on account of

the impossibility of ( having it ) in a particularised form,

there is the same kind of impropriety ( as in the other

systems criticised above ) . If it be argued that the compre-

hension of only the Atman would be the cause ( the reply

is )
— There, according to the view of the Logicians, does

exist the knowledge of the Atman, viz. 'I know', which is a

public experience. It is not possible to speak of ( or dub
)

it as being non-perception or illusion. ( If it is arged
)

even though it be regarded as Direct right comprehension,

there can not be the power to remove the false knowledge,

owing to its being under the control of the Vasana and
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false knowledge ; but it is another knowledge, produced as a

mature result of hearing etc., at a period subsequent to the

discrimination about the real nature of the entity, which

alone is the remover of the false knowledge along with the

Vasanil — ( our reply is )
— Xo. There too is common the

absence of being the remover of Vfisana on the part of the

direct knowledge of Atman ; we cannot see even any slight

proof ( to postulate ) about any different state of things

associated with it.

[ 18 ] As for the followers of Prabhiikara, where can be

the use of the knowledge of Reality ( to them ) on account

of their not admitting any illusory nature I If it be said

that the destruction of Karman itself is ertected by know-

ledge on the strength of the Sruti-passage —
1 His Kannans perish

"

( Alunda. 11. 2. 8 )

—
( our reply is )

— Xo • then why is there no destruction

of the Karmans as the real knowledge of the Atman exists

there always i There is nn additional
(
point against you

)
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in that it is not possible even to suspect any different posi-

tion as you do not admit any generality associated with the

qualities. If it be said that the ordained knowledge streng-

thened by the accessories control, restraint etc. , leading a

celibate life etc. , having for its ultimate fruit, no return

again, is the removing factor, ( our reply is ) — No ; as it

is impossible for knowledge to do, not to do, or to do other-

wise, its being the subject of injunction would be impossible.

( We ask you )— What kind of knowledge is to be enjoined

— it is concerned with Atinan particularised by knowledge

etc. , or is it concerned with mere Stman ? Apropos the

first ( alternative ) there is here not the slightest distinc-

tion from the knowledge associated with the Samsara.

Apropos the second ( alternative ) , again, that nature itself

of Stman which is the province of the knowledge of Reality

— the means of salvation — is real, as it is based upon the

Sastras and is constituted of knowledge, — so comes in here

the view of the Brahmavadins ; because the knowledge of

Atman, beyond hunger etc., is not linked with being the

cause of salvation as it is not of an illusory nature. We shall

* A omits ^(only— ^r^q" ^"cJTOsI— )



describe later on the propriety of Direct perception etc. , in

a different way. As for tho Sruti-passage quoted here, its

purport is the propounding of the destruction of Karman
— because the wrong knowledge which is the cause of

Karnum is fit be removed by Right knowledge,— by means

o* that ( tattvajfiilna ) and not directly, there being no con-

tiadiction in this way— this has to be borne in mind.

[ 19 ] Even according to the view of the Sankhya and

others, as the Atman is always to be inferred, his realisation

i* absolutely impossible. Indirect knowledge (of the Atman
)

c.innot be its means as it continues to exist even today.

( The argument that) there is the realisation of the Atman,
with his nature although beyond the sense-organs, on

account of the efficacy of the power duo to Yogic practices,

cannot stand either ; because even the power produced by
Yoga is (just) the cause of

(
producing ) an excess in con-

formity will} the original capacity of the object concerned.

The venerable Bhattacarya says in that connection—
' Where again is been an excess of power, that (' is

there ) without transgressing the limits of its own province :

\ A ^3riqV'-:H; * A &\n*wfax ^i^ -
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the activity o£ the ear may extend to the comprehension in

respect of ( hearing ) what is at a distance and subtle, but

not in respect of its visual form.
'

( ML &o. Va. Co. Su. Ka. 114 )

We have already spoken of the useless nature of this view,

on account of this being void of what is fit to be abandoned

and what is fit to be taken.

Let this discussion stand over ! What is the use of

the refutations of the ( so-oalled ) threatening ( arguments )

of the various disputants and their howlings jarring upon

the ear, in the case of those who have fixed their thoughts

and are wedded to non-duality ? — After this, now would

be convincingly proved by right reasoning, what again is

this matter in hand — the Entity constituted of the one

knowledge, without a second, the highest bliss, not different

from the inmost ( 5tman )

.

L 20 ]
(I say, says the objector )

— The impropriety is

the same even in the view of the followers of the TJpanisads.

To explain the same— As desire cannot rise in respect of

something unknown, the desire must be spoken of there in
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respect of what is known. And so, how can it arise in

respect of the Atman always existent, which has nothing to

be abandoned and nothing to be taken ? If the Atman is

( already ) established, there cannot be any desire ( for the

same ) and there would be the undesirable result of solva-

tion even in the Sarhsilra-state. As has been said —
1 And further, salvation not known by any moans of

proof— is it longed for or not." If it is known, as. the

Atman is eternal, there cannot bo any desire for the same

whatsoever.' (Brha. Yfi. Kn. 2S9)

Nor again should it be argued by you — In the Samsara-

state, because it is screened by Avidya, the bliss due to the

realisation of non-duality although existing, does not appear

on the scene ; but when the Avidya is removed by Vidya,

it by itself spreads on in the form of bliss owing to its self-

illumining nature,— thus arises the desire characterised by

the removal of Avidva — because the removal of Avidva is

difficult to point out. ( We ask you )
— Is that Avidya

r

< A cfnwjri- *t ^r < a si^js'-t ^ A chTTfrfir cn»-q^
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different from Atman, or his own nature? Apropos the

first (alternative), there would arise the undesirable admis-

sion of duality, and also the wrath of the Sruti advocating

his being one without a second ; apropos the second ( alter-

native ) there would be the fault pointed out before.

[21 I
In this connection, we reply ( as follows ) — There

is not the absence of longing in respect of the Atman,

merely on the ground of his being established. Is being

established, existence or being known or being the object

of unobstructed realisation ? Not the first ( alternative can

stand ) . Because it is vitiated in respect of the finding of

the necklace that is forgotten and in respect of the disap-

pearance of the snake on the rope. For the same reason,

the second ( alternative ) also ( cannot stand ), because it

points out to the desire . The third ( alternative ), however,

can stand in the way of desire . But that exists not in the

present case, on account of the obstacles, wrong conception

etc. For this very reason, in the case of a person whose

tongue is spoiled by the bile, in eating sugar although

knowing it to be possesed of sweetness, there is no rise of



the special contentment due to the sweetness, on account of

the absence of the realisation of sweetness, due to the

blemish of the bile. Thus there are two things desirable

—

( 1 )the village etc., which is not really reached, ( 2 ) the

golden necklace etc., although already secured, screened by

illusion. Similarly things fit to be discarded are also two-

fold — ( 1 ) ditch etc. , which cannot actually be discarded,

( 2 ) the serpent on the rope etc., always given up, are as

good as not discarded on account of there being only illusion.

There, in the case of the first two, the impediments for the

action are ( respectively ) the attainment ( already ) and the

discarding. In the case of the second two, they are to be

attained by realisation ( realistic attitude ) alone. Here,
verily, one understands the highest human purpose owing
to action not being the intervening ( or screening ) factor.

Similarly, even in the case of the attainment of the Highest
bliss and the removal of Avidya, there does exist rightly

the nature of being the object of longing, owing to the con-

clusion that they stand as unestablished, as they are screen-

ed by illusion. As has been said in the VdrtiJca —
c It ip not right to say that longing does not exist in

> A ^galsrttef
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men on being Released ; because there is seen the longing

for happiness etc., not circumscribed by space and time.

'

( Brha. Sam. Vs. 290

)

The sense is — Even though the state of being the Atman
is established, the state of having unlimited happiness, not

being established, the desire ( or, longing ) rightly persists

in that form. And further,

One desires to reach the desired (goal) here, what little

— the village etc.,— has not been secured; one also longs

for something, gold etc., forgotten, although ( actually ) held

in the hand ; similarly, one wishes to abandon the undesira-

ble thorn etc., that are fit to be abandoned ; one wishes to

abandon, though already abandoned, something, the snake

etc., on the rope. In the case of objects fit to be secured or

fit to be abandoned, because they can be had by definite

means, there would be the expectancy for the means, through

a positive injunction and the prohibitory statement ; but in

* A fttfcrsrcs^Tf^rc * -* sparer



the case of things, secured or abandoned, characterised by
the intervention of Ajfiana, nothing else than the knowledge
of things as they are, can be conducive to the human pur-

pose.
'

( Brha. Sam. Ya. 885-888
)

[ 22 ] As to what has been stated ( by you ) — the
removal of Avidya is difficult to point out, ( our reply is )—
That ( is ) not ( so ), on account of our admitting a fifth mod's
Just as the fourth mode, -the ' indescribable nature ' itself, was
admitted, as ( 1 ) existence, ( 2 ) non-existence, or ( 3 ) exist-

ence and non-existence, are not possible in the case of Avidya
and its effects ; so, as the Anirvacaniya is invariably identi-

cal with Avidya, and because its removal and counter-entity
cannot have identity with it, even something different from
Anirvacaniya is established, in the case of the removal
of Avidya

; everywhere
( the argument ) < the impossibility

otherwise ' being the strongest. Again, as the Sruti advo-
cating non-duality, is concerned merely with ' Sat-Advaita',
there is no conflict with it. Such being the position, the
passages

( describing the Atman )as < not gross ' etc., would

\ A flsrr i% r A tp-f ^ eft
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also be rightly given their due
?
as the negations of being

gross etc., can be cognised in the Atman, and the cognition

of the absence of a second, by the expression ' without a

second ' also. Otherwise, if there is the knowledge only of

the Atman, in the absence of comprehension of the absence

of homogenous and heterogenous distinctions, what is being

opposed by the Sruti advocating non-duality ? Therefore,

the admission of i negation ' ( as a means of proof ), verily,

establishes the nature of being without a second — thus

there is no impropriety whatsoever ( in concluding thus )
—

so hold the author of Istasiddhi and others,

In reality, however, as negation is constituted of sen-

tiency, its apprehension ought to be taken as being con-

nected with the self-illumining sentienoy itself ; if its ima-

ginary nature has to be necessarily spoken of owing to the

impossibility of connection with reality of something abso-

lutely i unchanging and of contactless nature, then as the

whole fancy is based upon Avidya, the fancy about negation

is also based upon Avidya — and so, there exists not the

3 & ip^rsfmnre*r =*
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unique indescribable nature about it> So has been spoken

of by the author of the Vartika—

' There is no other existence apart from Ajnana like

that of a second other than Atman. Its removal is, verily,

that ( comprehension) itself; and no other (removal) by the

comprehension of Atman is there. ' ( Brha. Va. III. 8. 122

)

As for the passages ( describing the qualities )
' not gross

etc., — they only convey the nature of the Atman as being

quite different from the * gross' etc. ; they do not convey the

negation of them ; because the presence and the absence of

fancied entities have only the nature of their basis
(
adhis-

thdna ). As the conch-shell substance itself, when unknown
is constituted of the nature of silver ; that same when com-

prehended is constituted of the negation of silver, on account

of its unique nature itself being constituted of the negation

of silver. — Thus here also the Atman, unknown, is consti-

tuted of the nature of all duality ; but when known he is

constituted of its negation, on account of the nature of

1 Pr^Rm^T^r * A ^m^r^T^^^
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the negation of duality of that unusual form itself. So has

been said—
' Here there is the concealment of the gross, inasmuch

as the entity concerns reality. There can be no denial

based upon negation even elsewhere ; what then in the case

of the Immutable ?

'

( Brha. 7 a. III. 8. 74 )

' By which form the Immutable denies the gross entity,

by that itself, here too there is a complete ( denial ), on

account of its being opposed to everything.

As the fire destroys the opposites with various different

opposite forms, like that there is not here the driving out

of the gross etc.

As there might be the denial of being associated with

the means of proof ( manitva ) etc , with the form of the

actionless, so ( here also ), on account of the inmost abso-

lutely unchanging form it is the denier of eyerything.

There the direct realisation, the fullest comprehension
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of the unchanging, is, in reality, from itself. — This is why
it has opposition to objects governed by the relation of

cause and effect.

'

( Brha. Va. HI 8. 101-104
)

The followers of Prabhakara admit the real nature itself o
the ground-region etc., as the cause of dealing with negation.
As the Logicians also not admitting another negation, the
counter-number of negation in the case of the ( cognition
of ) absence of a jar — < The jar exists not ' etc., admit the
nature itself of that as the cause of the idea of negation,—
then why should it not be for ( applicable to ) us also ?

Concerning this itself, it has been said—
' There can be no denial based upon negation even

elsewhere.

'

( Brha. Va. III. 8. 74 ;

Therefore, the Atman being known as continuous Bliss,

without a second, sentiency and merely Sat, is spoken of as
the removal of Avidya. Here itself is the culmination of all

human purposes, as from the Smrti passage—

% A aSftSjri" ... R A drops ^
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What is fit to be done, has been done. ; what is fit to

be reachad, has been reached ; there exists nothing beyond

the attainment of Atman.

'

I say ( says the objector )
— Here in ( the expression

)

' Comprehended is the Atman \ Jnana being the qualifier,

something qualified by J&ana itself would be salvation, — so,

with the destruction of the qualifying attribute there would

follow the undesirable result viz., the negation of that

( Xtman ), therefore that should be regarded as just its

characteristic. Further still, even prior to that time, there

would be the absurd position of practical association with

salvation. —
( Our reply is ) — ( Do ) not ( say ) so. Even

(in expressions ) like 'Devadatta's houses are associated with

crows ( sitting upon them )
' etc., even prior to the associa-

tion of the crows, the undesirable contingency about the

practical use of the houses etc., is the same. If it is argued

that the characteristic feature also has the power of turning

away something only in the time after its own ( establish-

ment ), then ( our answer is )— here also the state of things

is similar. Surely there cannot be indeed ( any discussion

about ) the impropriety ( impossibility ) in respect of what

is ( actually
)
perceived. Now Avidya being beginningless,

even though (there is ) the removal of the jar in the form of



the removal of the antecedent negation, there is the non-

production of the antecedent negation,—like that even when

the exclusion ( of Avidya ) by the knowledge of Reality is

effected, there is not the undesirable contingency of its

advent again.

[ 23 ] What kind of knowledge, again, is admitted as

the remover of Ajnana ? ( It ) cannot be merely sentiency,

because it being always in existence, Avidya would be

always removed — an undesirable contingency. And as a

consequence, there is the impossibility of the existence of

Samsara as based upon that, the unwelcome position of

there being no scope for activity on the part of all Sastras

and further, the contradiction with the experience. Neither
can it be of the nature of functioning, — if that is real, the

Avidya in the antahkarana would also necessarily be real on
account of that cause ; it cannot be removed by that, and
further there would be the unwelcome position of the viola-

tion of the implications of all the Vedanta. If that is false,

how is there the capacity to remove Ajnana ? Not indeed

is ( any ) false knowledge seen to be the remover of Ajnana
;

otherwise, even in the case of knowledge in dreams, that
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would take place — an undesirable result ! Only the real

knowledge of rope etc., is found as being the remover of

Ajiiana, which is the producing cause of the illusion about

the serpent etc. And again, is that ( Jnana ) possessed of

some mode, or without any mode whatsoever ? Apropos the

first ( alternative ), the Jfiana having a mode being unreal

in respect of Brahman without any mode, there can be no

capacity to remove the Ajiiana ; even if it is possessed of a

real nature, there can be . no establishment of Advaita.

Neither is the second ( alternative possible )— Nowhere
indeed is seen the modeless Jnana to be the remover of

Ajnana, because that kind of nature ( of removing ) is seen

in the case of ( that ) Jfiana alone, having the same resort,

the same mode and the same object. Otherwise, even

from the knowledge viz., 'a substance is the object of

knowledge ', there would be the unwelcome position about

the removal of Ajnana about the form of the jar etc,

;

because it is on a par with the Ajnana etc., having the

mode of the nature of the jar on account of having the

same object.

* A omits ff * A f% ^ ^flSffiTC^ ft*RiTC5 ^1 ? TW-'i ^W
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And further, is that ( Jfiana ) indirect or direct ?

Apropos the first ( alternative ), it cannot have the capacity

of being the remover of Ajfiana which is the producing

cause of super-imposition on the direct
(
perception ) ; other-

wise, even by the inference etc., about whiteness, there would

be the undesirable contingency viz. the removal of illusion

about the yellow colour of the conch, because the direct

superiniposition is fit to be removed by the direct know-

ledge. Not the second ( alternative either ), because the

Word is not seen to be producing direct knowledge, because

it is a rule that the Word is the producing cause of the in-

direct knowledge, as characterised by being the means of

knowledge. Even in cases like c You are the tenth ', when

( at first ) the indirect knowledge is produced by the word,

then afterwards is
(
produced ) the direct knowledge in the

mind. — Otherwise, there would be the undesirable con-

tingency, viz. the loss of its nature as the cause ( of know-

ledge ) . Neither can it be said that the same might take

place even in the present case, because it would go counter

to the explanations in the Upanisads ; because there is a

denial of any instrument of knowledge over and above the

Vedanta in the Sruti-passages like —

I -i w$rar% * A irdsraR sr^
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1 None, not knowing the Vedas, comprehends that Big

( Brahman ).

'

( Itiha. XX : &atya. IV )

and because the Word would lose its authoritative nature in

producing an indirect knowledge in the case of an object

directly visible. Even though the knowledge produced by

passages—
' Truth, Knowledge, Infinite

'

( Taitti. II. 1

)

and others, although by nature indirect, should not be

regarded as illusory, because it cannot grasp the indirect

state, owing to the absence of the mode of having a different

resort; still what appears as not different from the Knower,

has the nature of directness according to our own conclusive

view ; if however that ( directness ) exists not in the know-

ledge produced by the passages, That thou art, and others,

then as Brahman would not appear as not different from the

Knower, the scriptural passages would have an unauthorita-

tive status, marked by the non-enlightening nature. Now
( if you say ), the cognizance of Brahman is accepted as not

* A sqm^5refift^T*n*n3; =i a ^ ^r



different from the Knower, then ( we say ) that same is the

direct nature ; so, on that ground it is not established that

the passages, That thou art, and others are the producing

causes of indirect knowledge. Therefore, no other cause

being possible in the case of Brahman without a second, and

as the Word as a rule produces indirect knowledge, there is

not the establishment of the direct knowledge. And in its

absence, there would not be the removal of Ajnana — the

cause of direct illusion, and so there would be the absence

of salvation.

[ 24 ] And further, if it be argued that the beginning-

less Ajnana of a positive form is capable of being removed

by that knowledge, ( our reply is ) as the beginningless state

is co-extensive with the imperishable nature, so is it seen in

the case of Atman. Otherwise, Atman also being an entity,

there would be the undesirable contingency of his having the

perishable nature of a jar and others. Therefore, there can-

not be the contingency of the removal of Ajnana as it is

possessed of a beginningless nature. Further, it should not

> a \% 3^ ...
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be said ( by you ) that in the case of the Xtman either his

nature as the highest Reality or (his) self-illumining nature

is the cause of eternal existence and not his being possessed

of a beginningless nature, ( our reply is )
— Owing to the

absence of a similar illustration, the relation of product and

the producing cause is not established, as we do not accept

the existence of the highest Reality etc., in something other

than the Atman. And further, in the case of the object of

some means of proof, the position of being fit to be removed
by some means of proof is not possible, because the means of

proof cannot be the remover of its own object. If ( Ajfiana)

is not the object of some means of proof, as its self-illumi-

ning nature is not accepted, there is no possibility of its

being the cause, as it would be incapable of doing anything

for some purpose, being on a par with the horn of a hare

etc. What, again, is its remover ? Not for the matter of

that it itself; for, nowhere indeed is found the self-removing

nature ; otherwise, if it is so, there is bound to be the un-

desirable contingency of monientariness. Nor again, some

other knowledge, — that also cannot be removing itself and

so there too, ( for the other knowledge ) another ( would be

the remover ), there too, another — by such endless proce-

* A ft =3, r^j 3raT«rcrra«r *tt^ — -i ra -s, aRr^w urcft—
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dure there would never be the establishment of salvation.

Which again is its resort ? Xot, for the matter of that, the

Atman himself; he is admitted to be not possessed of any

Dharmas. If he is the resort of Dharmas that are to be

produced, there would be the undesirable contingency of his

being of an impermanent nature, owing to his immutability

being jeopardised thereby. Nor again, the mind, on account

of the impossibility of knowledge resorting to it, being the

remover of Ajnana belonging to Atman, because there is

contradiction between J nana and Ajfiana belonging only to

the same resort, not between any two ; otherwise, there

would be an unwarranted extended application ( of the rule ).

Further, Ajinina cannot have the mind as its resort, because

that ( Ajiliina
)

, its product, exists even prior to its being

produced from it and because it is admitted that it has for

its resort pure sentiency. What again is its object ( sphere

of activity ) ? If
(
you say that ) it is the Brahman, not

different from the inmost, ( and ) its nature being — without

a second, highest Bliss, knowledge, — ( we ask you )
—

What is the proof here ? It cannot, for the matter of that,

be the mind ; because it lacks the nature of being self-proven

* A ^TfaffSfRv^W^KTSR •• * A 3Tfltfl*m*rR^ SR^retf



on account of its being just a co-worker with other means

of proof, like light etc., and because it would be against the

Scriptural passage

' What one thinks not by the mind

'

( Keno. I. 5 )

and others. If it is admitted to be perceptible by the mind,

there would be the giving up of the Advaita-doctrine by

accepting the creed of the Tarkikas, because the mind can

grasp only what is particularised by pleasure and others. If

you say that the mind perfected by hearing, thinking ( and

)

contemplating the Vedanta-passages is the proof there—
thereby would not ensue the blemish spoken of— then the

Vedanta-passages themselves would be ( the proof), being

something on which the others are dependent ; the mind,

however, is only concerned with the direct state — this

should be noted.

[ 25 ] But, all that is but another point at issue. First,

let the nature of proof of Vedanta-passages themselves be

propounded ; then ( should be considered ) whether the know-

ledge produced by them ( is ) direct, or the mental corupre-

* A cTlffflffld JT^TTg; * A aTT^TTWW ^ *TT*rat
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hension depends upon that. For, surely, the authoritative

nature of a sentence is not poSsSible in the case of an entity

without Dharmas. For, a sentence enlightens through

the knowledge of the meaning of words. The knowledge

of the meaning of words ensues through the power of

the words with their inter-relation grasped. And the

comprehension of the inter-relation takes place even before

the knowledge of the import of the sentence by the practi-

cal behaviour etc., of the elders in respect of what is put

forth by other means of proof. Here, however, in the case

of Brahman without any Dharmas, no other means of proof

can function, because, Direct perception is untenable owing

to the absence of form etc. It cannot come within the

province of Inference on account of the absence of a

logical mark pervaded by that. It cannot be the province

of Analogy, on account of its being bereft of similarity. It

cannot be understood by Presumption, on account of the

absence of any object, which cannot be accounted for with-

out that. It cannot come within the ken of Negation,

because it is possessed of a positive form. If
(
you say that

)

it can come in through the Sastra itself like the sacrificial

post, Ahavaniya lire etc., ( our reply is )— No, there is here



complete dissimilarity — because the sacrificial post, Xha-

vanlya-fire etc., are possessed of Dkarmas, characterised by

the words and the possibility ; while here ( Brahman ) being

beyond all Dharnias, cannot be the object of any function of

the word.

[ 26 1 To explain the same — the word-function, for

the matter of that, is two-fold — ( 1 ) Principal and ( 2
)

Subordinate.

There the Principal ( function ) is concerned with an in-

dividual particularised by generality, — of the nature of

God's will in the form c from this word this meaning is to

be understood '— the convention, so ( say ) the Tarkikas.

( The Principal function ) is a relation concerning itself

only with generality, by its own nature having the unique

power of producing the comprehension of the meaning, — so

{ say ) the Mimaihsakas.

There, the first ( view of the Tarkikas ) cannot bear

investigation (
pounding ) , on account of the unwelcome
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result viz., all words having only one power, as the will of

God is only one. If ( it be argued that ) there is division

on account of the division of limiting adjuncts, ( the reply is

)

— there would necessarily be that division in respect of

each word. If ( it be argued that ) there is the proper

understanding through the unity characterised by possibi*

lity, then even though the unity is there, the difference of

power of the synonymous words is accepted through the

division due to the characteristics of the power and

because the will cannot have its dependence upon the

word ; or, even if its (of the will ) connection with the

object is accepted, it would perforce be of merely conven-

tional nature, and also because no separate nature of the

object is accepted, and further there would be the undesira-

ble position, viz. there would be the destruction ( end ) of all

figurative use ; for, even in the case of a figurative word

there would be the possibility of the denotative power (per-

sisting ) owing to its being the object of God's will ; because

God's will exists as a rule there, because it is a general

cause. Otherwise, there would be the contingency of the

effect not coming into existence. If ( it be argued that

)

the denotative power is a special connection with its
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nature along with God's will, and that exists not in the case

of the figurative ( words ) ; so, there would not be the blemish

referred to above, — then ( our reply is ) it is not so

;

because in that case there would perforce be its indescriba-

ble nature, and also there is no proof to postulate the exis-

tence of that kind of God. If ( it be argued that ) even the

natural denotative power of the word is non-existent on

account of its non-inclusion in the six categories ( of the

Vai3e§ikas
), ( the reply is )— then O ! What a big frighten-

ing argument this ( is ) ! As by one who advocates the

existence of the denotative power over and above the six

categories, is imagined the power to produce fire in the

case of grass, the seat of kindling wood and the jewel,— this

way being simpler,— but not this three-fold speciality depen-

dent upon fire, as that would be more cumbrous ; in the same
way, in the case of synonymous words like Ghata, Kalasa,

Kumbha etc., only one power producing the apprehension

referring to the mode of jarness is imagined, on account of

simplicity. Otherwise, there would be the impossibility of

grasping the relation of cause and effect owing to the viola-

tion of the rule. To the same effect is the Sutra of the

great sage ( Jaimini ) —

3 A TTT^Tf ^jr;
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' The word is connected with the meaning due to etymo-

logy.
'

( Mi Su. I. 1. 5 )

Therefore, that same is the principal function called Deno-
tation ( abhidhd ). Nor again should it be argued ( by you

)

that there would be the apprehension of the meaning even

on hearing the word Kumbha from the denotative power
understood in respect of the word Ghata on account of their

identity, because it is not understood as residing in there ;

like your ' intimate relation ', understand the Sakti-category

also of mine !

[ 27 ] Nor again should it be argued by you, that on
account of the possibility of the denotative power in the form
of the capacity of producing the apprehension of various

modes even in the case of the figurative (word) there would be
the undesirable position, viz. the destruction of the figura-

tive use (itself); otherwise, there would follow the disaster,

viz. the non-production of the effect, — ( the reply is )—
( 1 ) According to the view of the Anvitabhidhanavadins

(those who advocate that words already grammatically
connected, have the denotative power ), in the case of a

figurative word, the capacity to produce a connected appre-
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hension not being admitted, there could not be the butting

in of the denotative power, forming the capacity to produce

the connected apprehension, because Laksana is merely the

cause of remembrance only of the meaning of words. Be-

cause only in the case of a denotative word connected with

the figurative word is admitted the power to make one

comprehend connectedly. Even though all the words in the

glorificatory passages are figurative, there is no contradic-

tion in having the power to make one apprehend connected-

ly in the case of the injunctive word connected with it.

For this very reason, it is an established fact in the Sastras

that a figurative word cannot make one apprehend ( the

denotation ).

[ 28
] ( 2 ) According to the view of the Abhihitanva-

yavadins ( those who advocate that there is the subsequent

connection of the words denoting their meaning ) , however,

there being no possibility of the relation involved, as the

denotative power of the word merely points out the mean-

ing of the word, by the meaning of the word itself is

brought forth the meaning of the word connected with it,

which is fit for the connection with the meaning of the

sentence, — There, the figurative use is, verily, based upon
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the meaning of the word, and not based upon the word.

The meaning of the sentence also is indicated by the mean-

ings themselves of the words and not by the words, — thus

the indicative words would not have the contingency of

possessing the denotative power. In the case of the indica-

ted ( sense ), which is to be brought forth by the meaning

of the word established by the word, the practical method

about its being the object of the functioning of the word

takes place in ( successive ) order, being possessed of the

meaning of the sentence and the meaning of the words—
thus there is no blemish. And that sense of the denotative

word refers only in a general manner, on account of ( this

procedure involving ) simplicity, and also on account of the

absence of the blemishes— endlessness and violation, — and

does not refer to an individual particularised by that gene-

rality, because that would be cumbrous. As has been said—
1 Denotation does not reach the particular object, with

its power coming to an end in respect of a qualifying

attribute.

'

On account of the admission of the identity of the limiting

adjunct and the object possessing that, even from the de-

notative word of the limiting adjunct could be accounted for,
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the presence of the individual ; there is the intimate rela-

tion of the generality in respect of the individual in the

form of the genus and also in the form of the limitation of

the nature of the action * cooking ' etc. ; in the same way
( there is the intimate relation ) of ( the word ) denoting the

generality with the individual, ( that is to say ), the implica-

tion or indication — so ( argue ) others, ( Our reply is )
—

That is not ( right ), because we do not admit any intimate

relation, on account of the apprehension of identity' in cases

like a * dark jar ', and Indication not being admitted

there too.

[ 29 ] ( 3 ) According to the view of the Vedantins, in

the case of the Atman having the Sat-nature, involving

identity with everything, denotation in respect of merely

that, is not contradicted, owing to something particularised

having the form of the varied generality concerned, or by

admitting the generality bull-ness etc., that is indescribable.

Even if the denotative power is regarded as belonging to

the individual particularised by the limiting adjuncts, we do

not stand to lose anything. That ( denotative power ) also

is two-fold— ( 1 ) Convention, ( 2 ) Etymological usage.

* <8mT*R*r — 5*F^r —dropped inIO,
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There Convention is indeed declared as the combined

power functioning either on account of the unchallenged use

in all the regions, or as denoting the forms of bull and

others, as in the case of the words Aksa ( sense-organ ) etc.,

and of the words Bull and others. Etymological usage,

verily, is the functioning of the word, giving another sense

by its component parts intended for some other meaning,

as the word Soma having convention in respect of the moon,

has its power to denote Siva on the strength of the

etymology — one who stays with Uma, or as in the case of

the words Pacaka ( a cook ), Pankaja ( a lotus ) etc. It is for

this reason, that the convention is the most powerful factor,

that is ( as infallible as ) the Scripture, while etymological

meaning is just a
(
purport-) sentence. Therefore, in respect

of the words Mand^P^j Asvakarna etc., there is no connec-

tion with being the agent of the drinking of Manda etc, on

account of this being in contradiction with the maxim ( spe-

cifying the respective importance ) in the topic dealing

with Sruti, logical mark, ( etc )

,

Here again, apropos the relation of the stultified and

the stultifier, the states of being dependent upon another

* A drops en * A ^T$T%-.. 3 A ^'T^TT^Rf V A ^ffR^^T%£K*T>..



and not being dependent upon anything,— this alone is the

determining factor. Some say ( that the determining factor

is ) the state of presenting itself with delay and the state

of presenting itself quickly from the words.

Here in the case of words Pankaja and others, as the

nature of lotus etc., presents itself as a rule, and as that is

capable of being established by convention, there is the

chief function called Etymology-cum-convention. — So think

the followers of Bhatta and the Naiyayikas.

The followers of Prabhakara and the Vedantins, how-

ever, do not tolerate that. Though the word Go conveys

many senses, the particular form possessing the dewlap

etc., alone, as a rule presents itself ( to the mind ), on

account of the very frequent use ( of that word in that

sense ), and that of Sara and others, by its being men-

tioned along with other words, in like manner. Though the

power of the parts of the word Pankaja equally concerns

Kumuda and Padma lotuses, it is rightly confined to the

Padma on account of the very frequent use ( in that sense ).
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Nor again should it be said that there is invariably the

apprehension regarding the meaning of words from the

words associated with its functioning ; there being no

functioning in respect of the nature of Padma, there is no

apprehension in regard to the meaning from the word,

because apprehension is admitted in the meaning from the

word, even of the causal factors the agent etc., although

not expressed in ( so many ) words ; in respect of the mean-

ing from words only that which presents itself invariably

determines the connection with it. Otherwise, by not ad-

mitting the state of functioning in respect of what chara-

cterises the thing to be indicated, there would not be the

apprehension of the state of the bank etc., in the expression
1 The cow-pen on the Ganges ' etc.

[ 30 ] Or, let there be even the third function' Etymo-
logy-cum-convetion ;' nothing is lost by us. The subordi-

nate ( function ) also ( is ) two-fold—Laksanaand Qualitative

( Laksana ) . There ' Indication ' is the possible connection

( with the denotative sense ) as in the expression ' A
cow-pen on the Ganges ', the word Ganges denoting the

* A reads ^qft OTfereriM' ^ A ^pr^R%^R^r
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current has the function regarding the bank— the connec-

tion with it. Though here this ( Laksana ) has a direct

function with the denotative sense, it is the function of the

word indirectly, so there is no contradiction. And here

the basic factor is the impossibility of the connection with

what is to be pointed out. The Qualitative ( Laksana ) is

the connection ulth the qualities that are to be indicated

by the denotative function. As in the expression * Manavaka

is a lion ', there is of the word Lion the function in regard

to Manavaka who is possessed of those qualities, by the

indication of qualities, heroism and others residing in the

lion. For this very reason, Indication is more powerful

than the Qualitative, because the Qualitative is made up

of two functions. As has been said

—

c The apprehension not existing otherwise from the

object denoted is called Laksana. The function thereof is

accepted as qualitative on account of its connection with the

qualities to be indicated ( or of what is to be indicated )/

( Kumarila ).

[31] Some say that in such cases there is a different

subordinate function called Metaphor. Metaphor is the func-

% A i&K3\:^ ...
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tion ( of the word ) elsewhere on account of its unregulated

connection ; ( while ) Laksana is the function elsewhere by

an invariable connection. As in the case of expressions like

* The cots are shouting ', the connection of the cots with the

men is not invariable. But there is an invariable connection

between the current of the Ganges and the bank. — This

( reasoning ) is not ( right ) . Though there might be such

minor differences in this way, they can be included in

Laksana itself, because the connection with the denotative

sense is the same in both. But in the case of the Qualita-

tive which has two functions it cannot be included in Indica-

tion. Nor again is it right ( to say ) that the word Lion
having some function in respect of Manavaka on account

of the connection of similarity is Laksana itself; because

similarity cannot be apprehended when the word is under-

stood ; a possible connection ( with the denotative sense
)

would have nothing to establish itself, because its function

is admitted to be solely for the purpose of the apprehension

of something connected with it. Therefore the Qualitative

function is quite different on account of its dissimilarity

with Laksana— this appears to be proper from every point.
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As to the six-fold division spoken of by the gramma-

rians, viz.—
c A word may be ( 1 ) etymological, ( 2 ) etymological-

cum-conventional, ( 3 ) metaphorical, ( 4 ) primary, ( 5 ) indi-

cative and ( 6 ) qualitative— ( thus ) the word is described

as six-fold.

'

that has to be explained by taking into account other sub-

sidiary divisions of the primary and subordinate varieties

themselves. To explain the same — ( I ) Primary conven-

tional, ( 2 ) Etymological, ( 3 ) Etymological-cum-conven-

tional, — this is one triad in the case of the Principal, ( 4 )

Indicative, ( 5 ) Metaphorical, ( 6
)
Qualitative — this is the

second triad in respect of the Subordinate.

[ 32 ] There is another function called Suggestion —
so ( say ) the rhetoricians. They indeed having included the

Qualitative in Indication speak of the three-fold nature as

( 1 ) Denotation, ( 2 ) Indication, ( 3 ) Suggestion. There is

Suggestion conveying various meanings in respect of many
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things, after the use of the sentence ' The sun has set ',
—

1 Do not go far away ', ' Let the articles of merchandise be

removed ',
' Perform the Sandhya-ceremony ' etc. In these

cases there is neither the Denotative power nor Indication ;

but another function called Suggestion has to be accepted in

accordance with the ( law of
)
presence and absence of the

word alone. By that division, there is not the splitting of

the sentence, because that is admitted only when there is

the difference in the denotative and indicative meanings.

For this very reason, it ( Suggestion ) is not Presumption,

on account of the absence of a definite characteristic. For,

the word alone is ascertained to be the cause there by the

( law of) presence and absence. If Presumption is somehow
possible, then there would be the total annihilation of the

Word- ( means of) proof— because that ( Presumption) is

available everywhere. They also speak of subsidiary divi-

sions, viz. based upon Denotation, based upon Indication,

and based upon Suggestion.

( Our reply is )— That is not so. Because it has been

? A ss m it: * A ... Vnri*r^
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shown in the Vyakti-vkeka of ( Rajanaka ) Mahiman that it

( Word ) is included in Presumption. For, Word can sug-
gest only on the strength of invariable connection ; other-
wise there would be sheer anarchy. And further, on the
strength of that very connection, who can keep outside, the
inferences from the various intentions of the speaker ? In
respect of Inference, there is no scope for violation etc. If

again it cannot be included in Presumption, then let that

again be a function of the Word ; we do not lose anything
thereby.

Indication ( is ) also three-fold — ( 1 ) Ajahatsvartha

( where the primary sense is not adandoned ), ( 2 ) Jahat-

ajahatsvartha ( where the primary sense is partly abandon-

ed and partly not abandoned
) , ( 3 ) Jahatsvartha ( where

the primary sense is abandoned ). There the first ( Ajahat-

svartha ), by the very fact of the non-abandonment of the

denotative sense, leading to another ( sense ), equal to the

denotative power, is the strongest of the subordinate ones—
as in the expression — ' Let the curds be protected from

the crows ', used in the world, the word Crow has power to

refer to the crow and others on account of their being the

* A anrorcm.
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causes of injury. Or, in the expression — ' He lays on the

Srstis ' — here the word Srsti has power to refer to the

bricks that are to be laid in conformity with the Mantras,

on account of the preponderance of the Srsti-mantras.

Expressions like ' The Sona runs ' are however not an in-

stance ( of this kind of Laksmia
) ; for, there also, their con-

veying the primary sense is proper on account of the rela-

tion of identity. For this very reason, it has been laid down
by the venerable ( Patanjali ) author of the Mahdbhdsya,
ihat

1 The function of words is four-fold.

'

And the four-fold division refers to the nature of Genus,
Quality, Action and Substance. In such cases, there is the

gfnus ( Bull-ness ) in the expression— Bull etc. In expres-

sions like — White, Dark, there is quality. In expressions

like — Moving, there is action. In expressions like— Dittha
(a proper name ), there lies the very nature of the substance.

If Indication were to be admitted ( there ), that would go
counter to what has been stated above. This has been
explained with proper scrutiny in the Vdhjapadhja ( of

3 A ^ft ^[^- * A drops xf
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Bhartrhari). Those who admit the Samavaya relation,

may remain contented by ( calling it ) Indication where the

primary sense is abandoned.

Indication where the primary sense is partly abandoned

and partly not abandoned, is the function possible in one part

by the abandonment possible in another part. This also

is stronger than the Jahat-laksana and also than the Qualita-

tive, because it is connected with a part of the denotative

sense, as in the case of (the expressions ) like— ' That is

this Devadatta'. For here, there being contradiction re-

garding the simultaneous association with something parti-

cularised by that
(
past ) time, and the same particularised by

the present time, the very nature of Devadatta indicated

thereby is brought forth by the two words through the

possible Indication in one part. This same is spoken of as

' Part-Indication \ It should not be argued that owing to

the qualifying being stultified, there is no connection there,

but there is no Indication in the case of the qualified

— because that would merely be indulging in a technical

terminology, because it is admitted that only the counter-

entity involving the connection is ushered by the functioning

n
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power, and further there would be the undesirable result,

viz. the absence of Indication, on account of the stultification

of the qualified, even though there is the connection with

the qualifier. It should not be further argued— there

is Indication ( in respect of the qualifying ) owing to the

want of expectancy ; but in the case of the qualified

there would be no Indication owing to its being possessed

of expectancy, as in expressions like i The cow is not pemar-

nent \ — There being the connection with the non-perma-

nent nature in the entity particularised by cow-ness, the

cow-ness also would perforce be likewise, and so that ( cow-

ness ) also would be indicated,— thus it is the primary sense.

Thus Indication has become firm ; also the expression —
'Two in one', would be established by Laksana.

Again not only the two-fold nature of Indication is

known due to the division of Jahat-ajahat-svartha
; because

in expressions like ' the permanent bull ' there would be the

possibility of another Laksana also for the purpose of usher-

ing only the bullness, the Part-Indication being also wel]

* A ffjq^fi- sCfcT ar^q-: I * A drops sjfq"
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known and mere different terminology not being capable of

producing anything — there is also a third, Jahat-svartha,

functioning elsewhere by the total abandonment of the

primary sense as in ' A cow-pen on the Ganges' etc. This

( type of Laksana ) stronger than the Qualitative, but the

weakest of all Laksanas is not favoured, when there is the

possibility of any other functioning power, on account of the

contradiction of the primary sense in every way.

[ 33 ] Thus have been pointed out the functioning

powers of words, in accordance with the conclusive view itself

( accented bv us ). Xot even one of these deserves to exist

in respect of Brahman without a second. Apropos that,

first is propounded the impossibility of convention. Other

(
powers ) being based upon that ( convention ), there would

arise the denial of them by the denial itself of that. That

( convention ) is analysed by one going deep into the matter.

— Somewhere ( tins' is achieved ) from inference based upon

the logical mark — the activity concerned. As for instance,

regarding ( the expression )
' Bring the jar ',

immediately after

hearing the sentence, some one brings the object possessing

a tortolse-liko neck etc. Having actually noticed his process of

? A ana.
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bringing ( the jar ), having inferred the action as its cause,

one infers that action, as being produced by the promoting

knowledge on the strength of a similar type of action of

his own. And that knowledge, following the presence and

absence of words, there being no other cause forth-coming,

postulates the power of the word itself in establishing what

is to be done, viz. the bringing with a jar as its object, and

then one gradually concludes the power of each ( of the

words ) through the inclusion and the exclusion ( of the

words concerned )
— such is the order of the understanding

of the ( word- )
power.

In a similar manner, immediately on hearing the sen-

tence ' Congratulations I '
' O good one, a son is born to

you! ' etc., having inferred the ( rise of) joy through the cha-

racteristics, the blooming of the face etc., of the hearer and
there being no other cause forth-coming, the birth of the

son not being known by some other proof, having concluded

it ( the joy ) as being produced, having postulated this

sentence as the cause referring to that knowledge by apply-

X A 5T«$TR5r?aret



ing the rule of presence and absence—there is in order as

before the understanding of the power of each word. Follw-

ing the same line
(
tadvat ), here the knowledge of Brahman

cannot be the producing cause of activity etc. , and that

does not come within the province of any other proof ; so,

there is no scope for the understanding, of the Denotative

power in that case.

[ 34 ] Somewhere the understanding of Sakti is through

analogy. As for instance, in the case of a city- dweller who

has heard the sentence ' A Gavaya is like a bull. ', there is

the ascertainment (of the primary sense) of the word Gavaya,

through resemblance to the bull, on the strength of the

remembrance of the sentence heard before, when he per-

ceives another individual like a bull, perchance after he had

been to the forest.

[ 35 ] Somewhere ( the understanding of Sakti is )

through dissimilarity — as for instance, in the case of one

who has heard the condemnatory sentence,— ' Fie upon this

camel, with its very long neck, eating the rough thorns'

* A ... qfaTt sbRbW * A add3 1t*m after ^^'
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ete. , there is the ascertainment of the primary sense of the

word Karabha at the sight of the individual of that nature

as before; Both of these are not possible in the case of

Brahman, on account of its being void of similarity and dis-

similarity, and on account of no other means of proof being

available.

[ 36 ] Somewhere (the understanding of Sakti is) from

the sentence of a reliable person — as for instance f
( The

object
)
possessing a tortoise-like neck etc., is to be denoted

by the word Ghata \ It is not possible like that also here

( in the case of Brahman ), on account of the absence of a

word establishing the matter to be mentioned, because

that itself is the matter under consideration now.

[ 37 ] Somewhere ( the Saktigraha is ) from the case-

coordination of words with the meaning established, as for

instance, in (the expression )
c Here a cuckoo ( Pika ) coos on

the mango-tree \— there is the ascertainment of the deno-

tative sense of the word Pik'i, when the agent of the cooing

is established by Direct perception. As in (the (jxpvession)

' Thunderbolt in hand, thousand-eyed, smasher of for-

* A adds qj after qqj
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tresses' etc., particularised by the form of having the

thunderbolt in hand etc. . there is the ascertainment of the

denotative sense of the words, Purandara etc. — Here any-

thing like that is not possible, because in the case of that

( Brahman ), which is void of any distinction, all the words

have their meanings not established.

[ 38 ] Somewhere (the Saktigraha) is from the remain-

ing part of the sentence, as in the case of the words Yava,

Varaha etc. From the remaining part of the sentence

such as,

' When other herbs fade out, then these, verily, remain,

full of joy. ( The cows ) run after the Varaha ( Boar )

'

there is the ascertainment of the particular denotative

sense, by the exclusion of the Kangu-seed, and crow etc.

Or, as for instance, in the case of the words Svarga, Yiipa,

Ahavanlya ( fire of that name ), there is the ascertainment

of a super-mundane particular sense on account of the re-

maining part of the sentence — ' What is not mixed up with

&j\k dropped inA.
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misery' etc.,— anything like that too either, is not possible in

the case of Brahman, because the remaining part also of the

sentence cannot possibly have Brahman for its object. On
the strength of the remaining part of the sentence refer-

ring to some other matter, it is not right to ascertain any

denotative power referring to Brahman.

I say ( says the objector ) — There would be the com-

prehension of the denotative power from the remaining part

of the sentence in the case of Brahman, even though any

other method is impossible there. To explain the same —
When it is stated that the knowledge of Brahman is the

means for attaining the highest human purpose in ( the

passage
)

' The Brahman-knower secures the Highest

'

( Taitti. II. 1

)

with the expectancy to know what that Brahman is, ( the

Sruti )
points out to the characteristic of Brahman as

' Existence, Knowledge, Infinite ( is ) Brahman \

( Taitti. II. 1

)
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And subsequently if there is the establishment of power
regarding the word Brahman, verily, in the entity without

a second, established by the words Satya etc., — (then

our reply is )— No ( that is not so ), on account of the

impossibility of the distinction!ess ( Brahman ) being brought

home even from the words Satya etc. There also would

arise the fault of endlessness in running after another re-

maining part of the sentence.

If it be argued— Let there n t be Saktigraha from

the remaining part of the injunctive sentence, but there

would be Saktigraha from the remaining part of the prohi-

bitory sentence, on account of the possibility of the distinc-

tionless ( Brahman ) being brought home through the denial

of being prior etc., as in the passage

« This is that Brahman, not prior, not posterior ; not

inside, not outside ;— this Atman is Brahman.

'

(Brha. IL5. 19)

—
( our reply is ) — No. There being the denial of some

particularities by that
(
passage ), there is no establishment

of a distinctionless Brahman. If, however, there is the denial

* A *rr, 3T*g R ^ drops ^ott 3 ft^'"5rd dropped in 10,
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of all particularities, there would be no possibility of the

Saktisrraha, on account of the denial even of the denotation

of the word, and on account of the direct denial of (Brah-

man ) being the object denoted by the word, in the Sastra-

( or Sruti-
)
passage

' From which the words turn away '
( Taitti. II. 4 )

1 Which is grasped neither by the eye, nor by word '

(Mundfl. III. 1. 8)

etc. Thus is explained away also ( the passage
)

1 Neither gross, nor .atomic

'

( Byha. TIL 8. 8 )

etc. If it be argued — From the remaining part of the

passage in

' From which these beings are originated, by which

these when originated live, to which they go, into which

they enter — know that fully, that is Brahman '

(Taitti. III. n
the Saktigraha is possible in the case of Brahman parti-

* A ^znft s^effiR; * A jt%, $1% TOq^JT^
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cuiarised by being the material cause of the world,— ( our

reply is )
— Let that be possible there ( we have nothing to

do with it ). Where does the distinctionless thing come

in here ?

[ 39 ] For the same reason the etymological ( method )

is also not possible. For, it is based on convention consti-

tuted of the denotative power of the parts. If it be argued

— The word Brahman, being etymologically derived from

the root Brha meaning increase, addition, by the termi-

nation Man, as belonging to the Unadi-Siitras, has the deno-

tative sense of increase on the strength of the etymology,

and there would be in it the absence of any limitation of

space, time and the entity, on account of the absence of

contraction of that big ( thing, Brahman ). Therefore, on

the strength of the etymology itself, by the word Brahman

is spoken of, an entity void of all limitations. So^ also is

stated by the venerable author of the Bhasya ( Saiikara-

cilrva )—
' On account of the exigence of the connection with the

root Brha
'

( &• Bha- on L L l )
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Likewise, the etymological position of the word Atman is

pointed out in the Purana—
1 Inasmuch as, he secures, he takes to, he eats the

objects here, and in that there is his continuous existence,

therefore, he is described as Atman.

'

This means that Atman is the form from Apnoti ( J Ap ),

Adadati ( J Da with a ) , Atti (
„' Ad ), Atati

{
[J At )

.

Like that here also, the meaning of securing should be

understood as it is useful for the matter in hand. There,
on account of the absence of any contracting factor, by the
word Atman is pointed out on the strength of etymology the
all-pervading entity, bereft of all limitations. — ( Our reply
is ) — No. If this be the case, there would arise just the
synonymous state of the words Brahman and Atman, there
would be the repetition with the word Ananfca ( Infinite ),

and also there would arise the meaningless state of the
word Satya etc

, as a distinctionless thing cannot be grasped
by the understanding, there being no other means of proof
available, and also on account of the absence of the grasp of
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the object of the etymological power. In this way, the

etymological factor has to be discarded in the case of the

words Jnana and others.

[ 40 ] For this very reason, there ( can not be ) Indica-

tion also, owing to the impossibility of grasping the connec-

tion with a possible thing. Nor indeed is the forth-coming

of the nature of the thing indicated by Indication alone; for,

that is the cause of remembrance, and remembrance is

invariably produced by the prior knowledge. Although,

somehow or other, there might come forth ( the idea, under

standing of) the distinctionless, from the passage —Not gross,

— and others, the possible connection ( with the Laksya

)

being put out of question by itself, there is no possibility of

Brahman being the thing indicated from the passage —
Truth etc. What again is the Indication to be admitted

here ? ( It can ) not ( be ) Ajahat-svartha, because of the

unwelcome result viz. the understanding of something parti-

cularised, and on account of there being the unwelcome

non-connection, owing to the contradiction by the sentence-

That thou art, etc. Neither again is Jahat-Ajahatsvartha

1 A 3tfT ^T3^* * A *$fa ?
A ^ ^T5f
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also ; although it is possible in the case of Devadatta etc.,

that are understood from the other means of knowledge and

which can have a possible connection with that ( Indication ),

it has no scope in the case of something void of all connec-

tion, and which cannot be understood from other means of

knowledge. For this very reason, nor the Jahat-svartha

also; for, if that; is accepted, the indicated sense of the word

Truth etc. would be Non-truth etc,, like the bank indicated

by the word Ganga conveying the non-Ganga nature,

because the primary nature is totally abandoned. Nor is

the acceptance of the Qualitative ( Indication ) possible on

account of its being void of all similarity. The acceptance

of the Qualitative owing to the quality, being all-powerful

etc., even according to our demonstrated doctrine, is but a

show of his over-ingenuity by the venerable author ( Sarva-

jnatman ) of the Sarhksepa-Sdriraha — this is the traditional

view.

[41] Nor, again, is possible there the Vyanjana-power,

because it is not supported by any means of proof. Even if

it is supported by any means of proof, it would not be

functioning owing to the absence of connection. Therefore,

% a ^r*p<for
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because Brahman without a second is not the meaning of

the word, it has no connection with the import of the
sentence, because there the undifferentiated nature is not

proved on account of the difference between the meaning of

the words and the meaning of the sentence ; and if non-

difference is admitted, the meaning of the sentence would
be purposeless — by no device whatsoever there is possible

the realisation of the identity of Brahman without a second,

with the Atman. Therefore in this manner, from its

very nature, the mode, the object, the resort, the effect,

the cause, the knowledge removing the Avidya not

being pointed out, we do not see that the view that Atman
himself characterised by the removal of Avidya is salvation,

capable of being challenged. Thus dull-witted people, who
have not properly learnt under their preceptors, themselves

not quite clear in their minds put forth this prima-facie

view, — they have just to be pitied by the kind-hearted by

pointing out to them the proper method ( of understanding ).

[ 42 ] To this, we reply — As to what has been said—
Is the nature of knowledge true or false ? — we do not see

any fault in both the views in this case. Because sentiency,
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which is quite real and which is manifested by the direct

Realisation in the mind, produced by the means of proof, is

the remover of Ajnana because the function of the mind

being characterised by the nature of the cause, like the

nature of the staff ( as in the case of Dandl Devadattah ) is

not accepted as the cause, becau e it is established other-

wise. Even though the characterising factor is imagined,

the real nature of the thing characterised is not vitiated.

In such a case, as here — what appears as having the

nature of silver, is the substance, conch-shell . Thus
Logicians have admitted imaginary characterising connec-

tion with the cavity of the ear, in apprehending the sound
from the sky. The Mimamsakas admit the letters them-
selves as producing the right knowledge, — ( letters ) chara
cterised by the contact with the imaginary shortness, long-

ness etc.,— why should not such a case be applicable to us

as above ? Nor again is that to be accounted for by
admitting a real connection ; as there exists the mere
contact with the cavity of the ear, in its entirety, in the

otherwise there would be here anarchy. And that also

^ A a^lN^T^c^ ^ A drops 3t*t
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would be just imaginary on account of the absence of any

other real contact in the sky. Likewise, when the ramifica-

tions of the sound are apprehended as belonging to the

sound, there would be just anarchy on account of the non-

comprehension of distinction as regards the order of priority,

in the all-pervading letters, and therefore as there would

be the impossibility of understanding the meaning, we have

got to admit the comprehension of shortness etc., as residing

in the letters themselves,— and that would be all imagi-

nary. Further again, because they admit Anyatha-khyati,

according to their view, even a non-existing contact can be

a characteristic. But in our view, because we admit the

Anirvacanlya-khyati, there would rightly be existing the

power to bring into effect the effective action, on account of

its being different from non-existence. For this very reason,

there is no fault even if the direct realization in the mind

produced by the means of proof is admitted to destroy

the Ajfiana in the ease of the non-dual Sentiency, because
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although there is no real nature, existence for practical

purposes is admitted. Nor, further, is there the fault

viz. its being similar to the knowledge in dreams etc., for,

owing to the non-comprehension ( of the object ) its real

nature is not the producer of its authoritative nature, as

according to your view even though that exists in the case

of a jar etc., there exists not its authoritative nature, but

its referring to an unstultified object. And that surely

exists not in the case of the knowledge in dreams etc. For
this very reason, is discarded the view that Brahman also

being the object of false knowledge is false like a dream
etc., because from its very nature it is not the cause of false

nature. And the false nature from the point of view of

the object is not established owing to the absence of stulti-

fication. And because the unauthoritative nature is not

admitted even of the inference about fire, produced by the

illusion of smoke, because it concerns an object not stultified.

And because the inference about a real object from the re-

flection although imagined is authoritative, and because the
objects in the dream do indicate good fortune etc.. And

* A drops iron/fa • ^: * A sramAsfa
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because the continuity of some chants etc., sometimes
understood in dream, in the waking state stands unstultified.

—Thus even from the knowledge thab is dubbed as false, the

attainment in reality of Brahman is not open to question,

because the absence of stultification alone is the sine qua

non of a thing being real.

[ 43 ] In this way, the alternatives, being possessed

of a mode, or not being possessed of a mode also cannot

stand. Being with the mode is out of question, because it

is not admitted ( by us ) . Neither is it improper for some-

thing not possessed of a mode to be the remover of Ajnana,

because the removing of the Ajnana is due to the right

knowledge itself about the basis thereof. Where there is a

base with a mode, there is required the right knowledge

with the mode. But where the base is without a mode, there

is required ( only ) the modeless right knowledge itself,

because that alone is competent ( for the task ) there. Nor

in this manner would there be clumsiness in postulating

two ideas about the relation of cause and effect. Because

there is the persistence of the right knowledge of the base.



The nature of the base has for its object the Ajfiana, pro

ducing the illusion or it is raerelj" of the nature of the object

of Ajntina. Nor again should it be argued— if that be the

case there would be the unwelcome result, the removal of

Ajfiana of the form jar and others even from ( the know-

ledge ) what is to be known is a substance etc., like the

right knowledge of the object of the AdhisthdrM— because

the nature of being the object of knowledge is not ad)

mitted in only the object having a positive ( affirmative -

connection, that knowledge cannot cover all objects. The
knowledge, ' ( this is ) a substance '

, concerning itself with

the generality jarness etc., does not concern a particular

object although it concerns only the individual. Likewise

even in the case of knowledge, 'this',— it concerns only

the individual situated in front, and does not concern jarness

etc., because a doubt is entertained later on. Therefore

on account of this there is no unwelcome contingency of

the removal of Ajfiana about particularised objects
; ( and )

there would be the unwelcome contingency of the removal

of Ajfiana concerning all objects, from the cognition (I)

^ A OTlftOTrTTfa * A OTTTO^rawftSftar..
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know the object, even though the qualifying factor, viz. a

similar mode is thrown in. Even in the case of jarness

etc., which can be the object of knowledge, the know
ledge is possessed of the mode jar-ness etc. For this

very reason, even though the qualifying factor as not

having the mode of the genus-quality is thrown in, there

is no clearing away of the field. Because from the know-

ledge ' the object of knowledge is the jar ' etc., there would

follow the absence of the removal of Ajnana having the

form of a jar etc., and there would be the absence of conti

nuity of being the mode and the object, and mode and the

non-object etc. If it is argued— in order to get rid of this

fault a particularised relation of cause and effect should be

entertained, (so that ) there would be the perishable nature

on account of the Ajnana about a jar and the destructive

nature by the nature itself of the right knowledge with the

mode jar-ness, ( and ) this ( would be the state of things )

everywhere ;
— ( our reply is )— then in that case, the

relation of cause and effect being different everywhere,

( the reasonable view should be ) where ( the s cause and

effect ' relation ) does not become completely effective

without which qualifying factor, there only that much

I A drops 3Tft*TO3Rirc — ^ •' ^feWcfTSRJR -t»
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should be accepted. And here in this case, the relation

of cause and effect being properly accounted for by the

right knowledge of Brahman itself owing to the removal

of Ajiiana about Brahman, the qualifying factor, having

the mode of being Brahman, should not be accepted on

account of its being clumsy (to do so ) , on account of its

serving no purpose and on account of the contradiction

For this very reason, on account of the absence of the conti-

nuity of the nature of being fit for practical dealings in the

relation of cause and effect, due to the knowledge of ( things

)

fit for practical dealings on account of its having practical

dealings, when it culminates into something particular owing

to its possessing the knowledge of ' a jar ' etc., owing to

the practical dealing with the jar, the relation of cause and

effect is entertained by the possession of the knowledge of

the jar itself, owing to the practical dealing associated with

the knowledge of a jar ; not on account of the possession

of the knowledge of a jar, on account of its being clumsy

( to do so ), on account of its serving no purpose, and on

account of the contradiction, That the knowledge of a jar

itself establishes its self-illumining nature owing to its being

the cause of practical dealings regarding itself— this is

quite another matter. Or, the right knowledge about the
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same object possessing only the generality-nature without

any particular mode, is the cause of the removal of Ajiiana.

Here, the expression * generality ' is put in to ward off

the fault of being over-extensive, in the case of the know-

ledge '(This is) the object of knowledge \ (The expression)
1 only ' is put in as the qualifying factor, in order to ward

off the fault of being less extensive in ( cognitions ) like ' a

jar is the object of knowledge
' ; so that ' this ' would be

continuing in something modeless and in that having a

particular mode. Nor does this involve being less extensive

in the case of cognition which has the mode of generality

only , because there is no doubt perceived such as ' this

'

or 'not this', ' object-of-knowledge ' or c no-object-of know-

ledge', because when you do not admit the cognition

having the mode only of generality, it is improper to ward

it off. And here, however, the qualifying factor 'right

knowledge ', not challenged by any doubt about ;its unautho-

ritative nature should be understood everywhere. And that

is, not being affected by the parapharnelia of doubt about its

unauthoritativeness or its not being associated with a parti-

cular fault, so, there would not be any violation in

A RWiK^I * A *R



respect of cognition soiled by improbability etc. For surely

a cause not producing the effect under the force of obstruc-

tion does not cease to be a cause.

[ 44 ] As to ( what is stated about ) the cognition having

a definite form about the existence because it is admitted

as the remover of Ajntina ; and because the cognition which

has not attained to the state of repetition not being pos-

sessed of that form, there would be no violation of the

rule even without the qualifying factor spoken of— that is

wrong. What kind of non-ascertainment of the existence

can there be in the case of cognition pointing out to only

one end, produced by means of proof, having an object

neither more nor less, from the cognition having a definite

form of existence, so that there would be no violation of the

rule ? If
(
you say that there is ) the absence of certainty,

( our reply is ) — no. For, here also has been admitted

the certainty as being different from doubt or as having

a particular genus. Certainty is being opposed to doubt

etc., — that however exists not here, owing to the doubt

etc., being noticed later on,— if
(
you argue like that )

,

then you have come to the right path. And we do not see

^ A drops =tf
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that it is different from being unchallenged by any doubt

about the unauthoritative nature spoken of by us— enough

of these stupid vapourings of an uncultured one !

[ 45 ] Now, I say (says the objector)— this
(
your

view ) is over-extensive in respect of the indeterminate esta-

blished by the view of the Logicians, because that possesses

the form spoken of and has the capacity to remove Ajfiana.

In that connection, owing to the absence of ( other ) means of

proof, the cognition of the qualifying attribute being the

cause with reference only to the particularised cognition,

even in the case of the particular knowledge in the form
* This is a jar ', there is not the nature of the cause by its

being the qualifying knowledge itself; that it is produced by

the knowledge of the qualifying attribute is inferred by the

illustrative instance of the cognition in the form ' A man

possessed of a staff ' etc. And if it is argued that that cogni-

tion becomes established as unparticularised its elf, otherwise

there would be the danger of endlessness— ( our reply is )
—

no. No means of proof other than Direct Perception and

Inference exists for the nature of the particularised cogni-

tion being characterised be the nature of the product. And

1 A drops q- * A ... %^ft[ 3 A 3^f%gf4WT3"
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even though it is there, the relation of cause and effect in

the form of Direct Perception etc. being essential, and that

being postulated, verily, in the form of the qualifying and

the qualified, the close contact with the sense-organs etc

,

another unusual relation of cause and effect need not be

thought of. And that being admitted as always inferable,

there can not be the possibility of another means of proof

also. If you, however, desire its having the same form,

in company with the Tarkikas, then you will have to qualify

* the right knowledge ' as ' having a nature directly per-

ceivable \ Because the i indeterminate ' established by the

Logicians being always inferable has not a directly per-

ceivable nature. According to our view, however, there

is no blemish whatsoever, because that is directly cognisable

by the Witness.

[ 46 ] Therefore, this is what the whole sense boils

down to. The nature of directly perceivable right know-

ledge which is possessed of only the attribute of generality,

without any particular mode, and is not associated with

particular blemishes referring to the common object, is



being the remover of Ajnana, characterising being the

remover of Ajnana. Being directly perceivable is meant

to be understood from its nature and its object, and so it

cannot be over-extensive respecting Inference etc* and the

indeterminate.

(If the objector argues)— if Brahman is not pos-

sessed of Dharmas and the nature of object also is im-

possible there, the knowledge of its object also is difficult to

have ; for, being the object is the state of Karman; if that

is admitted, then that being habituated to giving the fruit

of action, it would perforce be non-sentient like jar etc.

.

If it is argued that its knowledge, verily, possibly referring

to its object would be the remover of that Ajnana— ( our

reply is )
— no. Because only something having a common

object is characterised by the nature of being the remover ;

otherwise, there would be all anarchy. And there would

be the absurdity of the Vedanta passages not being the

authority, by the non-production of cognition about that
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object. Further, you cannot say that it has the nature

of being the remover of Ajiiana and by that very nature,

being the remover of that Ajiiana, its being the object is

stated metaphorically. Because tjiere is the fault of mutual

interdependence— there is the nature of being the remover

of Ajiiana owing to its being the object of that; and by

that { being the remover of Ajiiana ) it is the object of that.

Further, nowhere is it established that one is the remover

of Ajiiana, merely by being the object* Because that itself

is now being considered, if it be argued that the nature of

being an object which is imagined, cannot lead to its being

the object — ( our reply is ) no ; because nowhere have we

admitted the real nature of the object, its being there for

mere practical dealings is common ( to both ).

[ 47 ] In this connection we say — Though it is impos-

sible for Brahman to have the nature of the object of

knowledge, the knowledge has Brahman for its object, and

that ( having Brahman for its object ) is either the nature

of perceiving the original object or quite something else in-



describable. Nor should it be argued — How can the

nature of an object be residing in knowledge on account of

something apart from a substance, not being the resort of

the Dharmas produced ? And if they are not produced there

would be just anarchy, and that cannot bear scrutiny — for,

the knowledge also is a substance because it is a transform-

ation of the inner sense-organ, and even though it has no

nature of a substance, there can be no contradiction regard-

ing the resort of the Dharmas produced, and the termino-

logy ' substance ' etc. serves no purpose. The nature of an

object is some form, and that too is different for each object.

Therefore, because of the removal of Ajnana not over-exten-

sive being quite possible by the direct right knowledge

itself in the form of Brahman, the qualifying attribute —
not having the mode of generality — is not wanted as the

direct right knowledge having the form of the nature of

beino* the remover of Ajnana persists everywhere. And

further, it is not possible even to think of the cognition in the

form 'this
?

as < having the form of jar', because the diffe-

rence in form is directly perceivable by the Witness quite

distinctly. Otherwise it would be possible to state shame-

? A srrarc: * & sF*tfrsif 3 & rap^Trfa
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lessly that both, these cognitions have just only one mode.

In such cases, realisation alone is the ( last ) resort. And
that is equally available in the present case.

[ 48 ] Or, let there be an imagined nature of object even

in the case of Brahman ; but it should not be argued that

the nature of Karman involves ( Brahman's ) being non-

sentient, because only the nature of object which has a com-

mon existence with itself, produces the nature of Karman,
and that is possible ( only ) in jar and others, because even

both of them stand on the same footing, existing for practi-

cal dealing. But in the case of Brahman which has ' real

existence', the nature of being an object even concerned

with practical dealing, is not common as there is the absence

of ' real existing nature ' — thus what is not accounted for

here ? Thus ( by taking such a view ), the Sruti
(
passage )

4 Him, ( the Purusa
) propounded in the Upanisads

'

( Brha. III. 9. 26 )

would also be properly respected.
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Or, being the object of sentiency itself is the producing

cause of non-sentieney, but not also being the object of the

functioning. Because that would be the idea in conformity

with the Sruti-passagea propounding both these, such as

—

' From whom words turn away '

( Taifcti. II. 4

)

' It is neither perceived by the eye, nor by words

'

( Mu. III. 1. 8 )

* But I am asking you about that Purusa propounded

in the Upanisads

'

( B?ha. III. 9. 26 )

' One who does not know the Vedas, cannot think of

that vast one

'

(^J5
-
4

)

« What is fit to be known only by the Vedas

'

( Brha. V. I

)

As to what they say that the Sastra-authors have

disproved merely its being pervaded the fruit ; some argue

that being pervaded by the fruit itself, is the producing

cause of non-sentient nature, because it has been stated

that for the destruction of -Ajfiana about Brahman is needed

invariable association with its functioning — ( to this we
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reply) that is not so. Because the sentient nature itself

manifested by the functioning of the mind, and produced by

the means of proof, is designated in the Sastra as the nature

of the fruit ; and if riot being pervaded by that itself is

the producing cause of non-sentient nature, there would not

be the non-sentient nature of entities appearing to the

Witness also, like that of Brahman. The activity of senti-

eney does exist, however, everywhere, characterised by the

difference from * Cit \ and that same is the producing cause

of non-sentient nature. Even in the Karika, given as an

instance, the word fruit must be understood as pointing

out only to the sentiency, but not to being the object of the

functioning. There does exist invariably the nature of the

object of sentiency affected by it, because the functioning

rightly takes its place as involving the form of the ' Cit
'

within. It has been said—
' In the case of the origination of the complete sky,

verily, it exists in conformity with the nature of the Viyat-

entity itself, not from any producing cause ; the same
obtains in the case of the jar, on account of the perception

of the ideas.

'

\ A drops g r A ^335... 3 A ^isrp
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The nature of jar, pain etc ., is caused by the Dharma

etc., of the Understanding. The invariable association with

the comprehension of the self-established entity is in confor-

mity with the entity.
'

( Brha. Va. Ka. 543-544 )

In the same manner, the non-sentient nature being the

object of the sentiency cannot, verily, be avoided; as

the sentiency affected by the functioning, having Itself

the form of sentiency, cannot be pervaded by it, ( the

existence of ) another fruit in a fruit being out of question.

In the case, however, of those that are different from it

and are by themselves lacking comprehension, the invariable

concomitance with it has got necessarily to be resorted to,

thus there is no fault whatsoever. As has been said —
' What Sariivit has been agreed to as the fruit in the

case of outside objects of knowledge, that same here is

the thing to be known on the strength of the Vedanta-

passages.

'

( Pafica. 8. 11)
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[ 49
J
I say ( says the objector )

—why then is not admit-

ted the imaginary mode also like the imaginary nature of

the object in this way ? In that case, there would not be any

trouble about imagining the nature of cause~and-effect etc.,

spoken of—( our reply is )
— Not so. As the mode has for

its counter-entity, the particular nature of what is being

presented, the object of knowledge has got to be spoken of

as particularised And further, the knowledge not being the

remover of its object, there would not be the removal of

its mode — an undesirable contingency. And in the case

of what is not perceivable by the pure sentiency, there

could not be the possibility of its being the remover of the

Ajnana perceivable by the pure sentiency ; and because only

the presentation by the sentiency not tinged by anything

else, has the capacity of removing the Ajnana in the afore-

said manner. In the case of being the object, however, the

state of being perceivable by sentiency not tinged by any-

thing else is proper, because though it is fit to be known by
the Witness who presents that knowledge, it is not the

object of that knowledge — that is the difference ( between
the visaya and prakdra ). Therefore, it is proper that the

* A adds ^j^ after %^|tf?qrr'rN^q-



modeless knowledge can have Brahman for its object. For

this very reason, although at the first moment, the function-

ing and the object functioning are fit to be presented by the

Witness, there is no contradiction of the functioning with

the indeterminate nature. Because that ( functioning ) be-

ing produced from the words fortified by logical reasoning

investigating the meaning of the word, has the form of

mere Sentiency without a second, this same is spoken of as

the state of the result of the means of proof. At the second

moment, however, by the functioning gathering strength by

the grasping of the form of mere ' Cit ' is removed the

Ajnana, associated w.th the pure ' Cit', as by the functioning

of grasping the form of the rope, the Ajtiana concerning it-

Thereupon follows the removal of the super-imposition of

the divisions, Ahamkara, Jiva, Brahman etc, because the

destruction itself of the constituent cause is the cause of

the destruction of the unscreened constituents, and AjMna

itself is the constituent cause of that ( super-imposition )

.

Thereupon ( follows ) along with that, or subsequent to that,

the removal of the manifesting functioning of the sentiency,

which is the constituent of that. Thus comes about also the

removal of the super-impositions of the body, sense-organs
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etc. Thus, over and above that, there being no limiting

factor, only the unscreened Caitanya remains, void of the

divisions Jlva, Brahman and the world, with the Ajnana

and its products all swallowed up, and flashing up always in

the form of self illumination and the highest bliss, — this

same is spoken of as the Salvation-state. As Ajnana, again,

being beglnningless is not something produced, and another

beginning! ess Ajnana is not admitted ; when the only one

Ajnana-individual, which is the constituent cause of every-

thing is totally removed, the paraphernalia, its effect, knower

etc. also, being totally removed, there is no return again of

the Samsara.

\ 50 ] By this argument is removed also the doubt

whetlur that knowledge is removable by itself or by some-

thing else, because that is fit to be removed by the destruc-

tion of its cause. It is a, matter beyond dispute for all, that

the destination of the constituent cause causes the destruc-

tion of the effect. There is no blemish either even though

( it is held that ) it is fit to be removed by itself along with

the Avidya in its foim as the perceivable. If there is the
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identity of the limitations of the nature of thing to be

removed and that of the remover, there would be the viola-

tion of the rule about moments. In this case, there is the

removing nature on account of the particularised right

knowledge mentioned before and the nature of being fit to

be removed on account of its being perceivable,— so there

is no fault referred to.

( The objector says )
— Well then, when the Ajxiana

which is the cause of the super-imposition in dream etc., is

removed by the knowledge of the means of proof, the

waking state etc., there would not be again the super-impo-

sition in dream etc., because the reasoning adumbrated ( by

you } is the same. If it is admitted that there are many

Ajnanas there, the same is possible in the case of Atman as

well, and so there would be the unwelcome result — the

absence of relief in Salvation. ( Another objector says )
—

It is for this very absence of propriety, that the removal of

Ajnana is not accepted there. Like the screening of illusion

about a stream of water by the illusion about the serpent

on one and the same unknown rope, here is effected merely

the screening of the illusion about dream etc., even by the

illusion about the waking state etc. The removal of Ajnana,
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however, is from the realisation itself of the identity of

Brahman and Atrnan, and so there is not the unwelcome

result, — the absence of relief in Salvation. (The first

objector says )
— Not thus. Even from the realisation of

the identity of Brahman and Atman, there is not the possi-

bility of the removal of Ajfiana. Because nowhere indeed is

seen the removal of Ajfiana from the knowledge. Thus

(
you are in the state of a person described as one by whom)

' the capital itself is defrauded, of one who was hankering

after the interest \

Here we say — Even under both conditions there is no

impossibility. To explain the same — Even according to

the view which admits the removal of the super-imposition

in dream etc., from the knowledge in the waking state etc.,

because the original Ajfiana itself is held to be possessed of

many various powers, even when one power is destroyed,

by another power is possible the repetition again of other

dreams etc. But when the original Ajfiana possessed of all

powers is removed, there being no other cause possible,

because a second ( Ajfiana ) like that not being admitted,

there cannot be again the origination of the super-imposi-

^ A adds srfq- after fRTTS;
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tions of Ahamkara etc. Thus is established the non-return
again. There is again no blemish either, even if the
removal of Ajfiana by the knowledge of the rope etc., is

admitted. Because only the pure ' Cit ' can possibly be the
resort of the object of Ajfiana. That is not accepted to
exist in the non-sentient owing to the absence of the means
of proof and the purpose.

Further, it should not be argued that if Ajfiana has
the pure ' Cit ' as its resort, how can take place its removal
by the Jfiana in the form of the functioning of the mind,
having a different resor-t ? And Jfiana being a product
could not possibly have the pure ' Cit ' as its resort, because
that ' Cit ' has an immutable nature, and Ajfiana being

beginningless cannot destroy its immutable nature, as we
have stated acsordingly. ( Our reply is ) — In the case of

the Caitanya and the mind, owing to the super-imposition

of identity, even the attributes of the mind cannot be going

away from the attribute of sentiency. It has been said by

the venerable author ( Padmapadacarya ) of the Panca-

pad Ted—

* A drops ^^f^



' Bliss, realisation of the object, eternal nature — these

are the attributes ( of Oaitanya ) ; though identical they

appear to be as though apart from Caitanya.

'

Even the Logicians admit the comprehension of the sound

resorting to the great Akasa through its intimate connec-

tion with the Aka^a limited by the hollow of the ear.

Although screened, the identity of the natures does not

disappear, — thus is accounted for, the state of having a

common abode in the case of Jnana and Ajnana.

Further, it should not be argued by you — Jnana is

nowhere seen as the remover of Avidya, so it cannot be

thought of in that capacity even in the case of the know-

ledge of Brahman. (Our reply is)— Not indeed do we
establish the knowledge of Brahman being the remover of

Ajnana from Inference, in which case there would arise

the necessity of an illustrative instance for the sake of

grasping the invariable concomitance ; but wei say ( that it

is established ) by the Sruti and by Verbal Presumption.

In that connection, there is the Sruti- passage for the matter

of that,

\ A ^^TcTT^r ^ & drops ^
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' Having known that alone, one goes beyond death.

'

( Vft. Sa. XXXI. 18 ;
Svetfi. III. 8, VI. 15 )

— Death ( is ) Avidya. ; this is well-established in the

Sastra. Likewise, through the nature of reality,

' There is the removal of the world-illusion at the end

further again

'

( Svetft. I. 10 ;
Nil. Pa. IX. 9 )

And ( there is the following ) Smrti (
passage )

' For this my divine illusion constituted of 'guuas' ( is)

difficult to surmount ; who take refuge in (or, worship) me

alone, they cross over this illusion.

'

( Gita VII. 1-i

)

' But ( in ) whose ( ease ) that ignorance of the soul is

destroyed by knowledge, their knowledge like the Sun

reveals ( or causes to shine forth ) that Supreme.

'

( Glta V. 16 )

etc. To the same effect ( are the passages ),

' One who knows Brahman becomes Brahman itself.

'

( Mundaka. IIL 2. 9 )
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< The knower of Atman crosses over grief.

'

( Cha. VII. 1. 3

)

e A bow to that Jnanatman known through his

wonderful power, with whom established in the heart, the

Yogin crosses over the wide-spread Avidya.

'

etc. And also the Verbal Presumption in

f You make one cross the farthest end of Avidya.

'

( Prafoo. VI. 8 )

and other passages. Because identity with Brahman from

the realisation of Brahman, spoken of in the Sruti-passages,

cannot be accounted for without the removal of the inter-

vening Ajnana,— it points out to the removal of Ajnana by

the Realisation. From ( the passages in ) the Srutis and

Smrtis such as —
< Enveloped, verily, by Untruth

'

( Cha. VIII. 3. 2 )

* Covered up with mist

'

( R. Sa. I. 82. 7 )

? A drops ff
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' Your heart became something else

'

' Knowledge is covered up with ignorance ; by that

are bewildered the creatures.

'

( Gita V. 15 )

etc., it is known that Ajnana alone comes in the way of

salvation.

[ 51 ] And further, one whose Jnana-eye is rendered

pure through the collyrium in the form of devotion to the

divine Lord of the. Nila mountain experiences the removal of

Ajnana by Direct Perception itself. What ( room for ) any

different opinion there ? If, however, in the case of some

one Ajnana could not be turning away when the knowledge

of Reality is produced, then there ( Jnana ) would not be

the cause on account of the violation of the rule on that

account ; but that is nowhere seen, because it is admitted

that there is the removal of Ajnana by the right knowledge

of oneness alone. Because the presentation of Jiva as

different is just mere illusion like the appearance of another

Jiva in dream etc. We shall speak later on of its validity

in the case of the Living-Liberation. By this ( argument

)
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is brushed away ( contention )
—

Ajnana is not to be removed by Jilana

Because it is possessed of a beginningless nature.

Like the ( existence
)
positive nature

because it is contradicted by the Sruti and Smrti passages

mentioned above. Further ( we ask you )
— What kind of

positive nature is there which makes the Ajnana indestru-

ctible— ( is it) existence, or a characteristic of the nature

of negation ? Apropos the first ( alternative ) , it is not

established in the case of Ajnana, which is different from

( both ) Sat and Asat, because it cannot be associated with

existence being of the nature which cannot be stultified

by all means of proof. Apropos the second ( alternative ),

it cannot be the producing cause of an indestructible nature,

because there is no suitable logical reasoning, and is driven

away by an unfavourable logical reasoning, and because

only the ' Sattva' ( existent nature ) can be the ( effective
)

cause of the indestructible nature of Atman.

I A m^ A snc*?^ ~< & Added s=sq% after swtst^
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Further, it is not that there is no scope for the compre-

hension of the invariable concomitance on account of the

absence of the Sat-nature in anything apart from Atman,
because the absence of the Sat-nature is established as

being apart because it produces the destructible nature.

Thus, it is concluded that the Ajnana is destructible, even

on the ground of its being perceivable, limited and non-senti"

ent. And it is proclaimed to have a destructible nature ( dis~

tinctly and ) singly in so many words by passages like —
' At the end— the removal of Vi^va-illusion further

again
*

( $veta. I 10 ; Na. Pa. IX. 9 )

Neither can there be the undesirable contingency, that it

would not be stultified like Brahman^ if it were the province

of Sruti, because only being the province of the purport of

the Sruti is the cause of non-stultification. And in the

case of the Sruti with a definite purpose, its purport in

respect of what is not known by other means of proof is

ascertained by the six-fold characteristics — Introduction

etc. . As Ajnana, however, is established directly by the

Witness in the form i I am ignorant ', there is no purpose

\ Ao^mfR^^ *W ••• wi^ft^l * dropped in A
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served in propounding that. And so it cannot be the

province of the purport of the Sruti, because the purport

( of the Sruti ) is ascertained in respect of Brahman alone

in the manner to be stated later on. It being so in the

case of Ajnana possessed of a positive nature and, verily,

established by the Witness, is established by Inference etc.,

its being different from negation etc., and so there is no

flaw whatsoever. Even a false connection like
c This one

is possessed of the knowledge of silver in the conch-shell
'

becomes the province of the real knowledge, ( then ) why
should not that obtain in our case ?

By this ( reasoning ) Ajnana not being capable of being

removed by some proof if it is the object of the means of

proof, and if it is not the object of the means of proof, it is

possessed of a false nature, like the horn of a hare etc.,

because its self-illumining nature is not admitted — all this

is brushed aside. Even though it is not the object of the

means of proof by its very nature, Its being established

by the Witness is admitted, and it shares in the features of

illusion and right knowledge. As has been stated —

•
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' This, verily, is the characteristic pointing out to the

Avidya-nature in the case of Avidya, not tolerating the

scrutiny by the means of proof, and desired as a peculiar

feature.

The Avidya in the case of a person is imagined the

Avidya itself by non-establishment. This Avidya, however,

functions nowhere from the point of view of Brahman.

'

( Brha. Va. Karika. 181, 176 )

Therefore, Avidya also being super-imposed upon the

Atman like the serpent on _a rope, its removal by the know-

ledge of the nature of the Atman stands to reason.

[ 52 ] It has been said ( by you )— Is that Jnana direct

or indirect ? — We say ( respecting this ), it is direct

alone. (The objector says)—-The impossibility of there

being a means of knowledge has already been stated by us,

because the word has the nature of producing indirect

knowledge ; and here there is no possibility of any other

cause.
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in this connection, some, afraid of the Logicians, admit-

ting only the indirect knowledge ( as produced ) from the

word, speak of direct knowledge from the mind, associated

with the Bhavanas.

Others, however, think — From the word is produced

prima facie only the indirect knowledge, that being the

nature of the instruments ( of knowledge ). Later on, how-

ever, from the word itself associated with hearing, thinking,

meditating etc., arises the direct knowledge, as from the

sense-organs associated with the impressions, recognition.

Now the first alternative ( that the knowledge is in-

direct ) is, for the matter of that, improper. Otherwise, if

that Jfiana is produced by the Bhavanas it would be un-

authoritative— an undesirable result, like the clear percep-

tion of the beloved who is away in the case of a love-sick

person pondering over the beloved.

I say ( says the objector ) there,— being produced by

the Bhavana is not the cause of the unauthoritative nature

1 A ... fafi^i^HW^flcTT^ * A sf^qrfera; 3 A adds

flsfsCT after ERRTgc^
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but having its object stultified. In the case of the illusion

of silver etc., in the conch-shell, without even requiring
any Bhavana, its unauthoritative nature is admitted as

due to the stultification itself. In the case of Brahman,
however, which is beyond the ken of all means of proof, as

there is no possibility of any stultification, the authoritative

nature of the ( result ) produced by the knowledge of the
Bhavana does not become vitiated. And further, on account

of the Bhavana being found out as a flaw in the case of the

illusion about the distant beloved etc., there would not be

in the case of the realisation of Brahman any illusory nature

due to its being produced by a flaw, even when produced by
that. For, like the nature of the object stultified, being

produced by some flaw also, is the cause of the illusory

nature. To the same effect is stated by the venerable

author of the commentary on Purva-Mimamsa

' In whose case, there is the instrument of knowledge

which is full of flaw, and where there is the conviction that

it is false— that alone is untrustworthy, not any other.

'

( ML Bhii. I. 1. 6.

)
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and also by the venerable author of the Vartika

—

' Therefore, the authoritative nature of the knowledge

arises from its being constituted of enlightenment. Any-

thing else, however, is brushed aside because it is a faulty

knowledge arising from some cause.

'

( Mi Va. Co. Su. Karika. 53

)

—here two causes of the unauthoritative nature have been

given as being equally potent. Therefore, even though

there is the absence of stultification, one must speak of the

unauthoritative nature when it is produced by some flaw,

Though Bhavana is possessed of a flaw at times, it cannot be

conclusively spoken of as being faulty everywhere. Other-

wise, in the case of a yellow substance which is the cause

of the illusion about the yellowness in the conch, it would

be the cause of producing unauthoritative nature even in

respect of the knowledge about its own object. And there

would be the supposition of the stultification of the object

itself producing the flaw simply because some flaw is admit-

ted to exist somewhere. And further also, there would be

the admission of the authoritative nature of inference and

1 A gjfa^frf^



others, even though produced by the faulty instruments of

knowledge, because there exists the non-stultification of the
object. Otherwise, the whole thing would merely boil down
to technical terminology. The venerable authors of the

Mimaiiisa-bhasya and V&rtikas also have spoken of what
is deduced by the faulty instruments of knowledge as the

cause of unauthoritative nature, because that is, verily, in

invariable concomitance with the object that is stultified,

and not in an independent manner. Therefore, the know-

ledge of Brahman even though arising from Bhavana may
have the authoritative nature because it is not stultified,

( Our reply is ) — Not so, the Bhavana produced by

the indirect knowledge cannot possibly produce direct know-

ledge. Not indeed does the inferential knowledge about

fire, although repeated a thousand times, lead to the direct

presentation of the fire. Because it is a rule that only

that knowledge which is being produced without the para-

phernalia necessary for the right knowledge is unauthori-

l A q(^*rnrPTTSR5rrT%: ^ ^ ^iPt^Wc-ts^t^ ... 3 A ... srwic^,
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tative. Otherwise, even in the ease of the sentences

uttered by human beings, such as * One should bow down to

the shrine, desirous of securing heaven ' there would not

be the unauthoritative nature owing to the absence of the

stultification of the object. For, not indeed is there any

means of proof ( to ensure ) that the salutation to the shrine

is a means of securing heaven, because the means for supra-

mundane welfare and the absence thereof, are to be known

only from the Vedas, there being no room for any other

means of proof; while in the case of words uttered by

human beings, they are authoritative only when they are

based upon some other means of proof. If it be argued that

the unauthoritative natme exists there on account of the

absence of any base, because of
v
,the possibility of illusory

knowledge, in the case of human beings, ( our reply is )
—

the same obtains even in the present case.

It should not be argued ( by you ), that in the present

case, there is no baselessness as the Word-proof is the base,

because if th§ authoritative nature is admitted as being

V A ^OTrciT^ren* H A adds stisrtot-' afterg^
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due to mutual discussion ( etc., ) there would be the un-

desirable contingency of violating the self-authoritative

nature profounded in the previous ( Purvamlmathsa ) Doc-
trine, and because here, it is right that there should be the

authoritative nature of the word itself, as it is necessary.

If it be said that, here we suppose that there is the autho-

ritative nature, although not seen elsewhere, on account of

the result not capable of being accounted for otherwise,

—

( our reply is ) No ; there is no proof for the supposition of

some other unusual means of proof, as the result can be

accounted for by the means of proof ( already ) admitted.

You also will have to suppose that the indirect Bhavana

is concerned with a direct object, and any other means

of proof in that case is not seen elsewhere. Instead of

supposing the two ( things mentioned above ), it is better

to suppose that the word itself is concerned only with the

direct object, where the authoritative nature is taken for

granted ; because the supposition about Dharmas is less

clumsy than that about the Dharmin ( the entity possessed

of Dharmas )

.

[ 53 ] Well then, let the mind itself be ( regarded as

)

authoritative here ( says the objector )— ( our reply is )
—

Is it associated with Bhavana ov merely on its own?



Apropos the first ( alternative ), there accrues the flaw

already spoken of before. For, the rule is— the special

cause, resorting to which the mind produces right know-
ledge, has another means of proof ( to prove it ) . Other-

wise, if the mind alone associated with the knowledge of

the invariable concomitance with the eye and others, is

possibly authoritative everywhere, there would ensue the

destruction of all other means of proof, — an undesirable

result. If it is admitted that even the eye and others

are possessed of the authoritative nature owing to some
peculiar nature everywhere, the same thing obtains in the

case of Bhavana as well. Neither is the second ( alternative

possible ) . Because the mere mind exists even prior to

the hearing of the Vedanta-passages and as Brahman is

always near at hand, there would always be the realisation.

And because the means, hearing, thinking, meditating etc.,

would be useless, there would not be the beginning of the

Mimamsa in four chapters propounding them. ( And further,

the Word would have perforce to be admitted as unauthori-

tative if it were to depend upon Bhavana. For, dependence
upon but not resorting to the nature of the cause pointed

% A s^y * A ... ^%q*rT*rf#T-*r 3 dropped in 10 $nd A.



out by the nature of the effect, limited by the right know-
ledge produced of word is the cause of the unauthoritative

nature ; ( and ) in the case of the eye and others, there is

the same type of unauthoritative nature.

)

Further, as that ( Manas ) has the capacity to favour

( or strengthen ) a means of proof, there is no possibility of

another means of proof, as in the case of Inference, light

etc., because, on account of the absence of any uncommon
object, as the attributes of the mind, pleasure, pain, desire

etc., are admitted, in the Siddhanta view, as to be known

by the Witness, verily, in the absence of the intervening

instruments ( of perception ) . Nor again ( is ) Brahman

itself the peculiar object of the mind, because that would

be in contradiction with the Sruti
(
passage

)

c What one thinks of not by the mind ' ( Keno. I. 5 )

and others.

I say ( says the objector)— Even, in the Siddhanta

view, there is equally the contradiction with the Sruti

(
passages

)

\ A drops ^3
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' What is not spoken of by words

'

( Keno. L 4 )

' It is neither grasped by the eye, nor by words also

'

( Mundaka. III. 1. 8 )

' Whence words retreat

'

( Taitti. II. 4. 5 )

and others — ( our reply is ) — On the strength of the

Sruti
(
passages

)

' One who is a non-knower of the Veda, knows not that

big one

'

( $aty&. IV )

' This what is fit to be known by the Veda

'

( Brha. V. 1

)

' I ask about that Man propounded in the Upanisads

'

( Brha. III. 9. 26 )

and others, the condemnatory Sruti passages can be rightly

accounted for, as not being within the province of their

primary ( denotative
)
power, there being the absence of

the division, principal and subordinate in the case of the

mind.

t A^thr * A <rarkfoRC
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If
(
you ask ) — What happens then to the Sruti

(
pas-

sages ) such as

' Where all Yedas become one

'

( Cifctyu. XL 1

)

' That Atman belongs to the mind ' ( Cittyu. XI. 1. 2 )

• It has to be perceived by the mind alone

'

( Brha. IV. 4 19 )

— (our reply is )
— Listen. Manaslnatva ( means ) what is

fit to be found in the limiting adjunct, the mind, and

not being the object of the direct perception produced by

the mind. Manasaiva — ( here ) the instrumental case

denoting agent, intended to propound the nature of the non-

doer in the case of Atman, speaks of the mind being the

agent of perception, and not its being the instrument, on

account of the contradiction with the well-known view of

the TJpanisads. Keferences (names) are in conformity

with ( some ) uncommon ( characteristic ) like the expression

Manaslna in practical use.

[ 54 ] For this very reason, there is no scope for the

1«
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mind to be the instrument, even on the ground of its being

the resort of right knowledge* In the Sruti
(
passage )

'Desire, thought, doubt, faith, non-faith, firmness,

slackness, shame, understanding, fear— all this is the mind

only

'

( Brha. I. 5. 3 ; Maitra. VL 30 )

the mind is described in case-co-ordination, as being the

constituent cause, as in ( the expression ) < the clay-jar \

As no case-co-ordination is seen in ' the staff, the jar '
( in

such cases, the position ) is to be accounted for, by admitting

the nature of the Instrumental cause ; the presence and

absence ( of factors ) which have necessarily to be under-

stood for the purpose of understanding the nature of the

Instrumental cause, are themselves properly the province

of the constituent cause, there being no other constituent

cause in evidence. And the Atman is described as attri-

buteless in the Sruti
(
passage

)

( The Witness, Sentient, Pure and Afctributeless

'

(gvetfi. VL 11; Brahmo XVI)
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as the Perce ivables cannot rightly be the Dharmas of the

Perceiver, as, in the case of the perceivables, jar and others

either from their nature, or from their being the Dharmas,

the absence of their being identical ( with A.tman ) is all-

established ; and when l Desire, thought etc, ', are definite-

ly ascertained as not being the attributes of the Perceiver,

as they are perceivable, owing to their not possessing the

self-illumining capacity, it is concluded that € Desire etc.

'

are just the Dharmas of the mind, by the Sruti
(
passages

)

' It is fit to be perveived only by the mind ' ( Brha. IV. 4. 19 )

' When all the longings which had resorted to the heart

of this one are cast away

'

( Katho. II. 3. 14; Brha. IV. 4. 7 )

* Verily, then he has crossed over all the longings in the

heart' ( Brha. IV. 3. 22 )

and others. And on account of the superimposition of the

identity of the mind ( on the Atman ), there is the state-

ment of its attributes also involving superimposition on the

Atman ( as is clear ) from the Sruti
(
passages )
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' By the attribute of the Buddhi, and also by the attri-

bute of the Atman he is perceived even as the lowest—
having the measure just of the point of the awl

'

(gveta. V. 8)
( He, remaining uniform, moves about in both the

worlds, as though meditating
'

( Brha. IV. 3. 7 )

* With the understanding, having become the dream, he

goes beyond this world

'

( Brha. IV. 3. 7 )

and others. In the Sruti
(
passage

)

' The Vijilana spreads the sacrifice, and also spreads

about the Karman '

( Taitti. II. 5 )

the mind itself, denoted by the word Vijiiana , although

referred to by a word in the nominative case, is described

as the agent. If it be argued, that it is stated in the Sruti

as being the Instrument as well, as in the
(
passage

)

' He, verily, perceives by the mind itself, hears by the

mind
3

( Brha. I. 5. 3 ; Maitra. VL 30 )

and others, ( our reply is ) — No, because that Sruti pas-

sage purports to point out only to the existence ( of the
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mind ) as apart from ( the sense-organs ), for ( the benefit of

those ) who hold conflicting opinions about the mind which

is apart from the sense-organs
; ( the Sruti passage is not

intended ) to point out to its being the instrument ; other-

wise its connection with the Eva ( alone ) would not be

properly explained • even in the case of the eye and others,

their being the instrument is established by the (law of)

presence and absence, and so, no rule can be rightly laid

down, when they are separated from it, and the Instrumen-

tal case is known to be used ( lit. remembered ) , to point

out only to the cause. The well-known fact of the mind

being the instrument, however, is, verily, due to the fact

that the Atman, without any Dharmas, and self-illumining,

unattached, himself incompetent to experience the objects,

( of senses ), experiences the objects, by functioning in the

form ( of the mind ) due to the super-imposition of his oneness

on it ; and not by remaining indifferent like the eye and

others —Let this suffice for the present ; we shall propound

this at length in ( our work )
« Prakasaprakriya ' ( or, in

connection with the technique of ' self-illumination
'
)

.

[ 55 ] (
The objector says )

— All right then ! Let it

be that the word itself, although producing indirect know-
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ledge at first, would produce direct knowledge afterwards,

through the assistance of the particular associates. ( Our
reply is )

— No, that ( it ) not so, because in that case,

there would come in the l maxim of the half-old woman '

.

If the word has the nature of producing the indirect know-

ledge, that cannot be pushed away from it by even a

thousand associating agencies, because an accidental charac-

teristic cannot be the nature ( of a thing )

.

[ 56 ] As to < recognition ' cited forth as the illustra-

tive instance ( we ask you )— What is it that is intended to

show up there *
( 1 ) Is it that the eye, which has the

nature of producing direct knowledge, can produce the in-

direct knowledge, with the co-operation of the impression

( samsMra ), or ( 2 ) is it that the eye, having the nature of

producing direct knowledge in respect of the object near at

hand, is the producing cause of the direct knowledge in

respect of an object of the portion, viz. the nature of that,

not near at hand with the co-operation of the impression, or

( 3 ) is it that the eye although producing the knowledge
independent of the impression is not unauthoritative even

when it depends upon the impression ?

^ A ^qrowfanra; ^ A ... ^r^^r^^ne^ ^ A reads sjt
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In this connection, the first ( alternative ) cannot stand

because recognition is direct and the eye cannot produce

the portion involved in that.

For this reason, not even the second ( alternative can

stand ) because in respect of the portion involving the

nature of that, directness is not admitted, and only the

nature of remembrance is admitted in respect of that

portion while it is produced only from the impressions*

Thus recognition produced by the mental impressions would

be having the nature of remembrance, and so the view viz.

the remebrance produced from the impressions is its cause,

on account of the knowledge of the qualifying factor

alone, is brushed aside. Because the nature of remem-

brance is admitted in respect of the portion produced by

the mental impressions ; and because there is no scope for

the supposition of remembrance intervening between, when

there is the possibility of the production of the recognition

from the mental impressions rising up and that have nece-

ssarily to be postulated as being the cause of remembrance,

and in accordance with the maxim ' Let it be in accordance



with the cause. What is the matter about it ?
' — as in the

case of remembrance, so even in the case of recognition the

presence and the absence of the previous experience are

equal in the picture. As in the case of the nature of right

knowledge and the nature of wrong knowledge there is no

contradiction in the case of experience and remembrance
having the power to produce the same knowledge, on account

of the difference in the portions affected by the objects of

knowledge. Because remembrance and experience are not

admitted as being possessed of a generality.

For this very reason ( cannot stand ) the third ( alter-

native )— Not indeed exists for the eye the dependence
upon the mental impressions in respect of its own object, so

that there could have been the unauthoritative nature,

characterised by dependence, but there comes in ultimately

in the case of the eye and the mental impression producing

a simultaneous cognition in their respective objects by
taking into account their respective associates, the nature

of the producer of only one knowledge involving experience

and remembrance by the combined objects. Otherwise, if

the eye produces the cognition even in respect of an object

not at hand with the co-operation of the mental impression,



there would be the undesirable contingency of the occular

cognition in respect of the silver even though it is not

nearby through the co-operation of the impression of silver;

or there would jperforce be the acceptance of ' Akhyati '

.

When the relation of cause and effect is regulated by the

occular perception of silver through the connection itself

with the silver, that is the same in respect of the cognition

of thatness having a connection with the particular space

and time, because Direct Perception is as a rule the cogni-

tion of what actually exists. But in the case of the eye

and the mental impression, although accepted as the cause

of the cognition of the different generality, has been postu-

lated, in respect of the recognition, the nature of being the

cause of one cognition, in conformity with the law of

presence and absence. This itself has been given as an

illustrative example by the venerable author ( Padmapada

)

of the Pancapadika establishing the production of the false

knowledge known as ' Anirvacanlya \ by the refutation of

the view of < Anyathakhyati \ But, by this there cannot

be the authoritative nature of something which is even

dependent upon something else. Here, however, in the
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case of the word, formerly quite incompetent to produce

direct knowledge, ( now
) producing the direct knowledge

through the special co-operation of the impression produced

by thoughts, the undesired contingency of there being the

authoritative nature depending upon something else, and

the loss of the nature become all the more inevitable and

unshakable. Therefore, it is better to accept the position

that the Word itself self-authoritative, prior and posterior

to pondering, produces direct realisation by virtue of the

special importance of the object. Further, there is no flaw

of the loss of the nature, because as in the case of mind, the

nature of producing indirect and direct cognition is admit-

ted. As is admitted by the opponents that the mind some-

times produces indirect knowledge and sometimes direct

knowledge, why may not that obtain in the case of the

Word in our case ?

Now I say ( says the objector ), there exists a two-fold

nature of a limiting charateristic. ( 1 ) In the capacity of

the mind, there is produced the indirect knowledge. ( 2
)

There is produced the direct knowledge in the capacity of
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the sense-organs having a peculiar nature, like the eye etc.

And the nature of sense-organs depends upon the connection

with the mind which is the cause of cognition, having the

same substratum with the absence of special qualities

arising from ( the means of proof ) other than Word, or it

depends upon the connection with the mind which is the

cause of cognition, with its functioning not caused by re-

membrance. And that exists in the case of the mind also

as in the case of the eye and others. Thus even in the case

of the Word, a two-fold form should be stated, thus — ( 1

)

being characterised by the nature of producing the indirect

cognition,- and ( 2 ) being characterised by the nature of

producing the direct cognition.

[ 57 ]
(To the above objection ) it is stated in reply

(by us as under)— In the case of the Word, either through

being the producer of cognition not produced from the

object or through being the instrument of cognition, there

is the nature of producing indirect cognition ;
there is the

nature of producing direct knowledge, through the word

pointing out to the identity with the object < you
'
after a
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proper scrutiny of the objects. The first qualifying attrL

bute is for the sake of warding off the violation in respect

of expressions like ' you are religious '
; being turned away

by the other qualifying attributes is obvious (enough).
And that is so, because from passages like ' you are the

tenth ',
' you are the king ', there is seen the direct realisa-

tion, such as * I am the tenth \
c I am the king ' etc., other-

fwise there would not be from them, the direct discarding o

the illusion, such as ' I am not the tenth ; I am the ninth
',

' I am not the king, I am the hunter ', because it is postu-

lated that in the case of a direct illusion there should be

contradiction by the direct contradictory knowledge itself.

[ 58 ] It should not be argued that there is no compre-
hension there of the contact -with the mind, when the
unqualified object is brought to view from the sentence

( uttered ), because in the ease of all sentences that possibi-

lity exists, and so would follow the undesirable contingency

of the means of proof « Word ' being just scotched off; and
because in the case of cognition of an object through the
peculiar co-operation of the mind being another means of
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proof has to be necessarily there, in conformity with the

maxim ' What is peculiar, is the cause ' etc.

For this very reason ( the view ) that after the indirect

cognition from the sentence, another mental cognition is

the cause of turning away illusion is brushed aside, because

there the sentence itself is ascertained to be the cause in

conformity with ( the law of) presence and absence. Other-

wise, with the whole paraphernalia existing even prior to

the hearing of the sentence, there would be the undesirable

contigency of the mind or the eye and others, producing the

direct realisation. If you say that the sentence also is the

co-operating agency there, then it follows that the sentence

itself has the authoritative nature, the mind being
(
just

)

a peculiar co-operator. Therefore the Word itself is the

cause of direct realisation there. As the nature of the

mind pervaded by the indirect is one, that one pervaded by

the direct is another, so the nature of the word also

is two-fold; hence there would be no confused mixing up

( either )

.

S A. adds 3[f?3[*re«RL after wiT^
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[ 59 ] I say ( says the objector )
— Even though being

the cause is possible in a special form as in the case of the

six ( sense-organs ) the eye and others, limited by the cha-

racteristic of being a special cause — the nature of the eye

etc.,—.there is the characteristic of being the general cause

and there is desired another ( characteristic ) — the nature

of the sense-organ. Likewise, even in the case of the

Word, you have to state a characteristic involving a nature

of a general cause in conformity with the six sense-organs.

Otherwise, in respect of the cognition produced by the

Word, the direct generality would be an accidental- feature,

there being no producing cause of that in the word. And
similarly, in the absence of the more extensive, there would

not be the direct cognition from the Word, pervaded by it,

like the perceptibility of the sight etc.

( To the above objection ) it is stated ( by us in reply
)— Being the instrument of knowledge not having the base

of indirect knowledge only, is found in seven ( entities ) like

the nature of the sense-organs characterised by being the

producing cause of direct knowledge existing in the six

1 A «rr<raT*n^T
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admitted by you. The nature of the cause of the special

cognition being the characteristic of the nature of the
general cause, obtains equally in your view as well as in my
view. Otherwise, if the sense-organs are not established

as the cause in a general manner, there would not be the

nature of the cause by resorting to particular contact with
the mind producing the cognition. Therefore, the state-

ment that the eye and others that are accepted as the

causes in the special form — the nature of the eye etc., —
by some limiting adjunct or other — this is not vitiated in

the case of the Word also.

[ 60 ] It should not be argued that in that case, the

Word would have the functioning of the sense-organs, foist-

ed upon it, because something characterising the nature of

the cause of the direct perception is the cause of the func-

tioning of the sense-organs. ( Our reply to this is )
—

Because the sense-organs are super-sensuous, there is the

absence of only popular direct functioning in their case and

the scrutineers carry on their dealings in their own techni-

cal terminology. Even though in the case of that ( Vyava-

hara) of the nature described, there is the particular feature

of its not being heard, there is no flaw because it is admit-

ted that it is the cause of the practical dealing. And
further, the nature described is not the cause of the
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functioning of the sense-organs, because it does not cover

the five organs of action. There is no absence of proof in

respect of them, because that has been propounded by the

Sruti and Smrti passages,

' There are these ten Pr&nas in a man, the Atman is the

eleventh

'

'

( Brha. III. 9. 4 )

and because the five-fold action known as speaking, grasp-

ing, going, evacuating, sexual-joy cannot be accounted for

otherwise. Further in that same way has been described

in the fourth part, named 'Avirodha', by the Revered

author of the Sutras—
* Those sense-organs, on account of that appellation

other than the best.

'

( Bra. Su, II. 4. 17 )

The Sankhyas also say —
c Egoism is the Ahamkara ; from it the two-fold crea-

tion proceeds, ( the creation ) concerning the sense-organs is

the eleven-fold host; there are also the five-fold subtle

elements.

crews'
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The eleven-fold boat constituted of the Sattva-quality

proceeds from the Vaikr.ta Ahamkara The subtle elements

proceed from the elements ( Tamasa Ahamkara ) etc. That

is constituted of the Tamas. From the Tejas proceed these

both varieties.

The organs of knowledge are known as the eye, the

ear, the nose, the tongue, and the skin. They speak of the

organs of action as speech, hands, feet, the organ of excre-

tion, and the organ of generation.
5

( Sa. Ka. 24-26
)

The meaning of this is — From the Mahat which existed

as the first effect of the Prakrti constituted of the genera-

lity * the great existence ' was produced the entity called

Ahamkara. — This has been stated in the passage

' From the Prakrti, the Mahat ; from that the Aham-

kara.
'

( Sa. Ka. 21

)

Now is stated the characteristic of Ahamkara — Abhimana

{ egoism ) in respect of the entity here put forth by the

sense-organs, — I am the authorised master, I am indeed

powerful, these objects are for my sake alone, there is
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no authorised master elsewhere than I, thus am I — the

Abhimana ( self-importance ) of this nature, engaged in

activities associated with Ahamkara, is the characteristic

of Ahamkara. Therefore, Ahamkara is the cause of self-

importance. And the case-coordination is used with a

desire to point out identity of cause and .effect. And it is

three-fold — ( 1 ) constituted of the Sattva, ( 2 ) constituted

of the Rajas, and ( 3 ^constituted of the Tamas, from the

three-fold distinction of the Gunas that are the cause. The
Sattvika itself is spoken of as Vaikrta and Vaikarika, the

Rajasa itself is spoken of by the word Taijasa ; the Tamasa
by the word. Bhuta etc.. And from that Sattvika-Aham-
kara (proceeds) the creation of the eleven sense-organs,

because that ( Sattvika-Ah&mkara ) is light and illumining.

From the Tamasa-Ahamkara
(
proceeds ) the creation of

the five subtle elements called sound, touch, form, taste and
smell, because that ( Tamasa is ) heavy and constituted

of the covering nature. t The Rajasa, however, having

no independent function, merely acts, as the. co-operating

\: VA ^"tl^fcT:. '\ A dr6ps ^' \
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agency with the both, because the Rajas
(
quality

)
pushes

on in respect of their functions the Sattva and Tamas

(
qualities ) that are by themselves inactive. Because it

has been stated

' Sattva is desired to be light and illumining, the Kajas

strengthening and active, the Tamas alone heavy and

screening.

'

( Sa Ka. 18 )

And the effect follows in the wake of the cause. And even

in the case of these, opposed to one another, their perform-

ing the same action is not vitiated, because the oil, wick and

fire, although opposed to one another, are seen to produce

one activity^ viz, light. And that has been stated —
c Like the lamp there' is the functioning in effect.

'

(Sa. Ka. 13)

Therefore, this is the division. There the sense-organs

have the Sattvika Ahamkara as the constituent cause ; . and

according to the view no other Prana apart from the general

functioning of the sense-organs being not admitted, there is

no over-extension in that case. Because it has beein stated
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* The general functioning of the sense-organs— five

airs, Prana etc.

'

( Sa. Ka. 29 )

The subtle elements and the elements are the effect of

Tamasa-Ahamkara.

[ 61 ] I say ( says the objector)— In the Sruti-passagc,

according to the Siddhanta-view—
' My dear, the mind, verily, is constituted of food

( earth ) ; Prana, constituted of water ; speeeh of Tejas

'

( Cha. VI. 5. 4 ; VI. 6. 5 )

being strengthened by the material food is stated thera ;

and that is possible only when they belong to the same

genus ; from ( the expressions like ) ' constituted of earth
'

( in the case of the entities constituted of earth ) is seen the

strengthening by another piece of clay, and in the passage

' Speech merges into the Fire, the eye into the Sun, the

ear in the Quarters

'

( Brha. IIL 2. 13

)

the Sruti speaks of the merging in the elements and the

merging cannot be accounted for without there being a

cause, — and so, it is established that the sense-organs are



made up of the material elements for the manifestation of

the qualities of the elements like light etc. As the ear,

skin, eye, tongue and nose enable one to grasp respectively

sound, touch, form, taste and smell, they belong to those

( Gunas ) respectively ; likewise the mind also is possessed

of five attributes, because it enables one to grasp these five

attributes because of the invariable concomitance ( expres-

sed in the formula ) ' which sense-organ enables one to grasp

which quality, that sense-organ is possessed of that quality \

Thus likewise, it would follow that the mind is constituted

of the five elements, and the others are constituted of one

element each.

[ 62 ] You cannot say that because the mind is possess-

ed of the qualities of touch etc., there would be the undesi-

rable contingency of its being the cause, because it is

admitted to be on the same footing as the eye and others,

and also because the Arambha-doctrine is not admitted by

us. Further again, there is no proof whatsoever ( to admit

)

the existence of the atom not constituted of the elements

and void of all particular qualities, be.cause the inference

proving that, are fallacious and that is known by the ' 1

'

\ A jgaguraJTOfc ^ A ^^rt^ * dropped in 1.0,
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idea itself, which comes within the province of the self-

illumining pure Atman and pervading the whole body. And
all this has been stated in the Vartika—

' The sense-organ would be like, a lamp, homogeneous
with the object to be grasped by it. If it were not like that,

on account of the manifestation of the form alone, it would
be like grasping the form by the ear.

Here, in the case of each independent sense-organ, there

would be the grasping of all the objects, like that of mind
and intellect, if there be no homogeneity of objects ( to be

grasped
)

In the case of these two — mind and understanding—
as they are constituted of all the elements, the grasping of

all the objects is to be understood ; otherwise that would be

impossible.

The understanding by the individual agents of know-
ledge, like the skin etc., is believed to be of a general nature,

like that in the case of Prana alone, where the power of

activity is spoken of as a general one.

3TWR=rara ,< A ... ^nsRrffaf A ... ^ptof
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The powers of knowledge— the ear and others are, for

the sake of the attainment of the enjoyment of words etc.,

likewise the powers of action — speech etc., are for the sake

of the enjoyment of Karmans. ' ( Brha. Va. II. 4. 364-68 )..

And also the following—
' As long as there is the pervasion by blood in the body,

so long alone is the pervasion by the understanding, func-

tioning generally, till the destruction of the body.

What functioning is noticed in the case of an appropri-

ate sense-organ or even elsewhere than that, that is to be

known belonging to itself and it is not the change in its

nature.

'

( Brha. Va. II 4. 345-346 )

etc. Here, though one and the same, the mind and the

understanding are mentioned as two, on account of the

difference of functioning characterised by thought and deci-

sion. In the case of the eye and the sound, it might be

feared that there would be the violation of the invariable

concomitance mentioned before, if the eye were to perceive

3 A BT*TT*ii%«r^nfa». -* aT*T*n$w ^nfit-
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the * hearing ' — so the expression Yogya ( appropriate )

has been put in. There, in one and the same ball-like object

are admitted two sense-organs competent to perform the

respective functions— this is the sense. And the difference

between the organs of knowledge and the organs of action

is stated in conformity with the difference between the

powers of knowledge and action. That being the case,

persevering in the eleven ( sense-organs ), possessed of what

characteristic is a sense-organ concerned with practical deal-

ings ? Because by your honour, verily, is not admitted

the Sattvika Ahamkara as having the characteristic of the

constituent cause.

[ 63 ] (To the above objection ) it is stated by us in

reply ) — The definition of the sense-organ in general is —
* being other than Prana, being the state of the constituent

cause of the elements not mixed up five-fold \ The first

qualifying attribute is there because Prana is not admitted

as a sense-organ, in accordance with the Sutra

' Elsewhere, because of its being the most important '.

( Bra. Su. II. 4. 17 )

^ A drops c«r
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As for sound, touch, form, taste, smell, they are not the

constituent cause because they have their very nature of

the five-fold compounded elements. There, the inner sense-

organ is the effect of the five great elements not compound-

ed in its form, with the Sattva-portion prominent. And
that is known as two-fold, understanding and mind, on

account of the difference in functioning. There, the Pra^a

is the effect of the five great elements not compounded,

with the Eajas-portion prominent in it. And that is known

as five-fold, Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana, on

account of the difference in functioning. Even according to

the view which admits Prana and the mind to be one, there

is no dispute regarding such a division of that ; because by

the words Jiiana^akti and Kriya^akti, only the qualities

Sattva and Rajas are denoted. Thus, the ear is the product

of the Akasa not compounded five-fold, with Sattva promi-

nent in it ; that too, like the eye and others, comprehends,

verily, by going out, on account of the actual perception in

the form ' the sound is at a distance '. The Akaia, however,

* A addsfi% after ... ^ftarci<t * A an* ft$TO* 3 A TO^
A drops m <* A adds ^ after ^g^T%^
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fii our view is not eternal as in the view of the Logicians.

Thus the skin is the product of that kind of Vayu. The
eye is the product of that kind of Tejas. The tongue is the

product of that kind of water* The nose is the product of

that kind of earth. The products are the organs of know-

ledge on account of the Sattva possessing the illumining

nature. Thus, Vak is the sense-organ produced from the

Akasa not compounded five-fold, with the Sat-quality, mixed

up slightly with the Kajas, being prominent. Moreover, in

respect of this ( Vak ) it is the product of the Akaga like

the ear, because it is the sense-organ manifesting the sound.

Some talk of the Vak as possessed of the Tejas-element on,

the strength of the Sruti passage

< Vak is constituted of Tejas.

'

( Cha. VI. 5. 4 )

— That is not so. There the word Tejas denotes an oily

earthly substance like ghee etc. , because there is the intro-

ductory statement

* Tejas (food) is enjoyed in three ways' (Cha. VI. 5. 3)

1 A adds i{rf after 3TT?*iT^ R A cm^refal*^ -& r^raW^
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and another Sruti

c Tejas, verily, is ghee

because it is imposible to eat what is Tejas ; otherwise,,

even in the case of the Sruti-passage

' dear, mind is constituted of food *
( Cha. VI. 5. 4 )

the mind will have to be admitted as having only an earthly-

nature.

Therefore, what has been stated by us is correct. Simi-

larly the sense-organ — the hand — is the product of that

kind of Vayu, because the function, grasping etc*, is consti-

tuted of Vayu ; because in the Sruti-passage

< This triad is the Name, Form and Karman

'

( Brha. L 6. 1

)

the Prana is mentioned as being constituted of Karman,

and Prana and Vayu are described as one in the Samvarga-

Vidya etc. . The sense-organ— the foot— is the product

of that kind of Tejas, it being known that the treatment

meted out to the foot contributes to the health of the eye,
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the two are homogeneous. The organ of evacuation is the

product of that kind of water, because that is of a liquid

nature. The organ of generation is the product of that

kind of earth/ because that is of a stiff nature. This

has been propounded in detail by us in Siddhdntabindu.

And this complete order has been also mentioned in the

Pancadasl —
' The elements sky, wind, lustre, water and earth were

produced ; from their live Sattva-portions came out in order

the five sense-organs called ear, skin, eye, tongue and nose.

By all of them is produced the Antahkarana— it is two-

fold in conformity with the difference in functioning.

The mind is of the form of thinking, the Understanding

is of the nature of resolve, By their five Rajas-portions are

produced respectively the organs of action named as speech,

hands, feet, organ of evacuation and organ of generation.

The Prana associated with all those is five-fold on account

of the difference in the functioning.

'

( Pafica. I. 18-2£ )
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Therefore, there might be subsidiary divisions, but as the

general characteristic of being the constituent cause of the

elements not compounded five-fold is possible, there is noth-

ing untenable in our view. —Let that go as it is. Therefore*

there would not be the unwanted practical dealing associat-

ed with the sense-organs even in the case of the Word on

the strength of its being the cause of direct knowledge.

[ 64 ] Further, it should not be argued that in this way

there would be an undesirable mixing up, if the nature of

the Word possesses direct as well as indirect nature, because

the mixing up of the generalities also, like the mixing up of

the limiting adjuncts, is no flaw ; and also
e
there is no possi-

bility of the nature of generality, because the direct nature

and the indirect nature are the functions of only one know-

ledge, as in the case of the nature of right knowledge and

the nature of wrong knowledge ; and if generality were to

be admitted there would be just anarchy, on account of

the absence also of a continuing experience impossible to

be proved otherwise, characterised by the nature of the

effect. Further, it should not be argued by you that the

i x\ smrwrsrspirer *toto '< A adds^ after ^ ^
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genus, being indirect, would be established by the limiting

adjunct, viz. being produced by the sense-organs, because

that is not the limiting adjunct of the nature of effect

owing to its being the function of the knowledge of the

eternal Isvara according to your view ; according to our

view it is the function of the eternal Witness, Senti-

ency, manifesting pleasure etc. According to the view of

the Mimamsakas, on account of the generality associated

with the Gunas, not being admitted, if the knowledge of

Isvara is not admitted to be direct, there would not be the

establishment itself of that, because that is inferred on

account of his being possessed of direct knowledge as being

the material cause of the earth etc. Further, you should

not say — Let then the direct perception produced be the

generality, there being no contradiction. — Let it be there

or let it not be there. What loss is there for us ? It has

been ( already ) stated that direct perception being common
to eternal knowledge is not generality.

[ 65 ] Surely, for you also it is difficult to point wit to

the direct perception referring to an object. To explain

the same— Not for the matter of that can there be the
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nature of the object of direct perception on account of there

being mutual inter-dependence and because, that the know-

ledge is direct has yet to be proved. There cannot be also

the nature of the self-illumining Sentiency propounded in

the Sruti-passage,

* What is Brahman, from definite direct perception.

'

( Brha. III. 4. 1

)

If it is intended to point out that nature in the nature of

things, — all the objects, verily, being possessed of that

form as a matter of fact would be associated with direct

perception — ( that would be ) an undesirable contingency t

And further, a real direct perception cannot produce any-

thing in respect of practical dealings. And if we admit that

kind of nature not super-imposed, that is absent in ( the

statements like) 'You are the tenth'. Nor again could

there be the manifestation as not different from Samvit

;

( if that be the case ) that being absent in jar and others,

there would be indirect perception ( in respect of them )
—

an undesirable contingency 1 Further, you cannot say that

the direct perception also belongs to jar and others, because

it is direct for sentiency like Satta by the Satta itself of
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Sentieney. Because the direct perception itself associated

with Caitanya cannot be described as apart from its nature.

And if that is admitted as its mere nature, as there is

everywhere the functioning of the Satta, there would be

the functioning of direct perception also.

[ 66 ] If it is argued that the removal of the nature of

Ajfiana itself is the direct perception of the Caitanya, and

that again is in some places by the direct realisation of

pleasure etc., of its own accord, and in some places by virtue

of the particular functioning due to the means of proof like

the realisation of the jar and others so there would not be

over-encroachment — ( our reply is )— even so, the object

manifested as not different from the nature of the Caitanya

with the Ajfiana removed does partake of the direct percep-

tion in respect of the knowledge concerning it— that

would be the ultimate meaning got at ; if that be the case,

the knowledge concerning it is definitely useless because

the result of that ( knowledge ) has been already produced.

In the case of the object screened, how can there be the

* A %-^rctfg^Rd^Tr * A ^ft^T w^rcrdsft ? A adds
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removal of the Ajfiana, without the knowledge produced by
the means of proof ? That the means of proof itself without
any direct perception after removing the Ajfiana in respect
of an object that is produced afterwards becomes possessed
of the direct perception, being the object of that special
nature — thus disclosing your wonderful scholarship, if you
are asked how in that case do not come in Inference and
others, what reply can you give ? Being one who agrees
to the orthodox doctrine ( of Vedaprlmanya )— how can
you say that it is the very nature ? Therefore, it is put
forth here that the nature of the functioning characterised
by the removal of Ajnana— that itself is the direct nature.
And that cannot be had through the real direct perception
of the Caitanya and so some other cause has got to be
stated in that connection. The view that direct knowledge
is produced by the words directly referring to the oneness of
the objects is thus brushed aside, because though being the
object of real direct nature is possible in passages like ' That
thou art, ' it is impossible in

(
passages ) like ' You are the

tenth ', and because the removal of Ajnana is absent prior

I A jR^jpnffe^ = A drops ^ 5TSRT?r% 3 1 sq-Rg
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to the knowledge from the Word — if the removal of Ajnana
is expected to be achieved sometime, then sentences like

' the mountain is possessed of fire \ would perforce have to be

admitted to produce the direct knowledge, because the object

possesses the nature of direct perception* And even pas-

sages like

c From whom, verily, these beings are produced

'

( Taitti. III. 1

)

' Truth, Knowledge, Infinite

'

( Taitti. II. 1

)

etc., producing the direct knowledge being the object of the

nature of direct perception, there would perforce be useless-

ness of the great passages ; nor can it be said that they
produce the direct knowledge because they are objects not
different from the knower ; otherwise, that will perforce

have to be admitted even in the case of a sentence like

' You are endowed with omniscient nature ' and likewise the
same will have to be admitted from the Inference ( as )

—
Isvara is not different from me,

Because of being possessed of sentiency,

Like myself.

% A ftraTORcerer r A drops 3Tfq- 3 A ... ^re^r^Rm^
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Therefore, what has been stated by us alone is correct— there is the productive capacity for the direct knowledge
on account of the words pointing out to the identity
with the object (denoted by the word) 'You' referred to
by the appropriate sense of the word.

[ 67 ] This being the case, nor again should it be
argued by you — when it is possible for a word to produce
direct knowledge even prior to the pondering, and the
removal of Ajiiana and its products capable of being removed
by that itself, what is the use of any pondering
further ? — Because, at that time it

(
pondering ) would

not be competent to produce its effect, because it is obstruc-

ted by ( the circumstances like ) the impossibility of the
same. But when the obstruction is removed by proper
pondering, the direct indeterminate knowledge produced
by the word, being unhindered would produce its own effect.

There, this is the order in which it functions. — From the

performance of the prescribed sacrifices etc., aiming at the

knowledge of Brahman right upto the fruit, the wrong
tendency of the mind acting as an impediment in the way of

I A drops ^ ^ A 7;5iq:4?cf 3 A ...Rra^*f«ra^tH':



the discrimination between permanent and non-permanent
Is warded off. Thereupon, by the discrimination between
.permanent and impermanent the wrong tendency of the

mind, which obstructs the absence of the greed ( for enjoy-

ment of objects) here and hereafter is brushed aside;

— then the wrong tendency of the mind obstructing the

control and restraint by the absence of greed for the objects

of senses ;
— then, by control, restraint and others, the

wrong tendency of the mind which is the cause of perverse

activity
;
— then ( is removed ) the wrong tendency of the

mind entertaining the unauthoritative nature of the Vedan-

ta-passages pointing out to the identity of Atman and

Brahman without a second, by logical reasoning involved in
4 hearing \ culminating in concluding the purport and deno-

tation of the Vedanta concerning the oneness of Brahman
without a second, or by ( understanding ) the Hetus ( the

Vedanta-passages ) for the sake of sacrificial activity to be

fallacious reasonings ; and thus, in the case of Vedanta,

the wrong tendency of the mind, obstructing the concentra-

tion of the mind, which is the cause of the piling up of the

unauthoritative concepts by the reasoning known as c think-

ing ', which results in the proper perspective of ( the

Brahman ) to-be -known. Then is brushed away the wrong

? A grrnf^i+t ... R A drops cfi 3 10 and A drop



tendency of the mind— the massing together of the impre-

ssions produced by the knowledge of the body as Atman,

which is going on continuously without any beginning,— by

the mental effort known as l meditating ' which results in

the functioning of knowledge which is the mass of impres-

sions concerning the oneness of Brahman and Atman un-

affected by anything else. Then in the mind-mirror,

naturally clear, void of all the blemishes, the tendency

already produced by the Vedanta-passages pointing out to

( the Brahman as a ) complete whole, turns away the entire

Ajnana and its effects, verily, by virtue of its self-autho-

ritative nature which is without blemishes and obstructions.

And after that there can be neither any doubt, nor (
any

scope for ) reply. Thus has been said—
< The understanding ( of a king ) soiled by his personal

faults although prompted by the blameless eye, does not

produce the proper fruit, concerning Bharteu ( bis minister )

So (is the case of) the idea in respect of the Atman,

although arising from the &ruti passage.

\ A ... ^?^mi%^^ * A ... ^SK^T%^W .-

$ A adds ftft after ... ^pt « A adds ^ after -^W



iiFrrr^rqtwFi iw *rfcr m^=hi^ki ^5?fT ii

g?sfaraftfRfk^: g^*t R==rrc ^ iRj^ra;:
i

( sr. srr. $ . ? 8 )

swrn^fo TOfiWfi: qftsprifor, sproiwrfornisr, arfon-

But when the faults of a person are removed, it becomes
fruitful again, owing to the driving out of the impediments,

as the column of smoke comes out of the fire when the

( antidotes
) jewel and charm are not there.

The Veda-knowers say that all pondering has for its

fruit the removal of the faults in a person. And, for this

reason, not marring the independent nature of the words,

this section would lead to the desired fruit.

'

( Sarhksepa. I. 14 )

[ 68 ] Therefore, in the case of the direct realisation of

the knowledge of the one-ness of Atman and Brahman with-

out a second, although self-authoritative, having produced as

though an unauthoritative nature, like the indirect percep-

tion due to strong blemishes —
- its being the remover of

Ajnana is thwarted. By the pondering is effected only the

removal of blemishes ; nothing is imposed (by it ) — so,

there is no fear of its self-authoritative nature being given

up. Therefore, who has gained control etc., who is an
ascetic, desirous of salvation, resorting to a teacher, should

J A drops g R A ... q-^mR^frT^: 3 A 3Rq^TT*T3^



#r: "ftsq^M^ $fo frrcfrr fitter sdfaw I afiftsft,

wit $fa st swsq; l

go on with the pondering in accordance with ( the study of

)

the Mimamsa Sastra containing four parts, right upto the

attainment of the fruit. — Dividing ( into suitable sections )

the consideration thus, we shall propound the same. There-

fore, it is established that Atman himself as characterised

by the removal of Avidya is Salvation. And its means is

the realization itself of the oneness of Atman and Brahman

untinged by anything else, produced by the Vedanta-passa-

ges, with impediments removed by ' hearing' etc., — thus

everything is quite reasonable.

Accepting the doctrines of Kapila, Kanada, Aksapada

etc., with the blemishes therein smashed down by various

reasonings, and resorting to the one Advaita-doctrine, con-

forming with the Sruti, without any blemish, the door to

immortality— (I say ) he whom the meritorious ones des-

cribe as Salvation, known only from the Vedantas, consti-

tuted of the highest Bliss, knowledge (itself) void of

Ajflana,— he is the very Self of me, all-perfect.



Here ends the ' Bunch' named ' Scrutiny of Moksa "along with the

means thereof of the '8ii Vedantakalpalatika ' the composition

of Paramahamsa-Parivrajaka-MadhusudanasarasvatL

Here ends the Vedantakalpalatika.

I aft dropped in A ^ A «ft«K^j=r ... A «ffa^TC*T •«•
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EERATA

Page Line Incorrct Correct

XXVI 11 thongh though

1 3 tffrmroi jftariwnf

15 3 *rta- tim-
21 19 &ruti-passage &ruti-passages

38 4 sri&ftwisRi SjinRPc^n^n
39 11 parapharnelia paraphernalia

39 14 unauthritative unauthoritative

41 26 arged argued

47 1 snaFrftrsrr sncjrfirsn

79 20 adandoned abandoned

85 10 Follw- Follow-

103 27 parapharnelia paraphernalia

111 24 pervaded the pervaded by the

125 19 ( 6veta.
( Sveta.

131 6 ?T^»

139 7 cffan fc afalf %
140 26 Maitra. VI. 30.

)
Maitra. VI. 30

)

142 11 that (it) that ( is

)

14 18 remebrance remembrance

146 6 srqrct8gra> «rcRi$nj;>

148 16 fwise wise

148 16 discarding o discarding of

158 1

162 9 (aM-*«->0 ( 91- %1\)


